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have quite a busy agenda for the next two days, with lots of speakers and some real tight 
time constraints that we'll be working under, so I would like just to get started. 

To give us a welcome from NIH is Dr. William Harlan, the associate director for disease 
prevention within the NIH. 

I'm sorry. My name is Steve Groft, and I've been the coordinator with Terry Toigo for the 
meeting. There's a little anxiety up here with this, but we're getting it together, 

DR. HARLAN: Good morning, and welcome to the conference on "Thalidomide: Potential 
Benefits and Risks.'; I want to express my appreciation to those who have collaborated with 
us in this effort. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the Food and Drug 
Administration have joined with several of the research institutes here at the National 
Institutes of Health to put on this program, and we appreciate their active participation in the 
development of the program, and in the program itself. 

The meeting is convened really to look at the novel and potential important actions of 
thalidomide. It's interesting that we have to look at the unique attributes of this particular 
drug in order to see it utilized in the future. fn essence, the discovery and development 
process of drugs has been revised somewhat. Ordinarily, a drug is licensed for a potential 
benefit, and as time unfolds, the fuli scale of adverse effects of the drug are known, as well 
as potential new uses. These potential new uses can be elaborated under the protection, if 
you will, of the licensure of the drug itself. 

On the other hand, what's happened with thalidomide, as you know, is the fact that it was not 
iicensed has pui: a particular onus on it. The very severe adverse effects are very cieariy a 
detriment to some of the investigation i:hat has occurred.It's particuiariy important, then, thai 
one look at the potential benefits, and that these benefits meet a higher standard, I think, a 
standard that will remove the onus of the very severe adverse effects that occur. 

There are a number of applications under study at the present time. There are about 20 
applications. Nine of the institutes and centeis at the National Institutes of Health are 
actively investigating uses for the drug. T\<venty ofth.e General Clinical Research Centers 
also have protocols investigating the potential uses of the drug . 

It's a particularly apropos time for the meeting to occur. As you probably know from the 
reports last week, one of the advisory committees to the Food and Drug Administration has 
rP..-ntnmt>nnPcl th;~t thalinnminP. hP no:.P.n fnr fpnrno:.v ::melT thinlc thll.t nrnviiiP~ "'" nn,:.nino fnr ...... - .................... - .... --- ------------------ -- ---- ~-, --r .. .....- .... J, ---- ........................... """ ... r ....... · ·--.......... ............... " ........ b ... _ .. 

"'II nf n<: tn lnnk ;~t thP nntPntil'll no::.t><: thll.t ll.rP. r!P.vPinnP.cl hP-rP. -·· -- - -- ·- --· -- -·-- r--------- ---- ----- -- -- · -·-r -- -·-- -· 

Before we start the meeting, I would like to express a note of appreciation to Dr. Steve 
Groft, who was the introducer this morning, and will be the moderator. Steve has done a 
wonderful job of directing the Office of Rare Diseases. As a pharmacologist, he has a long 
interest in the pha.rmaco!ogic actions a.11d Ln looking for new a.TJ.d nove! approaches to 
treatment of disease with phannacologic agents. He has shepherded this meeting along, has 
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worked with the other federal agencies, with industry, and with others to develop the 
program, and he is to be congratuiated for this effon. 

Steve, 1'11 tum the program over to you. 

DR. GROFT: Thank you very much, BilL 

Aimost a year ago, w~ eslablished an interagency working group to look at what was going 
on with thalidomide. At that time, several of the meetings that have been held were not 
conducted, were maybe on the planning stages, but we had representatives from the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention, the Food and Drug Administration, and the NIH. 

Initially, our plans were to come up with a common research clinical protocol, to guide the 
~------1.. -- -~-!...~-~ ~··~- ~~-- --~~---1.. _,.:..1-1~~-n +- l..n .. _ nn n A:-~~·;~-~~- +l..n ---~--1.. 1 .. 
11;::0\;<IJ. L-'11, Ul }Jo;;;lllc1jJ;:, Ow V'-U '>VUI<;; 1"''>'-'<U"'U ol,.ll\J<;;UUIVO) ~V 11<1V"' <>.3 CJ UU~..,UVU l.Vl Ul<;O l<;;;) .. Q..IL-11, H 

L----- ___ ..._. -L. •• :-,,~ -"'--- 1--1.~-~ -+ +L~ -1....-----1--:--1 --•:--- --""+L-1!-1--!A- ----' _1\ 
I)C\;i:LIJIC: pu;;uy Vt.JYI\J\JO)> a~l.c;l AV\JII..lllo a~ Ul'-' )JH(lllU<1\,.VlV!;I"''U (l\,.U\JUO) Vl. LH(11lUVllllU"' d.UU QlJ 

the uses, that one prot9col was not going to suffice for all of the research that was underway 
or was planned. 

So at that point, we decided that perhaps the best thing to do would be to conduct a 
\~vorkshop v·.rhere ~ ... .re could present the potential benefits and risks associated \vith 
thalidomide. So here \l.le are today, almost a year later. I think our first meeting ·v.ras last 
October. It has taken some time for us to get the direction that we wanted to go, and arrange 
the speakers and logistics. 

As Dr. Harlan mentioned, it's sort of fortuitous that last week the FDA's advisory committee 
met ::~nd came un with the recommendations_ Hetween Or_ Woodcock and Or Jonathan 
------~-~- -r----- --r ----- ·--- ------------------~----~-- ~~----- -- ~----~--- --------· -~~--·~------

Wilkin, we'll he hearing the results of that, as most of you have already read in the papec 

Since last year, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention conducted a workshop on 
preventing birth defects due to thalidomide. Cynthia Moore from CDC will be here to 
present the results of that meeting; and as I mentioned, Dr. Wilkin. There were also about 
three other workshops or parts of different scientific meetings that discussed thalidomide 
during the past year, so we'll be hearing from various people who participated in those 
workshops and those sessions as the meeting goes along. 

I think it's important to realize that this is not by any stretch of the imagination a consensus 
development conference. It's not a technology assessment conference. We're here really to 
exchange ideas of where the research is going. What are the opportunities for research? 
What are the emerging opportunities that we haven't even thought about, but because of the 
action of thalidomide may prove to be beneficial to a select group of patients? 

We also want to discuss risk communication and management of the risks associated with 
thalidomide. I tl\ink everyone here realizes what went on approximately 40 years ago, and 
none of us want to repeat or even anything close to what occurred at that point. However, 
there is concern that this is a product that can be very beneficial to a select group of patients, 
and we really should look at it in great detail. 
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the market, plans have to be in place for adequate monitoring of this and prevention of 
pregnancy. 

I think, looking back over 40 years ago, it has been two generations since the product was 
kept off the market by Dr~ Kelsey and her colleagues at FDf ... here in the United States~ In 
those ~...\'0 generations, it is probably 50 percent of the U.S. population \Vho really don't ha\re 
a clear understanding of what occurred, and what the effects ofthalidomide were on the 
unborn. 

We have quite a task in front of us. All of us-- the health care providers, the researchers, 
-J.... ........ : ...... ! ............ --J... ....... r"r"''r]l.t"\;.c~f'~ J.....an.ltJ.... .i'II!An .... n.tn.~ t-J,.,a. _..,_r"'L._......."""...,.o"f;,..~l ;"t'\Auol:"t*""7 __ T tJ...~ .... L ......... "r....._ .... ..::. .._.._,1-,....._ 
ptl)~l\..olaJJ.3) j.lll-RJ-~I..u:"''-"J:.,.."-3' l.n ... u.~-u.a ,.,.""'"-'V'-'~Vlo.;P; LA.L..._. pLI......,tU-~..,....,~,.~.,..~,...,......J U.lUUIJI\.1.1 - .1. 'Ll'-Ltt..t\.- "-'•JVU..., Y"tl.iV 
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made. We'll be hearing from several of the manufacturers here at this meeting of their plans, 
how they're going to provide the information to individuals who will be using the drug. 

We'll be looking for comments as we go along. Really, the hallmark of the workshop is, 
there will be time for questions as you go on at the sessions, especially the breakout 
sessions. We look for your input. We look for your advice as we move a1ong. 

Not that we have all of the questions answered with thalidomide. It doesn't boiJ down just to 
a safety consideration of trying to avoid pregnancy, or the neurotoxicity associated with 
thalidomide. We also will be discussing the need for analogs, with less potential for 
teratogenicity and neurotoxicity. We'll be discussing that in great detail at one of the 
breakout sessions tomorrow. 

The issue of mutagenicity has been raised in several publications, and we will want to hear a 
little bit about that, if it really is a concern, or if it's something that we should not be really 
concerned about, or do we need results from additional studies. 

The neurotoxicity, is it something that's pennanent, or is it transient? Is it dose-dependent? 
We'll want to talk about that a litt1e bit. 

Then another issue is the window of susceptibility as far as teratogenicity. If someone 
should have the misfortune to take the product while they're pregnant, we know that 
between days 35 and 50 after a woman's last period of this extreme sensitivity. What 
happens after that if exposure occurs? We'll want to discuss that as well. 

So there are a number" of questions that remain unanswered. This gives us an excellent 
opportunity, I think, if everybody can go a little informal as we go along. The speakers, even 
though they're up here on the stage and in the various breakout sessions, most of them wiU 
be around for the two days. If you have any questions you don't have a chance to ask them 
here, please just catch them in the hallways and talk with them. I think, from my 
conversations, they're willing to answer the questions and discuss them with you. 
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With thalidomide, as with all drugs, we all have to make a benefit/risk decision. [think that 
the point ofthe workshop here is that we want to provide a clear understanding of what 
those potential benefits and associated risks are for thalidomide, and then come up with 
different methods of communication that will provide that information to the public, all the 
health care providers and their patients, so that they can make a good decision, and we don't 
have any unfortunate accidents that have occurred in the past, and in fact have been reported 
to be occurring now in several other countries in which thalidomide is marketed. We do 
want to stay away from that as much possible. 

I'd just like to go over a couple of things logistically for the meeting. We don't have any 
floor microphones, but what we will have will be people coming up and down the aisles 
after each speaker. Some forms have been provided in the package. lf you have any 
questions, please fil1 them out, and we'll bring them up front, and then try to coordinate them 
as we go along for each of the sessions. So if you'll do that, that would help out quite a bit. 

We prepared a selected bibliography ofthalidomide.l culled through, I guess, about 4,500 
references from around-1962, and selected around l ,600. So in about a half-hour or so, or 
after the first break, there should be a copy of the bibliography out over here. My apologies 
if I've slighted anyone whom I didn't pick as a reference that you may have published, but 
we tried to get an adequate representation of the literature. That will be available. Karen 
Patrias from the Library of Medicine helped with that, and I'd like to thank her. 

If all of you have got the abstract book, it contains the agenda. I don't know if you've had a 
chance to look at it, the agenda and the various abstracts from the speakers who were able to 
get a copy of the abstract to us at the time of printing. There may be others available as the 
meeting goes on, if they were not included. 

In the abstract book, as well, there's an informed consent document that's being used for 
research purposes. So most of the investigators who are doing research with thalidomide 
probably are using this, or some form. The template has been accepted by the FDA, and 
used extensively. Then there is the patient brochure that's being provided to patients as well. 

Most of you, I know, did sign up for breakout sessions. Stay in those sessjons. Tomorrow, 
we'll list where they are, which location. Right behind us on top there are three lecture 
rooms that will be used, the main auditorium, and then Conference Room A will also be 
used. If you have signed up, stay with it. If you haven't signed up, there will be sheets there 
in the back at the registration desk for you to sign up, so please do so. It will be helpful for 
us in planning everything. 

The cafeteria is on the main level, upstairs, if you need that. It's open until2:00, so watch 
your afternoon coffee levels or caffeine levels. If you need it, then get one before 2:00. The 
elevators are out to the left here. There are restrooms to the left on this floor, and upstairs, if 
necessary. As the meeting progresses~ if any of you have to leave, there is a telephone that 
you car± summou a taxicab. The registration staff of Prospect Associates with Carol Sadler 
---~11 t...- --~!'tl!-- ..... _ L-f- ............ !•L .L'L= .. 
Wlli UC Wllllll~ lV llC::~J--1 yvu WHU Lilli>. 
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So at this point, I'd just like to thank several people who have been working with us all 
along_ First, Terry Toigo from FDA, who has been the co-chair of this event, tl)'ing to put 
things together, and Dave Banks, who works with Terry. So thank you to hoth of them, and 
to my staff-- A_nita Pikus, Mmy Demory, and Beth Clay -- for sort of giving me the time to 

devote to this effort 

When we started this, we envisioned a very small workshop, but as things have grown and 
I've identified more and more uses, the breakout sessions got larger and larger, and it 
reonired ouite a bit of effort I thank them for all the heln thev 12ave to u~. - - ~ ~r-- - ~ -.1. - - -- - - ,I ./ 1.,..1 -

Thanks to Bill Ha11 of the Office ofDisease Prevention for assisting and putting the meeting 
together as well, and then finally, to all of those ofyou who came today, not just the 
members of the public, but the scientists, the lawyers, the health care providers, the 
clinicians, and others. Thank you for giving of your time and sharing your experience with 
thalidomide. We've got quite a way to go, sol think with everyone working together--

We can't get enough publicity for thalidomide, but I think it has to be positive, with the 
benefits and risks, and the message has to go out that this is a potentially beneficial product, 
but the risks are so serious that we don't want to have this become another 1957-1962 era. 

So thank you. I think we'll get started now, leading into Dr. Kelsey, who back in the 1960s ·
if you look at her abstract, we're about three days short, I think it is. of when the application 
was submitted to the agency, so it's quite a good time to have the meeting. 

Dr. Kelsey? 

DR. KELSEY: It's a p]easure for me to be here today and recapitu]ate a bit of the past. I 
joined the Food and Drug Administration as a medicai officer in August of i 960. I spent the 
first months going around various areas of the Food and Drug Administration getting 
familiar or getting introduced to the type of work that was done there. On September 1st. I 
reported to the Bureau of Medicine as a reviewing medical officer. 

The thalidomide application was filed shortly after September the 8th. Although it was usual 
4.- ~.:- • ...._ ---1!...,-.4.!_-._ __ ___ .._ .. _..f ~----~ --1..., _ _... =- _...._.._.,.,. ... : __ ..,!_...__ "'J •••--. ~---· •L~-· -~•~-"--~_.) -~L ~~---
lU l;,l\'1; <tppw ... <lUVll.:> C:UVUHU lUVll; Vl 1,_;:,;:, llliV~QUVU, '>lUI,~ .L yya;:, J1t;VV 1 llli;J ;,t;JI;\..~I;U i:lll ei13y 
--- £'--- ~-
uu~ {VI UIC, 

Now, at that time, the bureau was, of course, much smaller than it is now. I think, ifwe 
could have the first overhead, that would perhaps bring that out. I don't know if you can read 
it, but in essence, there were seven full-time medical officers and four part-time medical 
officers. The total applicatior.s were about 300 a year. l'lo\v, there are over 200 medical 
offices. 
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Now, I should explain, however, that the applications really were quite a bit different from 
what they are today. A lot of them were for fairly ordinary drugs, minor molecular 
modifications of long~ used drugs, or a new mixture of old drugs. It was rare that a really 
new ami exciting drug came in, and it was in those applications that the best clinical and 
animal studies were perfonned. In general, at the time, drug testing was not considered a 
very scholarly pursuit by most people. Many ofthe studies in support of new drugs were 
written really more as promotions than as scientific studies. 

The ground rules in those days were that after an application had been submitted and filed 
with the agency, the agency had 60 days in whieh to decide that the drug was safe for the 
proposed use or uses. There was no requirement for efficacy, and this of course was one 
reason why the applications were so much smaller. 

In fact, the thalidomide application was four volumes in size, as I recall. That was about 
standard. I think I remember one that was 11, and one that was one or perhaps two. Now, 
although I guess they're mostly computerized, it's a matter of 100 or 200 volumes. 

The applications were reviewed, as they are now, by a chemist, and a pharmacologist, and a 
medical officer. The chemists were in the same little prefab building that we were in on the 
Mall between 7th and Independence. where the Museum of Science and Industry now is. 
The pharmacologists were in another bureau altogether, in the Department of Agriculture. 

The medical officer really had the choice. They could do the pharmacology themselves or 
they could ask for a consult from the pharmacologist I chose the latter course. 

We had, as I said, 60 days.Hwe hadn't communicated with the company before that, they 
could have automaticaiiy assumed that it was okay, and marketed it. So very dose tabs was 
always kept on the date. 

We did get our letter out on November the lOth, although I said the application was received 
on the 8th, or some little time before it got logged in. I think the official date of 
ac~towledgement was Septembei the 15th. So we got oui lettei out on the 1Oth of 
~.Jovember. In 'Lltis, we declared that the application \Vas incomplete and inadequate, atid 

could not be filed. Then we gave the reasons for our decision. 

We all had fairly serious questions. The pharmacologist felt that the chronic toxicity studies 
had not run for a sufficient length oftime. He also felt that there were inadequate absorption 
~nil f>Yr'rl"tinn i!"'t" 'l''hP. rhPrnid fn11nrl ,.U <:nrt<: nf nrnhiP'm" ,.,,. ~t,nrtrnmino" urith thD ----- ._ ..... ----~ .... _.. .. - ...................... __ _. ......................... '"'~--~ - .. ~ ................................. r· ..... ....,. .. '"" ........................... ,... ... ........................ b"" ....... , ...... .~. .... 

m"'n"f"r'h1rinu rnntrnlo;: ~h ... 1-l~ul rnnrPrn" "'hnut thP -:ao;:ummPtfll"'<>l ..,.,,.hnn <>t..,,.... "'"rl ..... .__ ........... ""' .......................... 0 _.._ ....... ...., ...... _,..._...- ••--- ....,._. .................................... ....,._ ......... ......- ........ J ........................ _ • .... w .. vv .. J. .,...""...., ..... , ...._. .. ,_.. 

wondered what was known about the D and the L forms, and in what proportion they were 
present, and so on. . 

She, fortunately, had been educated in German, and a lot ofthis application consisted of 
German reprints with an English tra.TJs!ation. She of course could read t.lJ.e original Genna.Tt, 
~ttd did find at least one error in the tra..11slation. I, who k110\V no Genna..'l, or just enough to 
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I had some problems. The data to submit safety was very sketchy and anecdotal. The claims 
were quite fulsome, you might say, almost. It was of course perfectly nontoxic. It lacked 
hangover effect. It was nonhabituating, or addicting, and so on. But one by one, these claims 
sort of were modified somewhat. 

T was narticularlv -- and all of us were -- concerned about the fact that vou seem to be able - -- ~- - ,. , 

to give enormous amounts, both to animals and humans, without any effect of perhaps 
drowsiness or sedation. In fact, one of the claims or one of the mentions in the brochure 
included several cases in which persons had tried to commit suicide, and been unabJe to do 
so. You've probably heard a later comment that, had thaJidomide been on the market, 
Marilyn Monroe would be alive today. 

Well, pretty soon it was acknowledged that, like all other drugs of its class, there was indeed 
some hangover effect, but we were concerned about this nonabsorption. We felt there might 
be conditions ofthe nontoxicity, which we felt was surely due to nonabsorption, and we 
thought there might be conditions, illness or another drug or something like that, that might 
change this so much more would be absorbed, and toxic effects might appear. 

We did not know, for some years later, that a solution of liquid form of the drug had been 
marketed in Germany, particularly for use in children. When the British cm::npany thought 
they would market a similar one, their pharmacologist was horrified to find out how very 
toxic this compound was. I can still remember his anguish when he described experiments 
he had done. It was a micronized preparation in a sweet solution_ 

Despite his t1ndings, however, it was marketed for awhile in Britain. As I understand it, the 
preparation was taken off the market because of some toxicity in humans, but we didn't 
know this. 

The application was resubmitted again on January the 17th, which meant that by mid-March 
we wouid have to give them another opinion. We were continuaiiy concerned about the iack 
of data on metaboiism, excretion, absorption, and this curious iack of toxicity. Then, at the 
end of February-- the 23rd, I think it was, actually-- we picked up a number-- it was 
actually the December 30th number-- of the British Medical Journal, which contained 
Florence's article posing the question, did thalidomide cause peripheral neuritis? 

This was a little late in getting to us, because the mail was on strike. It was actually a 
shipping strike, I Uiink, and we did not get our British and other foreign publicaiions by air 
mail in those days. However, this did come in time. When we questioned the company about 
it, they said they had just seen that, too. They were sort of surprised, and were going over to 
Europe to find out more, and would let us know when they came back. 

}w,Jr..'l.u 'l'l:tl-.i'11t •'l10 .rl~A,.,•+ lr-n•U ~-l'll':t;,., 'I.U-:JC' •J..t..-... ~,:0.1""'n"L":::In. ,.....,..,..,..,..r:L.,,., ]...,,...,..1 1-......,A..., ,..... •• .,._,.,,..:.-.. ......... .-1 ... 't.....-..ontl
.l-,VTY' rT.L.u.u. TT._. 'l,J.JU.ll L 1\...IJ'\.I'n·, 06UI.U 3 Vl'u.Jo IUJV '-I ..... JJUU • .U '-'VIIJ,t'(lll] UGU V.._,'-'IJ "JU\,..,:IILIUH~U QUUU1 

-o .. ;-l..o-.-,.,.1 ,-,,o.~~ ...... :.~_,.. n.:o onrt,, r.ll"' ...... .:::lo ,.,;.., .. Do,.. ,.,.f n.£::1u"".oCII.,..,h.o. .. ,.,1!'1 0('0 1-.L"'..f'.-.. ..................................... t: ............. : ................. ~ ...... ,..,. 
.......... l}JIJ .... IQ.J IU .... •'I,.I..liLi.JI 0.1) \,..Q.I,.I.J ~ 11.1.1\.o n JJLU ... .l. V.L ..LJVV'-'UJ.I.,.I .... I V1 J. 7..J7, I.,.A;..lU1 .... VUJ appu ...... a.LJVU Wa:'J. 
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even submitted. The same person that asked them about it this time gave a paper-- I believe 
it was in May of 1960 -- describing a number of cases of peripheral neuritis, some of which 
seemed pretty severe. 

The British actually answered the first report by saying that they were aware of it, and had 
put some reference to it in the materia) that they distributed with the drug. Our company was 
not obliged to submit foreign supporting material or material ofthat type at that time, so we 
were not aware of this side effect. 

They had independently discovered it about May of 1960, and there is good evidence that 
the German and the British company had a sort of gentleman's agreement to keep the matter 
rather quiet until the American company had a chance to get the drug on the market. So we 
were inclined to believe that the American company had not heard of this earlier. 

The company did report io us on their i:rip l.o Europe. They said that indeed there did seem to 
be some cases that neither in Germany or in England was it considered of great moment, and 
that both companies felt a little note on the labelling would suffice. 

There were even questions early on whether the drug should continue on an over-the-counter 
status, as it v,.-as in some parts of Germany, and other parts of the world. It was a little time 
later that the over-the-countei drug stat-us was chru1.ged) and the diug becarne prescription
only. 

But it's difficult to exaggerate how popular this drug was at this time. I think it was the third 
largest-selling drug in Europe. A5 I mentioned, it was considered so safe that it was over-
th.o_,.. ..... ..,..,t.Cor :n m-::an"L/ .r:.r,gr;u.~ 
Lll ...... -"vV~L.LL..._..L A.LL .. .LI'L.ull_} 'lA-I.,._.........,;~"• 

We were concerned about the peripheral neuriti:;, even if the companies did not seem to be. 
We sought some outside consultations with neurologists, Dr. John Tower at NIH and Dr. 
Webb Haymaker in the Anny Walter Reed Hos]pital. They both felt the same. They felt that 
peripheral neuritis could be serious, painful, and often irreversible. The risk of developing 
this would not be justified in a drug that was used simply as a hypnotic and serl::~tive; since 
there were other drugs on the market for this purpose. 

We continued to feel it might be a serious matter. One of the questions we raised at this time 
was what would happen if the mother took it through pregnancy, and this drug was taken for 
quite long periods of time, what wou1d be the effect of the drug on the child? 

This was not a shot in the dark. because at that time the Food and Drug Administration and 
the American Academy of Pediatrics had been concerned about the effects of drugs when 
taken during pregnancy, and were in the midst of preparing guidelines for the testing of such 
drugs. There had been a number on the market that had been shown to have disastrous 
effects -- ananoptrine, chloramphenicol. to name a few_ 

I'd had a little experience some years previously when I worked on the anti-malarial drug 
project during World War II. We were given a little time for research, and we were 
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interested in the metabolism of the effective anti-malarials, quinine and Atabrine. We 
established that the quinine was very rapidly metabolized by the liver of the rabbit, but we 
found that the fetal liver had no such activity, and it did not appear tiU shortly after birth. 
This, of course, was the same situation that causes the chloramphenicol problems. The baby 
simply doesn't have the enzymes to protect itself against the chloramphenicol as the adult 
did. 

The answer always was, if it had had an ill effect, surely it would have been known by now. 
That, of course, is a common excuse about any adverse effect. But, interestingly enough, it 
had. A German in Bonn, Germany. a pediatrician and a geneticist, had been struck by the 
increase of phocomelia cases in their hospital. They felt it must be due to some recently 
introduced substance, and they wrote around to a number of other hospitals in Gennany. 
Most of them reported the same thing, that they had had an increase in this very unusual 
adverse effect. 

They then thought they would find out the experience of other countries where thalidomide 
had been used. Most of them had indeed seen this increase. They were thrown off, 
ironically, because they were under the impression that the drug was released in the United 
States. The promotional material said it was widely used in North America, and it had of 
course been marketed in Canada. 

They wrote to three centers in the U.S. where statistics were kept on birth defects. There 
wasn't really any indication of an increase. This is, sadly enough, what put them off the 
scent. It wasn't until November of 1961 that Lenz discovered the association. 

Now. the tlrst report of phocomelia was announced at the end of November of 1961. The 
company immediately phoned us, and told us the news, and said they dtdn't really believe it, 
but as a precaution they would put a halt to clinical studies going on in this country. But they 
did want to continue some that they had just started on its possible usefulness in cancer. That 
seemed no great problem to us, the benefit/risk ratio being entirely different. 

In March, early March of 1962, they toid us they were wiihdrawing the app1ication 
immediately. as they beiieved there may be some truth to this association. There were some 
weird differences in wording of their two communications that led us to think it might have 
been more wide1y used in this country than we had gathered from the new drug application, 
so we asked for a complete list of the doctors they had sent the drug to, and were very 
surprised to find that actuaHy over 1,000 doctors had been given the drug. 

ll.rl"--6 _.c ... L_ .... ...._ ...... ~...__....._ .......... _..,!• .... ....1 1'\A .... - •L ......... --1!-. ..... .._:_,__ L.-.....1 1...~~- ~--\...-!+-i- ..... .J :_ ('1~-t-..-..-L~- :_ 4.-L
lVlU:>l Ul lllt<=>C WClC lC'-'lUH,_.U aH'I:'l LUv apJ.'lllvQUUU uau Uo;<<;;H :OUUUllHCU 111 0t;;;pLCitl=1> lll U1t;;; 

expectation that it would be rapidly approved. They were told, in essence. "Don't really 
worry about recording the results. We just want you to try it out, and see if you want to use 
it in your patients." 

\ 1/e then visited, or had-the compa..7J.y visit:t ever; one of these doctors~ 3.J.'1d pick up \Vhat 
remaining stocks they had===·· and there \-Vere indeed quite a !ot .__ a.Ild find out if they had had 
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any phocomelic or abnormal births amongst the patients they had given the drug to. In all, 
we found about 10 or ll cases that we thought might be due to the trials in this country. 
There were an additional seven patients or subjt~cts where it was clear that the drug had been 
gotten from a foreign source. 

Now, the thalidomide tragedy in Europe actually didn't cause a great stir at the time in this 
country because there really were, except for those few, no victims. The one person who 
was concerned was Dr. Helen Taussig, who was the professor of cardioiogy at the Johns 
Hopkins HospitaL She had heard about the outbreak from an ex-resident of hers who was 
now in Germany, and he had urged her to come across and see some of the victims, many of 
whom had cardiac defects. 

Before going, she had contacted another ex-president who was working at the Food and 
Drug Administration, and when she got back she invited both bim, Dr. John Nestor, and 
myseiito hear the resuits. Tney were essentiaily pubiished iater in the JAMA after she gave 
a talk to the American Academy of Physicians. 

She also spoke before the House committee, bull it really wasn't until mid-July when the 
article in the Post came out, authored by Morton Mintz, that the country realized the 
enorrnitj of the problem. Almost immediately, the long-awaited Kefauver-Barris bin was 
passed, in October. This not only required proof of safety, but also proof of efficacy. It aiso 
included a last-minute addition that patient consent must be obtained from all subjects in the 
clinical trials in the future. 

Meanwhile, FDA had hastened to strengthen the investigational drug requirements, and 
.r;.c-c~Ao...,t;"::::lhr T'11.111hl-ii['l''hca.rl .o.n.,..J,_, ;n r .. ,h7 •uJ...n.t- n.rnr.l"' +:n .... I:O')<o':!l...l ;_ .t'l.~...t .. ,_ \..tf, ... ,.,k .... ,;+-1... +-\...a. .,....1...1~4-:.- .... .... .t" 
VoiJ'~.._.. .... u .. u . .J.o~~~•J y~,..~;._..u .. :ui..._..'U ..... u..a.a] ...... J U.I.J' VYH""''- .,......~ .l-'r.UQJJ.LA,.~U JU 'VU.I.L.J l"'~O..U,.d.L, 'fYlUJ Ullr,.- QUUJUVII V! 

tJ.,;c &~~f'..firl31"''-' ~n...-1 I"'I"'U1.C:OAnt- r.o.ni1;Po.....,AntoC"" 
..I.J..Eo,.) '-',j,.J.I'tJU..VJ ......._l.'o..l VV.Lh-"-lllo- .LV"'t ..... .I.L,.,...III,'V, .. Lr.,ll~ 

So these were the two immediate effects of thalidomide, the strengthening of the law and the 
regulations, both offering greater protection both to subjects of trials and to the public 
getting drugs later. 

It also stimulated other countries to bring new laws. Many of them had laws such as we did 
back in 1930, before 1930, when a manufacturer could simply put a drug on the market if he 
felt it was safe when used as labeled. The onus was on the government to remove thein. But 
many ofthem introduced laws similar to our 1962 ones, and one of the great forward steps 
has been the harmonization, the efforts being made to bring the requirements of Japan, the 
European countries, and the United States into harmony. This of course wiU add to more 
rapid marketing of good and safe drugs, and protection against unsafe ones. 

It also increased greatly the efforts to monitor birth defects. It caused a great increase in the 
science ofteratology, or means of testing drugs for adverse effects in pregnancy. So those 
were some ofthe immediate good effects. 

I would say, however, that thalidomide never faded away.l mentioned that we permitted 
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distressing disease, and the patients would be under pretty good control. 

I look forward to hearing advances that have been made in the understanding of a 
pharmacology and the metabolites of the drug, and the many proposed new uses for this 
f!l.~C-inating, but rather difficult drug. 

Thank you. 

(Applause.) 

DR. GROFT: Thank you very much, Dr. Kelsey. It almost is a history ofFDA regulatory 
action since the I 960s, so reliving quite a few moments in FDA history. 

Our next presentation wHI come from Dr. Janet Woodcock, who is the director of the Center 
for Drug EvaJuation and Research, It's on her desk that Dr. Jonathan Wilkin will be sending 
the application to consider for approval. 

So, Dr. Woodcock? 

DR. WOODCOCK: Thank you, Steve, and good morning to all of you. I also want to join 
in thanking Steve and Terry Toigo, who I think have really put in a tremendous effort to 
have this workshop come off in such a timely manner for everyone's consideration of this 
product. -

1V\,-nat I'd like 10 taik about today-- ifl could have the iights down a littie bit-- is to bring the 
history up to date on this, and talk about the challenges in the clinical drug development that 
thalidomide has presented, and currently presents, because we are seeking everyone's help in 
dealing with the orderly investigation of thalidomide for various conditions. 

Could I have the next one, Steve? 

Now, what I want to talk about is, first of all, why is there interest in thalidomide? I mean, 
some people really asked this with a note of incredulity in their voice. Why would you 
possibly be interested in such a product with its history? Second, what are these challenges 
in development? Third, I'd like to really appeal for help from all the sectors that really need 
tn hP.In. 1n thie: -- n1Jit;P.n't~ '.J.('t~tiP"t'r\i-:a ;nAu~tn1 ...n.PA;o::~~ o-.nuP1'"T1rnPI'11 -':inA t'h.o t""''.flht;_,.. ... _ ._ .. ..._..):' ..... _. ........ _.. r-..... ....-.. .Jii•U'] _...,""" .......... .La .. -; ...... -.wl.l .. A.J) II..CIIV'L4A'L-II) ,bV .. VL.I..I.IL.VI.Il.' UAL'-11 '-.l"W t'UUI.I.'Irr'• 

First, why the interest in thalidomide now? What has happened? Well, in the midst of the 
tragedy that Dr. Kelsey described, some leprologists made a serendipitous discovery that 
some of their patients with a type of reactive syndrome in leprosy had, as they described, a 
dramatic response when they were given thalidomide for sedation. So in erythema nodosum 
leprosum, or ENL, they observed a rapid resolution of some of the symptoms in patients 
who had been put on thalidomide. 
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Over the years, this kept the drug alive, so to speak, in investigation. I'll go into that a little 
bit later. But the drug continued to be used. As Dr. Kelsey said, there were investigational 
applications for clinical investigations. 

Today, we have great interest in thalidomide for a wide variety of conditions. We have life
threatening conditions, such as graft·versus·host disease, AIDS wasting, and interest in 
various malignaf!cies. There are a wide variety of immunologic disorders where there's 
interest, where it is believed that thalidomide may be helpful, including various types of 
lupus. 

Behcct's disease. We heard from a Behcet patient at our recent advisory committee 1ast 
week. Sjogren's syndrome, Crohn's disease, and rheumatoid arthritis. Many of these 
conditions on this particular slide are very prevalent in young women. 

In addition, there are a iot of other conditions. A wide variety of serious dermatologic 
conditions, most of which I cannot pronounce properly, but are very, very serious for those 
patients who are afflicted; tuberculosis; various types of aphthous ulceration, including 
ulcerations in patients infected with HIV; and the ocular disorder, macular degeneration. 
This is a very wide and disparate set of conditions where there is interest in studying 
thaiidomide. 

Unfortunately, while there is great interest, there are also serious challenges. What 
contributes to these are, number one, historicaltactors, and, number two, the current 
situation. 

l-ti~tr.r;l".,llu -;oftpr th,.\i.-!r."'irl,. "'""' t..\u>n nffth"' m!lr1cPt "'rnnml tn .. \.1/f'lrlrl ,:,nrl f<>il<>rl tn }-,., 
_a_ ..... '1.-..... .&A ......... &&J' -~·-· ........ ..._ ... _.,_,&&&&._ ............... _...._._ •• _, ..... .... L._. &&.& ...... &-... ... '0- ........ .._..._ •• _ ...... .....- pp _, ...... , ................... ..._ •• .__. ........ _.- ...... 

I said, investigated for use in leprosy. For over 20 years, it was used in the United States 
under an investigational new drug application that was held by the Hansen's Disease Center 
in Carville, Louisiana, and was used there for the treatment ofENL 

Now. this group had extreme difficulty over the years in obtaining a consistent product; 
ohtaining a stable source of product, and obtaining a product that was a consistently defined, 
pharmacologic, high-quality product. 

Now, what happened is, other uses began to be explored over time, extrapolating from what 
was felt to be the very striking effectiveness in ENL. Other uses began to be explored. What 
happened in the U.S. was the Hansen's Disease Center was used as a source for other clinical 
investigators who wanted to hold INDs and perhaps administer the drug to their patient or do 
a clinical trial. These investigators also were subject to the same whims and problems with 
drug supply as was the Hansen's Center. 

I personally was an investigator who sought to obtain thalidomide for a young woman, a 
patient of mine who had Behcet's disease. It was at a time of difficulty of supply of 
~btaining thalidomide. I was unable to obtain it, possibly partly because it was a young 
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woman of childbearing age, but my patient subsequently died of the complications of her 
treatment. 

So this created a lot of problem in the development of thalidomide. There was no real source 
avaiJable. The investigators had single investigator INDs. There was no overall development 
p1an for thalidomide. 

HRSA, the Health Research and Services Administration, who ran the Hansen's Center, 
developed a progressive financial burden of supplying this thalidomide to folks, and of 
tracking who they had distributed it to. FDA became increasingly concerned about the 
quality ofthe drug being dislributed. We felt it probably varied in dose significantly. We 
often were called to participate in testing of the tablets to ensure their quality and 
uniformity, so the situation was not good for investigation of thalidomide. 

Recently, in the last several years, HRSA, because of the current fiscal environment, made a 
decision to cease supplying the drug outside ofthe ENL use. At the same time, there became 
interest in use in AIDS patients for the indications that I mentioned. There began to become 
access issues of actually being able to get thalidomide for patients who didn't have other 
alternatives, with AIDS wasting, and severe aphthous ulcerations. 

Because of aii these issues, buyers clubs sprang up, or began to offer thaiidomide iHegaHy 
through basically mail-order, or going in and obtaining it in various buyers clubs, clinics, or 
what have you. So distribution of the drug through non-medical channels in the United 
States began to occur. 

At that time, FDA put together the FDA Thalidomide Working Group io iry and coordinate 
regulation. By this time, ihere were many iNTis scattered throughout the various divisions of 
FDA. where the drug was under study for all these conditions. 

The working group was to coordinate access programs to make sure that those who needed 
access to thalidomide, investigators and patients, would obtain it under controlled 
conditions:! where the possibilit'j of adverse effects could be minimized~ To that end) the 
\rVorking group developed a model informed consent for individual investigators to use with 
their patients, to make sure they would be fully informed, and also a patient brochure that 
could be given out. 

We also, because ofthe HRSA decision, held discussions with some companies that had 
hi"onn tn rlf'Vl"lnn intf'ri"<:.t in ,.,-t,.,.llv rltni ... ,.H..,. r11"vPlnninu th,.11nnm1.-l.,. w .. h,.nnnht t'h"~"' ..,....,b.,.&& •'-' ....,_.,-._. ... '"'.t" ..,._..,..,_.,.., ... .,..,.,.,.._.,.,...,....,..._._ ... .,J '""'",.,..,..,.._....., •• J ..... _.~_..., ...... f"'.o.a.a.b .. ..,..,_.._,. __ &1-A_.,._.,....,-• ~• .... V .. V"'IA,5-.L.I .. ~ .. iiV.;}..._. 

rnmn<~ni,.., in <~n.-1 h,-u1 ,-li.,ru~.:inn.: ufith thPm !:,.,.,..-;,_.,.,;. it '>nnP'l,.,..-1 th<>t th..,. Yrtn<'f .,.,..,r!.,nt ... .,th ....,....,..,..,..,J""_._..,..,_..,. ..,.,.,, ...,. ... _ .,..,_..,.. .....,. • ..,..,.~..,...,...,..,_..., .. ...,. ., .,,._.., .. ..,..,.._....,. .. ..,.,, ....,..,.._.....,....,.,....,. .. .._ -r..t"...,.__.,.. ...... .....,..__.,. WJ.- .a.a .. .....-u'l- f-'" ....... ~ ....... .&.IL yuLLI 

would be to get the drug evaluated and studied in the clinic for these various indications, see 
whether or not it worked, and at the same time ensure a consistent supply of product that is a 
high-quality product. 

..._ · We also either talked the buyers c!ubs into not distributing thalidomide or, in one c-ase, took 
·~ legal action against a buyers club to stop i1!ega! distribution of thalidomide. Regardless of 
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this, though, I still hear thatthalidornide continues to be available through various channels 
without having an fNU. 

Recently, as you heard, there was submission of an NDA for thalidomide in the treatment of 
ENL. The last step last week in that process was the recommendation of the advisory 
committee that thalidomide is safe and effectivf; for that condition. Then this conference, I 
think, is the next step. 

The chailenges, though, remain. The challenges for aH those conditions that I mentioned on 
the earlier slides, and the other ones that are going to be discussed over the next two days, is 
getting the drug properly studied. 

For sponsors, there are liability risks, of course, invoived with thalidomide that have in some 
• -'- _'I _______ _j ..._t_ ~! _ _.__ _____ ..._ ~-- ._1_! ___ L __ ~~~ ~-l- -!--11 .. --oiL~--- -~~~L ~-- ~-~----""-~~ _ _.t_ ___ ..._. ___ _ exrem. Uecrea:>t:U Ult: lfllt:ft;;:SL Ill LJIL:S pmtrllli:1t:VLUJ01,;itUY i:ll.<ll Vt: <lgCHL rur lllVt::SL~g,i:ltiJl s, Ult:rt: 

ot t1 _ _ _ ____ • __ _ 'I __ II_____ _ __ I_~---~-- ..._~11_~_] "'-- .LL- ,.,TTTT ~-----...__~~~..&.~~- ..._1_~-· ~-~_1 !.._ ____ _ nas Oeen all ungumg COI:lllt:llgt: ·- W!lt;;Il Wt: Li:11Kt:U LU LIIC 1'-11!"1 lUVt::>Ugi:1LUIS, LUt:y :Si:11U H Wi:i:; 

the same for them -· obtaining a stable supply of high-quality clinical supplies, and funding 
the necessary studies. For patients, it's really balancing needs for access to this drug in these 
serious conditions against the need to really study the drug in controlled trials, and get the 
information. 

There are additional issues that \Vill be raised at this cotlference. \~le need to get to some 
agreement on what would be required for both safe and respectful inclusion of women of 
childbearing potential in these clinical trials. There is need for some, if possible, common 
methods of toxicity evaluation, so we can accumulate safety information across all the trials, 
and develop a database of safety that will pertain to thalidomide in general. We need to 
o~t!:l'h.l;~h ,-~Jtah1S'- c;,.nllt',..P.c- ,....f nrn.rl'.,t""t ~nrl ·u1~ nP-El•rl cnrnP n11hl;r in nut nf urh,::~~r,p. 't11ta'r.P o-n in~ 
V~'-'>+VI .. "-'•1 .-.,._. .... ....,._..1_. "1.1..._..W ..................... _._ y• 'LJI_..._._.._, ......._.__ -. ... """ •• _...,. . .._. V'-"••.o,"' }"",.....,..,"'"" •••r-• ""_.. .. _. • ..,... .. ...,. ,.-, ....- ._...,. bV&JI,&b 

'.vith this. 

Where are we going? We've heard repeatedly over the past few years from patients with 
serious diseases that they need effective treatments that have been shown to be effective, but 
we've also heard recently from the advocates for children that, of course, as the use of 
thalidomide would increase, the possibility offetal exposure rises. 

On the other hand, and in addition, we have to consider what I said earlier about buyers 
clubs and illegal distribution. We understand in this country how difficult it is to absolutely 
keep drugs out of illegal distribution channels if people want them. That's been weU-proven, 
So severe restrictions on thalidomide availability that are intended to decrease the risk of 
fetal exposure may, paradoxically, lead to wider availability or use under absolutely 
uncontrolled conditions . 

Some of this buyers club thalidomide just has a label on it. Otherwise, they're just plain 
tablets in a vial. Somehow we have to balance those issues I just mentioned. 

A lot of it, I think, is information for the public and risk communication. That's where the 
media are extremely important, and the professional organizations. I did an informal survey, 
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and FDA has done a formal survey, although small. The bottom line is, most people 35 and 
under have never heard of thalidomide. They have no clue. Most of the reproductively active 
people in this country have no reaction to the word "thalidomide." 

The illegal distribution, as I said, the product isn't well·identified. It might just have 
"thalidomide" on it, but people have no idea what that means. We have to recognize that 
among: various people with serious conditions, pill-sharing, sharing of medications, is a very 
com~on practice. How can we inform the public to make-sure the-public is protected, even
as clinical investigations go on? 

In summary, what I believe is that thalidomide needs to have standard clinical drug 
development, like any other drug, for these conditions. It needs to be evaluated in clinical 
trials, so we can tell is it effective in these conditions, and what its safety profile might be. 
The teratogenicity is pretty well understood, although the nuances are not understood, but I 
think we know enough about that to know it should not be used in pregnant women. But 
there are many other safety issues pertaining to the drug that need to be explored in the 
various diseases. 

The needs of seriously ill patients for access to treatments must be met, and met safeJy. We 
need to have, jointly, a common understanding ofwhere we're going, and pub]ic information 
is vital to the safe use. The public must be made aware. 

These are my version of the goals of this workshop. I hope we can accomplish all these 
goals as we go through the various sessions. · 

I thank you very much. 

(Applause.) 

DR. GROFT: Thank you very much, Janet. l think your goals are pretty much consistent 
with what everyone will be working towards. 

I Vr'ould tike to ac~T)o\vlcdge Dr. ~ .. 1ar1ene Haffner, \:a..rho is here from the Office of0rph3..L~ 
Products Development at FDA, who has taken some actions on giving orphan drug 
designation to thalidomide for several of the uses, and probably would welcome an 
application for more uses for thalidomide. So hopefully, the provisions of the act have 
stimulated the development of thalidomide a little bit. 

Guillermo Bierzwinsky will relate the activities in Mexico reJated to the use of thalidomide 
in HIV wasting. 

DR. BIERZWINSKY: Thank you, Dr. Groft, for inviting me to this meeting. 

This is our volcano, which is about 80 kilometers outside of Mexico City. The name is 
Popocaqutatal. It's fuming. The issue we are dealing with today is also fuming. 
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Thalidomide was first synthesized by Kunz in 1956 in Germany. It was initially used as a 
sedative in various countries. I'm going to repeat information that has already been 
mentioned. Reports of peripheral neuritis in 1960 delayed approval ofthalidomide by the 
FDA. In late 1961, the possible association bet\iveen unexplained fetal abnormalities and the 
use ofthalidomide was raised by Lenz at a meeting in Westphalia. The manufacturer 
withdrew the drug from the market in 1961. 

The tragedy of thalidomide is largely responsible for the strict sanitary regulations applied 
presently for approval of new drugs in several countries. However, positive actions of 
thalidomide have also been observed. In 1965, Sheskin, in a Jerusalem hospital, 
serendipitously noted improvement in the inflammatory reaction of leprosy patients known 
as erythema nodosum !eprosum. Since then it has become the drug of choice for its 
treatment. In Mexico, thalidomide was licensed for this indication in 1988. 

It has also been successfully used for the treatment of other difficult ailments, like Behcet's 
disease, lupus erythematosus, graft-versus-host disease, ulcerative colitis, and esophageal 
ulcers in AIDS. This has already been mentione-d. 

More recently, there has been interest in the use of thalidomide in the treatment of certain 
aspects of the clinical picture in AlDS patients. Mexico has the third place in the number of 
AlDS cases in the American continent, and the l i th in the world. 

It has been shown the thalidomide has no antibacterial effect in cases of erythema nodosum 
leprosum. These and other observations suggest that its beneficial effects are exerted 
through a direct action on the immune system, as supported by the suppression of guestw 
versus-ilosi: disease observed in animal experiments and in humans. 

It has been reported to selectively inhibit the production of tumor necrosis factor alpha by 
human peripheral blood mononuc1ear cells, primarily_by accelerating the degradation of 
TNF alpha messenger RNA transcripts. Also, thalidomide inhibits in vitro both TNF alpha 
messenger RNA and TNF alpha protein, as well as the expression ofiDV-1 in infected cell 
1ines in peiipheial blood mononuclear cells of infected patients. 

Human immunodeficiency virus disease has detrimental effects on the nutritional status of 
infected patients. Progressive weight loss is a major clinical feature and a diagnostic 
criterion of AIDS, and contributes to its morbidity and mortality, independent of the CD4-
positive T cell counts. Weight loss in this patient is at the expense of body cell mass, 
nrPrlnmin,.ntlv nf rnll<:rlP nrl'ltPin -- UJ~<:tina l\T l'~l'hf>Yi!'l -- ~nn m~v nrl'nr in hMn ncottPrn<> r .. .... ._ ................. _. ..... ,} _.. ........ __. ........ r-.....---....... r • .-.... ...... 0 - ........ ...---~-~ --·- _ .......... ·-·-J ..... ._ .... _ ............. r• ............................... ... 

rtnrin.-r thP l<ltP l'linil'!'!l <:t!l.OP.~ nf"l-HV tiio: ... ~<::!P· r"'nP llr"iltF' «PVP1"P <>nil rPrnitti•ul' ur .. i.-.-ht Inc-<" ............ .~~- .... b ........... ·-·- ............. ._ .... ........... c-...................... · ._ .. ..,. ............ ___ . ~ ..... _., ..... _. .......... __ , ......... · ...... _, -.. .. - "_. .. , ......... .._"b ........ lib'"' ........... ..s .... , 

mostly related to opportunistic infections; and two, chronic, progressive weight loss~ the 
wasting syndrome. 

At the Instituto Nacional de Ia Nutricion Salvador Zubiran in Mexico, a randomized, double
blind, placebo-controlled trial was designed to evaluate the efficacy of thalidomide, a 
selective inhibitor of tumor necrosis factor a!pha, in the treatment of wasting syndrome in 
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patients with advanced HIV disease, and to assess the effects of thalidomide on peripheral 
CD4-positive T cells, plasma levels oftumor neerosis factor alpha., a.rtd HIV viral burden in 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells. 

Patients included were adults with an advanced HlV disease who were under antiretroviral 
therapy without an active opportunistic infection, and with over or equal to 10 percent 
mPinht ln<:~ in thP nTPv?nn<: o;;jy month<:: P:~tiP.nt~ we:rl': drlltifiP..-1 hv <:PvPritv nfurPio-ht ll'l<:c ··-·o· .. -~--~ --- ---~ r·-- ---- ---- ------·-·--- ------.- ----~ --·--·-·-- -, -------, ~· ··-·o·-- -~-~-

Here in the graphic, you can see, most of the patients were in the category three, where the 
weight loss was between 10 percent and less than 20 percent, with a CD4-positive T cell 
count of less than 100 for most of the patients in both groups, the placebo and the 
thalidomide group, 11 patients. There were I 4 patients in each group. 

>Patients were stratified~ as is shown, by severity of weight loss and CD4-positive T cel1 
counts, and assigned in a random and double-blind fashion to receive thalidomide 100 
miJJigrams four times daily or a matching placebo. 

Patients were followed for 12 weeks, three months. Weight and anthropometric data were 
recorded every two weeks. Clinical events were registered. IUV viral burden in peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells by endpoint dilution cultures, CD4-positive T cells, and tumor 
necrosis alpha plasma levels were evaluated. 

The efficacy of thalidomide was defined as weight gain or no progression of wa<:ting. 
Between June 1992 and May 1994, 28 patients-- 24 men and two women, non-pregnant-
were randomly allocated to receive thalidomide, 14 patients, with 14 patients on placebo. 
Both groups were comparable in their baseline status. 

Therapeutic failure occurred in 10 of the 14 patients from the placebo group, and in three 
only of the 14 patients of the thalidomide group. This is the therap~utic failure probability, 
where it shows that you can have more with placebo than with thalidomide. 

Weight gain occurred in one patient on piacebo, and in eight on thalidomide. As you can see 
here, they siarted within 55 or 56 kiiograms, and the patients with thaiidomide went up to 68 
kilograms, as compared to the patients on placebo, which remain about the same weight. 

The Karnofsky index was significantly higher by the end of the study in the thalidomide 
group. Mild and transient somnolence and erythematous macular skin lesions were 
significantly more comrnon in the thalidomide group. CD4-positive T ceii counts and ft!V 
viral burden in peripheral blood mononuclear ceils did not change in either group. 
Circulating levels of tumor necrosis factor were undetectable throughout the study. 

Results suggest that thalidomide not only impeded, but also reverted the wasting syndrome, 
preserving the Karnofsky index in patients with advanced IDV disease. This is the median of 
the calculated muscle mass, which also increased from 20 kilograms to about 26, where the 
patients in t.'Je placebo gioup remained about the sarne_, Oi decreased. 
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There was no change in this study. It could not be measured, any change in these 
parameters. 

Based on this study and other similar reports, the Ministry of Health in Mexico approved the 
use of thalidomide for the treatment of the AIDS wasting syndrome in 1996, considering 
that at the time there were no better options available. 

There is one sole manufacturer of thalidomide in Mexico. The company's name is Serra!. 
Raw material is produced in Mexico by Diorchem, a manufacturing plant managed by 
investigators of the National University of Mexico and the Polytechnical Institute. The drug 
is not sold in drugstores. It is directly distributed by Serral, the manufacturing company, to 
infectologists and dermatologists, and to the Soeial Security Institute, the largest public 
health institution in Mexico. 

It is supplied in boxes containing 50 100-milligram tablets. The cost of each unit is $38 U.S. 
The monthly cost of treatment is around $92. This compares favorably to the cost of 
megestrol acetate or recombinant human growth hormone. It is estimated the total annual 
sales are in the order of 6,000 units, that's all. 

The iabeiing states that it shouid not be used in pregnant or fertile women because of the risk 
offetai malformations. A pregnancy test must be performed and found negative before 
treatment is initiated. Contraceptive measures must be used during treatment. Dr. Fost will 
have something to say about these requirements. 

Adverse reactions reported with the use of thalidomide in these high doses have been 
C~--~·--._ 1.._ •• .._ _cc_..._,s._ L-~·""'- L--- _:l..-1 ~-...11 ...__.....__ .... :...._ ........ ---••~· -1-~- .. ...__...._.._: ___ T- •L- 1\K---=---
ll Cl.j_UtJUL> UUL CLLI:NL<o uav<:; IJ<;;VLL UIUU dHU U<lLQL!;;La, !UV::OllY ::01\.lll ll;;;d.>..;UUU::i. !U lllv lVJvA.li,;UU 

_.._ •• ..J •• -t-L~-.-.. ~~-~- .............. ....._ ,.,...._ ........... ..... ,j:..,....._.,. • .....__...._ ... 1 ... !- _,...,.,..,....+!, .... - ................ .: ..... .:. _ _..._ ..J~ .... ~--•:- .......... : __ .:_ --- ----
:.~uuy, LUI;;LJ;O WJ;O!!;; lWV 1uC.;)I;;;) Ul 0)!;;1/I;;LJ;O ;)l\.111 l<;;C.vlLOJU, 11;;\.jUH!Ub Ul"'-'VUUUU<ll!UU 111 UUC <u<t;:oc. 

Neuropathy developed in one patient, and the drug was also withdrawn. 

This is to show you the toxicity. One case was a serious disseminated rash, and two cases
were a .severe disseminated rash, and neuropathy. 

Also, the percentages of efficacy. The placebo was 29 against 79 percent . 

In conclusion, it can be said that thalidomide seems to delay and reverse the wasting 
syndrome in patients with advanced IDV disease. The beneficial effects should be 
investigated in larger clinical trials. It remains to be determined whether thalidomide alone, 
or in combination with recombinant human growth hormone, can sustain its effects long 
enoug-h to sij:mificantlv alter the clinical course of AIDS. oarticularlv in regard to oualitv of - - - ..,. -- - - u--- - • ~ ,_ J 1:;1' - ~ • -- - J ~ -

life and survival in those patients with weight loss. It can perhaps be used in other wasting 
diseases, as there have been recent reports of accelerated weight gain when it was used in 
patients with pulmonary tuberculosis. 

Thank you. 

(Applause.) 
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If there are any questions, I don't know if anyone has passed them over, if anyone has been 
collecting tb.em, so if some of the staff could come up and down the aisles to see ifthere are 
any questions, I would appreciate it if we could bring them up to the stage. 

Our next speaker \ViH be Dr, Carol Braun Trapne!! from the Food and Drug 
Administiatlon. Dr. TrapneH is \Vith the Office of Therapeutics Research a...'1d Revie\V frorn 
the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research. As I mentioned earlier, she will be talking 
about the clinical pharmacology of thalidomide and all the potential uses. 

DR. TRAPNELL: Good morning. I'd like to first thank the organizers for inviting me to the 

As has been said, I'm going to discuss briefly the clinical pharmacology ofthalidomide, and 
really just hit the high points of some of the major issues with this drug that we know of, or 
don't know of 

I also would like to say that I noticed in your handout that only one reference is listed for my 
talk. Obviously, there are more references. If anyone would like a more complete reference 
list, please see me afterwards. I'd be happy to provide that. 

This is the structure of thalidomide. It is a glutamic acid derivative that, as we've heard, 
seems to have a wide variety of potentially beneficial activities, as well as potentially 
harmful properties. 

The five topics I'm going to just highlight today in my talk are absorption of thalidomide; 
the issue of enantiomers, and we're all going to have to get the cobwebs out of our chemistry 
classes from high school to discuss this; issues with metabolism and disposition in vivo; and 
questions about drug interactions, as well as toxicities of the compound. 

First, I want to discuss absorption. This data is from a trial that we did at Georgetown 
University, looking at the pharmacokinetics of thalidomide and oral contraceptive products, 
which I'll discuss in more detail in a few minutes. But this is the plasma concentration 
versus time curve that we generated from I 0 healthy women who received this product. 
They were getting 200 milligrams ofthalidomide at bedtime for three weeks. 

As you can see, the peak time of absorption of the drug is actuaiiy fairiy deiayed. It's aboul 
at two to three, maybe even four, hours. Then it has a first-order eiimination that gives it a 
half-life of between eight and 12 hours. 

I think the interesting thing, from my perspective, is that the patients begin feeling quite 
drowsy within 30 minutes or 45 minutes of swallowing the capsule. So clearly when we're 
up here at the peak concentrations, we are well above the ievei that is needed for at ieast 
sedation. i think it's fair to say we don't actuaily know what the concentrations realiy are that 
we need for the beneficial effects of this product for really any indication that we are 
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interested in evaluating today. 

I think the same is true in reverse. We also don't really understand what levels produce 
toxicity, although certainly with the teratogenicity, it has been reported that one dose given 
at the right time in embryogenesis can produce harmful effects. 

Now, the issue of enantiomers is that at this nitrogen in the structure, this ring can either go 
up out of the screen, or go down into the screen. These are so~called R or S or DNL 
en.antiomers. They are mirror images of each other. The drug is actually administered as a 
racemic mixture, so half of what someone swallows is the R isomer, and the other half is the 
S isomer. This is actually very common in drug administration. Usually when there are 
ce11ters in the molecule that can have either the molecule going up or down, it's given as a 
racemic mixture. I think most of that is because of the ease ofthe chemistry. I also think 
there hasn't been a lot of interest until more recently in what the potential effects of the 
isomers as individual compounds can be. 

Now, what happened is that there was some published information in animals that suggested 
that one of the isomers could be the toxic isomer, and the other isomer could be the isomer 
responsible for the activity. I think there was some interest in thinking, well, if we could just 
give the S isomer alone, could we somehow get away from all the toxicities that we're 
se~ing, with the drug? 

Wbat happened in response to that was a group in Sweden led by Erikkson did, I think, a 
ve·ry elegant study which was published in the Journal of Chirality in 1995, where they gave 
to an in vitro experiment, using human blood -~ they put the R isomer into the petri dish, if 
___ ~- ---~11 ~-_., --·-'"'-L-...1 ~ .. ...]~----~ ______ _1 _._ _._._ ______ ._~-- _ ____ _.__'IC __ '_._. __ ..._ _..._11 __ n ~- _ _ _ yu u wut, auu wa~~m;u IL Ul1:i<l}liJt:<U, ii!IU iil tut: :mun: uJu~ w<:m;ueu Ul<ll utt: ~ 1:sumer wa:s 
~~ -~-~...1 ...1~ -~--~ C'l~ -~-~-L~--- ;~ _j.L- Ll __ _] .L.L_ 1'"'11 ~~--~-~- _____ ~----------"'--_j _._ .._L_ n ~-------- __ 
!UI.HIJ;;U Ut: IIUVU. o)U ::IUIUt:llUW Ul lUI;; U1UUU, LJit: 1:1.. I:SUI!It:f W<t.S I,;UllVt:Ilt:U ~U Ult:,::) l:SUIIIt:f as 
part of its metabolism. As you can see, out here at about four to six hours, there's really 
equal amounts of both isomers in the preparation. 

A similar thing was observed when the S isome[' alone was put into the preparation, and we 
had increasing levels of the R isomer, so that t~erc were equal muounts seen at about four 
hours or so. 

Now, he did the same thing then in patients to see if the in vitro findings could be proven. 
In.deed, l think in the subject he reports in the paper, the same paper in Chirality, you can see 
that administering the R isomer does essentially give you the same concentrations of both 
i<:nmP.r<: :~lthnnoh of .-.cmr<:f> thf> fnnn:-~tinn nfthP. ~ i<:nmf>r in thi<: timt>. nrnfilt> i<~. ~ littiP hit -..... ---~---:~ -------o-· ~- ------ ---- ------~----· -- ---..,.. -------- ... - ......................... l""' ............ - ...... - ...................... ... 
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when the S isomer is given as the only compound. 

Just lo get another point about the metabolism here, this is the structure of thalidomide that I 
showed yl)u earlier. Again, you have to understand that there are two compounds actually 
being administered, the R a.11d the S. What happens is, th!s drug is hydrolyzed to a series of 
metabolites in humans. There is some hydrolysis. There is some metabolism. We actually 
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break down into aU these different products. 

Now, the point about this is that we don't actually know what is responsible for both, again, 
the activity and the side effects of thalidomide. It could very well be that a couple of these 
compounds would be more active for activity, a..'"td a couple may be the ones that really 
produce the toxicity, but it is ·very hard to work with this compound, because the breakdov'ln 
products occur very quickly, and they are hard to measure in the serum. When you're doing 
a clinical study, actually there has to be very good care taken to how the blood samples are 
handled, because the breakdown of the parent can occur very rapidly once the drug is putted 
out of the blood. 

~T....._ .... r _._...... -1-..-..~,_,..,.J... __ .... t-h.a. ~-,_.....,. ~nf.:..~..-.of;.t""\.n-1:' t-n.n~.n th.a.>P.a- 'l"I.P~.n,... .,...,tn-1'1.;...,....., ~"'--••+ ._.uJ....o+l-...:. .... 
l ~VVYt 11.\J l'UU\,.II.l Vll ~.n ... L..L:tU.6 .U.U."-"I.U...,.._Ii'l.,.l.l • ..;J '-'-"t'·n,,, LU'Iw-'"" 'P~~ U. '1 .......... CI'Loi.V·l.l. ~.n..rv ...... -. • .,,,.._.1.11 ..... 1 

thalidomide could affect the pharmacology of concomitant therapies that it was being 
administered with. In particular, there was a paper published regarding a compound called 
taglutamide in 1980 by Wiener which implied, really, the taglutamide could induce the 
metabolism of other compounds in the rat model that he s·tudied. Taglutamide is very 
structurally similar to thalidomide. So the question was, could thalidomide affect the 
metabolism of other compounds? 

There is no data available that we could find, but we felt that it was important to ask this 
question, particularly in regard to oral contraceptives1 or hormonal contraception, because 
women of childbearing potential who are receiving thalidomide as parts of clinical trials 
were being advised to use some kind of hormonal contraception as one of the contraceptive 
measures to prevent pregnancy. 

Of course, if thalidomide was inducing metabolism, what could then happen is that the oral 
contraceptives would be more rapidly eliminated, and could potentially then not be as 
effective in preventing pregnancy. Obviously, if the woman is taking thalidomide when that 
is happening, that is not a good interaction that you want to see, so we performed at 
Georgetown University a Phase 1 crossover evaluation in I 0 healthy women who had had 
surgical sterilization, who are between the ages of 21 and 45. 

Interestingly, what Dr. Woodcock said·· one of our subjects was young woman who is in 
her early 20s who had had her children early, and then had undergone a tubal ligation. She 
told me when she went to the library to ask the librarian to get some information about the 
drug, the librarian, who I assume was a woman in her 50s, from the study, just about fainted 
on the spot when she told her she wanted to do thalidomide. My patient could not 
understand what the big deal was because, again, I think she had never heard of the drug, 
which is what Dr. Woodcock said. 

But these women all were surgically stermzed. Our study design was that, on study days 1 
and 22, they received two tablets of the Ortho-Novum l/35 product. which contained 
together 70 micrograms of ethinyl estradiol, and 2 milligrams of norethindrone. As you 
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know, Ortho·Novum 135 is a combination tablet of these two drugs. 

We obtained blood at regular intervals for 24 hours after each dose, which was then used to 
determine the pharmacokinetics ofthese two compounds. Then on days 2 through 2·1, we 
administered to the patients 2"00 milligrams of thalidomide at bedtime every night. The 
product that we used was supplied to us by Andrulis Pharmaceuticals, so we used two 1 00-
milligram capsules. We did this as outpatients, because it was not really realistic for us to 
keep our subjects in the clinical research center for three weeks. 

We wanted to be sure that we had good compliance with therapy, so we used something that 
clinical pharmacologists like to talk about, MEMS caps on top of the prescription bottles, to 
make sure that patients were either taking or nolt taking the drug, so that we could better 
understand our data at the end of the study. 

This is what a MEMS cap looks like. It's basically a larger top that goes onto a standard 
prescription bottle. Inside this cap is a Jittle computer chip that records, on the computer 
chip, when the bottle is opened and when it is closed. It records both the date and the time. 
The way you use these caps is, you of course have to educate the patients that these are 
being used, that they are part ofthe research protocoL Then you obtain from the company 
that you rent these from software and hardware that can be loaded onto any standard IBM· 
compatible computer or PC. 

It has this reader, that looks a little bit bigger than a mouse, where you invert the cap onto 
this Httle part of this device, and you instruct the computer to read it. Within about l 0 
seconds or so, the data from the cap is actually downloaded into a computer file, and you 
can then read it on your computer screen. 

What you get when you read the caps, you can get the readout in various forms. This is a 
format from a study that the patient was being asked to take the drug twice a day. You can 
see, you actually get a very interesting readout of both the date of administration and the 
times of day that the caps were opened and shut 

ln L'lis particular example, this patient had very good compliaJiCe. ln fact, in our thalidomide 
study, we had 97 percent compliance with the therapy, which I thought was very good, 
given that most of my patients were saying they were a linle bit sedated from the drug. 

What we found in this study when we evaluated the pharmacokinetics is that the baseline 
pfh;nul P~t'f"~:rt1nl o:tt'P~ nniiP't"' thP_ rnni'".P.ntr::~~tlnn t;r.-•u:. i"'nnrP- r_nnH"\':lrP..l tn t'hP. 'C'Qm,p. i-nTrn·rn"Jo1tnft 
.............. ;o. .. .o;.J • ............. --.................... ._ -· .. - ........... __ ..... """"""' ..... ~·- ......... ,... ...................... _. .......... _. ...,..., ••• r ........... -- ................ _ ................................................ "lo.J •• 

represent the individual patient area under the concentration time curve, and again at 
baseline, and after three weeks of thalidomide. You'll notice here, there's a fairly large 
distribution of area under the concentration. 

Results \1tithin the 10 patients, that actually is very \veJl .. reported for ethiny! estradiol. 
Therefs a lot ofintrasubject variability, but, as )'OU can see, there~s no cha.11ge in the kinetics 
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of this comoound with thalidomide. SimilarlY. we found the same thing with norethindrone. 
The scale h~re is in different units because ,_:r~ gave the drugs in different units, but again, no 
change in the area under the concentration time curve for this compound in the presence of 
thalidomide. 

The toxicities of thalidomide have already been mentioned. Here is just a sum ofthem. 
Sedation, I think we could say, is a pharmacologic effect. I was impressed during our trial 
how we11 this drug works as a sedative. In fact, one of my patients asked me where she 
could get more of it because she's never slept so well in her life. So 1 think thafs something 
that really does need to be taken into account for patients who need this drug for other 
reasons. 

Of course, the teratogenicity has already been discussed by Dr. Kelsey and others, and the 
peripheral neuropathy will be discussed in more detail as welJ. 

I think, again, it is important to note we do not know the mechanisms for these toxicities. 
We don't know if it's thalidomide and/or one or more of its metabolites. I think clearly this is 
an area of research that needs to be done for this drug. 

In conclusion, I'd like to just say that I believe there's adequate thalidomide 
pharmacokinetics available for most purposes regarding the design of larger trials, and to 
carry out bioequivalence studies in the face of more than one manufacturer of this product. 

I think the enantiomer was put to rest by the nice research by Erikkson's group, and that for 
humans it's really not clinically relevant, that there's no reason to go to the trouble of giving 
one isomer over the other because the human makes it a racemic mixture anyway, sa there's 
no reason to even ask the question any further. 

I think we can also safely say that thalidomide does not affect the pharmacokinetics of either 
ethiny I estradiol or norethindrone. 

Some areas of future research we'ii discuss in more detaii tomorrow inciude understanding 
the pharmacokinetic and dynamic reiationships, better understanding of the phannacoiogic 
mechanisms of action, and the impact of the hydrolysis and metabolites in vivo. It clearly, as 
I said. affects the way samples are handled from clinical studies. 

Finally, I just want to acknowledge my collaborators, Jerry Collins from the FDA, Steve 
T'\......,....,,.,J.,,.n n .......... ...,.,ll A k..,.,,......,.,-f-J.... .. , ..,._ .. n...,._ ...... .rr""""4- ...... .._. .... l T ..... :.,. • ...,. ....... ;.k. T\...-.1-..J...:,., n:--1..--..... -+ +;.......__ +1.. .... T:"T'\ A 
.LJ"'UliQIIU'i,..t' .L..Ia.U.Vl.l ..rl.li'-'Lll'v"UJ UIL '-J""Ul6\..-LUVYII UlJ.IV\,.oJ,.:)J:L.)'~ ,l..I'I,;J-I.IUlY U.tllll\.ia.l.Ll LlVlll \11~ l' Llfi:-
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very much. 

(Applause.) 

DR. GROFT: Th&'lk you very n1uch, CaroL 

As she mentioned, tomorrow we will have quite a bit more time available to discuss the 
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pharmacology in The Analogs ofThai[domide. So those of you with an interest, you're 
welcome to attend and participate in that session. 

Our next speaker, Dr. Norman Fost from the University of Wisconsin, Madison, will 
discuss the ethical issues related to the use of thalidomide in fertile women and the variables 
that enter into a benefit/risk decision. So we're anxious for your comments. 

DR. FOST: Thank you. I'd like to thank Dr. Groft for the opportunity to talk at this really 
excellent conference. 

In the interest of time, I will adopt the method of Hubert Humphrey, who was said to talk at 
500 words per minute, with gusts up to 1,000. ·· 

No one wants to have a child with phocomelia. All reasonable people will take all 
reasonable precautions, if properly informed. No one opposes high standards of disclosure 
and informed consent for patients. No one opposes high standards for education of 
physicians and pharmacists. 

The question is whether coercive measures are warranted to prevent the birth of even a 
single chiid with phocomeiia; that is, whether it's appropriate to impose restrictions on the 
iiberty of women who have obviousiy legitimate and understandable interest in access to this 
drug for the many, and growing, number of conditions. 

It's important to remember that a zero risk is not achievable. There is no system that will 
prevent the single birth of a child with phocomelia. So the goal of my comments will be to 
"'~· ...__ .C:, _ _.I ~--- ~= ... ....t1- ~--~-~--' ..a.L_"- ----~-1-. L-1-~--- .,1..__ :_.._ ____ ,a_ -S!'.C.-"'---~ -1-~t...J ___ ~~ ~-..._ 
LlY lU J.HIU ~Ulll~ lUIUUl~ /SlUUilU Ul<ll fi~VJ.ICUJ V<*J<Ill\,;C~ Ul~ IUlt:lt:l>~ Ul lUlUlC I.;UUUll;::u llliiUl 

L~:-- L .... - --~:+L •L!- _...1 .... S" ..... _...-:._, --...l ----~...1 "'L- :-"--~--"'- -.£'···-~-- !:~ ~-"-<~-~-~ ~~---~-LI-
UCilll!> UUlll YVHll Ull~ U<;aUllllUY, <LilU ~C\,;UIIU, liJ~ lllLCl\:~l Ul WUJUt:;ll 111 J:;;Clllll1;; (t>i:1.M,IIIi:IIJll;: 

access to the drug. 

I will not today, in the interest of time, be saying anything about the interests of embryos or 
fetus; that is, an embryo or fetus who might be affected but does not come to term. There are 
issues there, but \:1/e dcntt have time to get into them~ 

I'll be discussing solely the interests of children; that is, future possible children who may be· 
born with phocomelia and who obviously have an understandable interest in avoiding this 
harm. I will make the point that these interests arise, obviously, before the child is born; that 
is, if these interests are to be protected, they have to be addressed before the child is born. 

Balancing these with the interests of women, who have interest~ not only in access to 
treatment once the drug is shown to be effective for whatever condition is at issue, but 
women as a class who have an interest in being included in clinical trials, so that if and when 
the drug is approved for marketing, there is information available about safety and efficacy. 

Gender and pregnancy are obviously not trump eards~ that is, while women have very 
compelling interest"' in being protected, and in procreative privacy, these are not absolute 
values. The point, obviously, is that the interests of women and of mothers and the interests 
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of the future child have to be balanced. 

I think we can reject extreme positions. On the one hand, the moral claim that a woman, or a 
man for that matter, should have unrestricted liberty to expose future children to harm I 
think can be rejected. It's important to mention it because a recent Institute of Medicine 
report on access to drugs by fertile and pregnant women took that nearly absolutist position; 
that is, seemed to suggest that there should be no restrictions on women who have a 
legitimate need for access to drugs during pregnancy that might expose a future child to 
possible harm. 

A more middle-ground position, as illustrated by the recent proposal of the National 
Bioetbics Advisory Commission on the cloning issue, in which they recommended 
legislation that would restrict the access of women and men to cloning technology for the 
time being until safety issues are resolved; that is, who thought that legislation was 
appropriate to protect the interests of future possible children against the possible harms of 
cloning. 

I happen to disagree with the recommendation, but it's an example of a governmental body 
recommending legislation that imposes some restrictions on the procreative privacy of 
women, and ofmen. 

Similarly, the absolutist position that the child's interests should always take precedence-
that is, that the goal here should be a zero-risk environment, that the goal here should be to 
ensure that no child is ever born with this defonnity --I don't think can be sustained. Just 
one Supreme Court decision that takes the view that interests of future children cannot be 
absolute is the johnson Controis case in which a company in Miiwaukee that prohibited 
women from working in a work piace where batteries were made on the grounds that future 
children would be exposed to established dangers from exposure to lead -- that this was an 
unreasonable restriction on the liberty of women; that is, the interests of children were not 
the only factor, that women's access to jobs, and so on, had to be balanced in. 

As Judith A.~ ... n;n, an attorney at George \Vashington, has said, "A woman has no legal or 
moral duty to be a pmcreative saint." 

Let's first discuss, then, the interests of children. Children obviously have an interest in not 
being disabled and being severely disabled. Postnatal phocomella, if it were to occur, would 
constitute child abuse. That is just to imagine the hypothetical example that if a woman or a 
,........":::n tru· ..... L-- Q ...-h··ua ;;anrl ;-r- .curl.ri.P.nh.J th ... ~ .... C"hil...t1.fi:': -:llrtnC': ~ ..... ..-1 IPo-~ \l.lnulrl r-:l11 .n.ff UJP urn.ulrli ........ - .... ,.,...,,...."L u. --Lwb, ...._.. .. ._.. L.L v .................. -~. .... J ......... .~ .......... ~- v ...._. • ._ .. v ......_,.._._.b..., ••v ... •- ......... .~~ ............ , ......... '''"' ..... _ 

,-.n,n~:...-t~r thr;~t r.lln Un1"'.t:ll.r;iC~nno.hi.P. -r"i~lr tn o(I.Vnf\.~~ thP ,..,.hilA tn ...,...., ... ._YI.-.-.1. ••~-"' ~~ _ • ._ ..... """"-"'loJ~, .... v ...... .._.._~ .. ...__ ... _ ..,..,--..yv..,._. ............ ...,....._, ... L_ .. ....,.. 

Even if there were a compelling argument for the woman to take the drug, there would at 
least be a claim that the child has an interest here to be protected, and there should be some 
regulation or perhaps some restrictions on it. Maybe not an absolute restriction; it would 
depend on the reason. But we would take measures to try to reduce the interests ofthis, even 
restricting the liberties of people who had access to such drug. 
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The purpose of such laws in the postnatal setting is not punishment. but prevention; that is, 
the purpose of child abuse laws is to prevent c.luldren from risk of harm, although 1n some 
severe cases, even criminal penalties might be warranted. 

Well. if postnatal children have an interest in having their arms and legs intact, these 
interests obviously exist for future possible chil.dren as well. This is reflected in many 
aspects of our Jaws; that is, damage that occurs while a fetus is in utero can result in liability 
in some jurisdictions if the child is born alive. Preconception damage can result in liability; 
that is, if DES were to cause damage in a second generation. there might still be liability if it 
were prescribed under negligent circumstances; that is, the fact that the child had not even 
been conceived at the time of prescription would not be an argument legally against a claim. 

The interval between when the agent is admini!itered and when the injury occurs is morally 
and iegaiiy irreievant. Just to make the anaiogy, someone who puts a bomb in a schooi yard, 
even if it's timed to go off in i 00 years, we would stiii say there's a strong morai argument 
for restricting this activity and there would be legal prohibitions against the activity. The fact 
that children had not been conceived yet would not be an argument for saying that there are 
no interests here to be protected. 

Tne cloning exam pie. again, is an iiiustration of a proposal to restrict a technology for the 
hme being, while safety is unknown, to protect chih.lnm who an: not yei even conceived. So 
the point I want to make is that children have interests which can be legally protected, not 
only before they're born, but before they're conceived. 

Women's interests, on the other hand, as I said,. include access to treatment for effective 
A-.. ~" +~- 1:+~ •!.-=~•=~=~~ ~~A A;"~t-..1:~~ _.~;"=~~= .. ~ .. ~1.. ~~ •1..= ~-=" +t...~• ... ~til 1.--- -L.-•• • "T'L. --. 
Ul U,5L) lUI Hl_Y-LJll V£l.l\..o11l.ll5 aJIU UJ,:U:IUlUI,b UJ~I,...CJ.>L-:) .3U\..II a.;)- LIJ\,,. VU ..... .JI Lll4\.. ~..:;;: U Jl'i;-(1.1 aVUU.'-• ~ J1WJ 
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not presently benefit from access to thalidomide have an interest as women as a class being 
included in trials, so that if the drug is shown to be effective for a clinical condition, down 
the road physicians can intelligently and safely prescribe it. 

Women a} so have aJt interest in procreative privae-y, apart from their interest in access to the 
drug for treatment; !.hat is, they have a.11 understandable legal an.d moral interest in being left 
alone with regard to procreative decisions, and even exposure of future possible children to 
risks. 

Let me first just say a few words about the procreative privacy issue. The procreative 
privacy issue arose legally in full force with Roe vs. Wade, wbich, it's important to 
remember, had to do with the right not to procreate; that is, the claim in Roe vs. Wade and 
most of its progeny to protect the interests of the woman not to have children-- not a 
positive right to procreate, but a negative right to, if you will, avoid procreation, to be left 
alone. 

This is not the same as an affirmative right to create a child under any conditions of harm. 
We do have other legal trends, which we'll probably hear more about tomorrow, on ways in 
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which the law has restricted the liberty of women when harm to a future possible child was 
at issue. {n some jurisdictions, for example, women have been forced, compelled by court 
order, to undergo a Caesarian section medically indicated to protect a child from harm of 
being bom vaginally. 

There is also a federal case which refused to acknowledge that; that is, which overruled a 
court which did that. But there are cases that have gone both ways, including two state 
sunreme courts. In contrast. the Johnson Controls case. as I mentioned. set some limits on 
ho'w far the state can go in ~estricting the liberty of women. -

But I think the point is that morally it would be wrong-- I think we would all agree-- to 
knowingly bring a child into the world under conditions of probable misery such as that 
associated with phocomelia, or at least extreme disability. At least it would require some 
compelling reason to justify doing that; that is, there would be a moral responsibility to take 
reasonable steps to avoid that. 

Now, with regard to the woman's interest in treatment, which is the central issue here I 
think, I would suggest that it's important to distinguish the following variables, and this is 
the heart of my comments. What degree of restrictions are appropriate, and what kind of 
access women are entitled to have to thalidomide is not one question. It's many questions, 
depending on a number of variables. I've tried to identify them here. 

First, whether or not the disease for which treatment is being sought is serious or trivial. 
Now, at the moment) all the disorders for which treatment are being sought are serious, life
threatening, seriously disabling, associated with extreme suffering, such as AIDS, cancer, 
Kaposi's sarcoma, and so on. 

It's important to point out, though, that the drug will almost surely tum out to be -- will 
probably turn out to have efficacy for diseases which may not be life-threatening. 
Rheumatoid arthritis is one example. Rheumatoid arthritis, of course, can be associated with 
severe suffering, but there can be milder forms of rheumatoid arthritis. · 

So the first point I'm trying to rnake is how compelling the woman's interest is in having 
access and how weighty that claim should be against the interests of the future child will 
depend on the severity ofthe illness.and the amount of suffering involved. We would not 
think, for example, there were a compelling reason if thalidomide were shown to be 
effective for acne or"mild asthma. 

"----...! •1..- Ja,-J:t..--.-1 -~l-.-~~4':+ ... - •• lrll.~ ~-P-11 ••• al~.m~+ u- ... _ .-1-·- t..-~ ... ___ ~1..~··- ·-
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be proven effective, a woman has a much stronger claim for access to it than if it's in a Phase 
I trial where efficacy is statistically unlikely. The vast majority of Phase I trials never show 
efficacy and never wind up going to market. So the claim for access during that phase of 
testing would be less compelling. 

Third, it \Vou!d depend on the alternatives. If, just hypothetically, astta.~...rna. turned cut to be a 
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disease that was responsive to thalidomide, the claim for access to it for that, even if proven 
effective, would be less compelling if there were other effective drugs that the woman had 
not yet used. That is, obviously when it's a last resort, the claim is much more powerful. 

Two other variables that are relevant but I think perhaps not as important are obviously the 
probability and severity of harm to the child. I'm not going to dwell on that because I think 
everyone would agree that the embryopathy, the phocomelia, everyone would agree, is a 
severe degree ofharm and warrants strict scrutiny. 

The importance of the pregnancy might be a relevant variable; that is, there might be a more 
compelling argument for a woman who is trying to have her first child than one who-
maybe third is not a clear enough example, but a woman who is trying to have her lOth or 
12th child. The argument could be made that her claim for procreative freedom in that 
circumstance would be less compelling than a woman who is seeking to have her first child. 

So I've tried to identify some of the morally rel~~vant variables that might guide us in 
deciding how strong the claim is. 

Now, other variables would have to do with the amount of intrusion on the woman's liberty 
to protect the child. That is, there are different remedies for promoting the safety of the 
future child. I've just listed four of the common ones here just for points of discussion. The 
drug could be restricted to just infertile women; that is, women who were surgically 
sterilized. That would obyiously be too severe a restriction. It would be too severe an 
incursion on procreative privacy and would force too many women to be denied access. 

One couid require abortion for affected fetuses. I won't dweli on 1t because it's morally 
complicated and iegaiiy untenabie in our country, but it's a method of protecting children 
that would almost surely be rejected. 

Everyone would require strict informing and consent standards; no one is against that. The 
question is whether that's a sufficient amount of protection, whether that's too loose of a 
standard to protect the interests of the children. 

The most controversial, and I think where most of the discussion needs to occur, is over the 
question of possible, for example, weekly pregnancy testing, which would be an almost fail
safe mechanism; that is, restricting the supply of drug in exchange for a negative weekly 
pregnancy test I think comments of Dr. Woodcock were very appropriate on this point; that 
;co tho t-.-n..Ao_nf"f'ho~C~. ... .i:lll ;..f",rnaa -rn..rn1:-roA ~ni-VI.o.t-'h:..,n n.,p oro-t .. ;,...y "CCCI 'lU~.o),l.._t -'t"A,......_,...""'....,.-.:r f...,.,..,..~ .... - ... ,..1.-.: ..... t.. 
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by a majority of women, it will drive them underground. It will drive them to buyers clubs. 

So the question is, what kind of restrictions here in tenns offrequency of pregnancy testing 
will attract a sufficient number of women -- that is, make it acceptable -- without driving 
them outside ofthe system? 

Let me just close by trying to apply these principles to two specific examples. For a Phase I 
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trials for therapeutic intent -- that is, for diseases -- since most Phase I trials fail, I think the 
point could be made that there's no clear benefit, and therefore the claim of women to have 
access in this would not be compelling. They are not being denied anything which involves 
a likely benefit. 

lf gender is importar1t to assess biologic variables in dosing and so on, then it vvould be 
reasonable in a Phase I trial under this kind of analysis to require very strict standards, 
namely infertile women at that stage of testing. 

In contrast, if efficacy were established-- that is, if Phase III testing had been completed and 
t!-..- .in•cr '""r" <:hrown tn hP pff,.r:tivP fnr ~nv nfthP l'nnrlitinn<: Wl'>1rP hollrino ,.hnut -- ifthPrP 
···~ -·-t> ··~·~ ~··- .... ·- -- -----··.- --- ---- -- ---- ---·-···---~ ··-·- __ .. ___ t> ---- •• --·-·~ 
niP,.,. nn <>olt<>rn<>tiVPC! nn ::tltPtn;,tivP thpr;,nv thPrP wn<: nnw ;o hiah lilrPlihnn..t nfh,.n,..fit .,n..t 
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obviously a severe risk ofhann and disability for the child, if pregnancy were avoidable 
through not just contraception but through some kind of periodic pregnancy testing, there 
would obviously be an obligation to take reasonable measures not to bring a child into the 
world under conditions in which he or she, presumably, would rather avoid, 

The question is mainly, I think, a political one, as Dr. Woodcock phrased it, or a sociologic 
one, of what degree ofpregnancy testing, what frequency would attract or be acceptable to a 
sufficient number of women? 

In summary, balancing is clearly required. We cannot take a position that women should just 
have unrestricted access to this; no one has suggested that. But, on the other hand, we cannot 
take the position that a zero-risk environment is what is being sought here. It's impossible 
anyway. Even if you had daily pregnancy testing and restricted access to the drug, the drug 
would still find its way into the open market, as Dr. Woodcock made clear. We will never 
have a world in which there is zero risk of exposure of fetuses or of future possible children. 
So the goal here is to find some reasonable middle ground that will get that incidence as 
close to zero as we reasonably can. 

Thank you. 

(Applause.) 

DR. GROFT: Thank you very much, Dr. Fost. You've really given us something to think 
about in further discussions as the meeting progresses. 

Dr. Wilkin has arrived. Last week, as many of you read in the newspapers and probably saw 
on TV, one of the FDA's advisory committees looked at thalidomide for the second time, 
and Dr. Jonathan Wilkin from the division will present the summary ofthat meeting. 

DR. WiLKIN: Thank you very much, Steve. I appreciate the invitation to this important 
meeting that you and Terry Toigo have crafted. I think we'ii iook back on ihis meeting in the 
future as an important exchange of information at the beginning of a new era in therapeutics 
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and clinical pharmacology. 

We did have a meeting just down the street five days ago. It was a meeting of the 
Dermatologic and Ophthalmic Drugs Advisory Committee, which hereafter I'll refer to as 
OODAC. That will shorten this presentation by five minutes. We considered Celgene's NDA 
new drug application, thalidomide for ENL . 

The Federal Advisory Committee Act establishes the legal framework for all of the FDA 
advisory committees. They provide scientific and technical expertise. They advise and make 
recommendations. They do not decide finally on regulatory decisions. That goes to the 
people who work at the agency. But the real asset is that they do provide this independent 
expert scientific advice. 

The DODAC group has approximately three to four meetings per year. There's a fixed 
membership, with three-year rotations. There are nine dermatologists who serve on the 
committee, four ophthalmologists, one biostatistician, one consumer representative, and for 
the particular meeting that we had last week, we did invite obstetrician/gynecologists from 
other committees, and neurologists from other committees. But the only person from another 
committee who came was a member ofthe Antiviral Drugs Advisory Committee.ln 
addition, we often have special government employees who are previous members of 
committees who come and sit in on the deliberations. 

Approximately two to three weeks before the meeting, the committee will receive a briefing 
package which will consist of the sponsor's summary of safety and efficacy, the FDA's 
summary of safety and efficacy, data from the clinical trials, the FDA reviewer's reviews, 
and often articles from the literature. 

The types of issues that will come before an advisory committee are many and varied. There 
have to be at least 25 really great reasons. Some of the ones that we thought about when 
thalidomide was coming to the advisory committee are it's the first product in a class, it's a 
new molecular entity, it's never been approved at the agency. Products that have attracted 
significant pubiic interest and controversy were aii here today. Any product under review 
with significant safety or effectiveness issues-- and again, we thought ii was important to 
have outside advice on these points. 

Now, the advisory committee meeting has identifiably separate portions. There is an open 
public hearing, where anyone can sign up. There is a format for this, but one can sign up and 
~...,• C ....... 11\. ....,....__;o,6:-..._;o._ .... 1 .C - :-.. ~-6-. ... .-__......f _ .. ,._.......__,._ +1~ .... !- ~.._~,.r- ...._ __ :_:....._ __ ....__ +E... ... ; __ ,. __ ..., -6-l.-tl- __ ..._ 
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FDA but are not really being discussed that day. It's truly open. 

Then there is the part where the committee will listen to the FDA presentations~ the 
sponsor's presentations, invited speakers. That's the open committee discussion. There was 
no closed session foi t'le thalidomide meeting. In our particulru committee, the usual ieason 
for a dosed session is where we are updating them on the drugs that aie in-house at the FDA 
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So the meeting began on September 4th with an open public hearing. We heard statements 
from the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the American Leprosy 
Foundation, the American Academy of Pediatrics. Then there were brief introductions by 
the agency, and then we moved to the sponsor presentations. 

After lunchl '\ .. rle came back and had a second open public hearing. ".a.~merican Leprosy 
Missions presented a statement, as did American College of Medical Geneticists) the 
Teratology Society,,National Organization for Rare Disorders, National Women's Health 
Network, and American Behcet's Disease Association. 

~h:o nll':l~ l".n.llnnrPrl hu th.u 'QTl.A rc-.·uiPn/t:at" nt'~Q.:..t'llt~t11"1rt Th.on ~A-.::-r th~t 'l:UQI 'h~rl hu..-.. ~"":·t..::::;....-1 
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defects due to thalidomide exposure, and Dr- Colin Crawford presented infonnation on 
thalidomide neurotoxicity in ENL 

On September 5th, we opened the morning with a committee discussion. Then there was a 
statement by the Thalidomide Victims' Association of Canada. Then the committee received 
the questions and deliberated on them. 

One of the aspects of the questions as presented to the committee was that we knew that the 
term "erythema nodosum leprosum" is actually used ambiguously in the literature. It can 
refer to the entire systemic syndrome ofENL or just to the cutaneous lesions. So the 
questions were origina11y crafted in a way that the chair could go either way on this. For 
question one, the chair exercised his prerogative of altering the question. He limited it to: 
Has the efficacy of thalidomide in the treatment of cutaneous ENL been demonstrated? 

I should tell you that this is still in draft format. The chair needs to sign off on this, but this 
is the initial draft from advisors and consultants-- nine yes votes, one no vote. 

Question two: Has the safety of thalidomide been adequately described in the treatment of 
the systemic ENL syndrome, or any subset of ENL, such as cutaneous ENL? The vote was 
three yeas and seven nays. 

Then, really, the pivotal question three: Do the benefits outweigh the risks? The 
interpretation of this is, does the committee recommend that Celgene's thalidomide be 
approved for the systemic ENL syndrome, or any subset ofENL, such as cutaneous ENL? 
The response to this was eight yes, one no, one abstention. 

Everyone, I think, outside of the agency focuses a lot on the outcome of the questions. I 
think there's a tendency to under-value the rich insights that emerge in the discussion. We at 
theagency spend a lot oftime going over all of the discussion points that were raised by the 
committee . 

The discussions seem to begin among the committee members with restricting the 
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distribution of erythema nodosum leprosum, but it evolved. They discussed that the 
distribution system might be a better, safer system than the JND mechanism, actually, and in 
the end they came up with not restricting distribution to ENL. That's an example. I'm not 
trying to be exhaustive and encyclopedic in all the comments that I thought were important. 
I'm just trying to give you an idea of some of the types of comments they made. 

The comment emerged to use the actual photo of an infant in the package insert or the 
na.ckaPin!! for thalidomide. and that there needs to be a reallv Q"Ood monitorimr for .r------'-"' ~ -- ... - -- -~ "-.._:;1-- ------------a---

neUrOpathy. 

They thought that there were a few other things at the end that were still needed. There's a 
study ongoing by the sponsor in the Philippines, E003/P, and they would like to have those 
results, when that study is completed, presented to DODAC. Also, they would like to have 
some infonnation on studies that are performed to learn more about neurotoxicity. They are 
encouraging sponsors to develop safer congeners. For thalidomide, they would like more 
pharmacokinetic information, specifically information on metabolites, elimination, and 
storage. 

So, what is next in the regulatory process? Well, after we have an advisory committee 
meeting, we then have an internal meeting at the FDA, a debriefing meeting to go over the 
responses to the questions, and also all of the insights and discussion points that emerged at 
the meeting. That will be done this week. 

This is a new molecular entity, and you may know the system is that the office director, the 
Director of the Office of Drug Evaluation V, will be signing ofT on this particular 
application. He'll be taking everything that he has on his desk into consideration -- all the 
reviews, the information that emerged at the advisory committee meeting) discussions with 
others in the agency. I'm sure he'H be looking for ideas that come from this meeting as welL 

Thank you. 

(Appiause.) 

DR. GROFT: Thank you very much, Jonathan_ 

Are there any questions? I don't know if the people have collected questions. We have a 
couple of minutes for questions before we break. If there are any, if you could stand up and 
identify yourself and project as well as possible, we'll try to pick you up. 

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible.) 

DR. GROFT: Jonathan, did you get the 1ast part? Oh.l'm sorry. 

PARTICIPM-IT: Do you \V&lt me to say it again? 

DR. GROFT: Would you, please? Yes. Why don't you come up here to the microphone, and 
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PARTICIPANT: The first question. It was mentioned in passing that there is some ongoing 
cases of phocomelia in countries from thalidomide currently. I wondered what some ofthem 
were. 

The second question was, is erjthema nodosum in leprosy patients the same as it is in 
ordinary erythema nodosurr1~ in that the nodular manifestations occui primaritv~, or at least 
initially, on the legs? 

DR. WILKIN: Well, I'm a dermatologist and not a leprologist. There are leprologists here, 
and I'm sure later in this meeting you might be able to get some more definitive information 

Erythema nodosum is different from erythema nodosum leprosum. They are two different 
inflammatory types of reactions. l think it might be possible to have erythema nodosum and 
erythema nodosum leprosum occur in a patient with leprosy, and perhaps they well could 
make the distinction between the two entities. The old-timey name for erythema nodosum 
v1as actt1al1y erythema conPJsaformi, because, as these lesions resolve, they leave \Vhat looks 
like a bruise. I'm not sure if thats the \vay the lesions of erythema nodosum resolve. 

But we have Dr. Yoder and Dr. Ray and others here who might be able to speak to that. 

DR. GROFT: I think the second part ofthe question, with the occurrence of phocomelia in 
other countries-- Dr. Bierzwinsky? 

DR. BlERZWINSKY: Well, thalidomide is being used in Mexico for the treatment of 
erythema nodosum leprosum. We have had no reports of phocomelia, which means that 
people are being careful about which people are taking it. 

DR. GROFT: l don't know if anyone has any other comments. 

Dr. Trapnell? 

DR. TRAPNELL: We actually had information sent to us when we were starting our study 
that there are cases apparently occurring in Brazil, but I have no scientific data at alL This 
was just mailed to us, really, at random . 

DR. GROFT: For Dr. Trapneil: What are the inter-species differences in metabolism, 
pharmacokinetics, phannacological effects, toxicity of thalidomide? 

DR. TRAPNELL: Frankly, I don't think it's really been studied well enough to be able to 
delineate that with total certainty. A lot of the metabolism studies in animals were done after 
the teratogenicity issues were discovered in humans. There is a lot of different metabolites in 
animais that are found; many of them are found in developing embryos and fetuses. 
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But I would have to say that, at this: point_ that's probably one area of research that we need 
to do so that we can develop better animal models to be used to assess the human toxicity. 

DR. GROFT: Dr. Bierzwinsky, is thaUdomide going to be approved for other indications in 
Mexico? 

DR. BIERZWINSKY: If there is enough scientific support, and clinical trials are conducted 
in Mexico which show benefit, then it would be approved for new indications, yes. 

DR. GROFT: Dr. Fost, would you comment on the advisory committee's decision in the 
context of risk versus benefit for a condition as rare as ENL? 

DR. FOST: I don't know enough about what, if any, prescribing or distribution restrictions 
were put on it. Obviously, the condition is a serious one, and serious enough to warrant 
some access. The question is, under what degree of restrictions? I'm not clear on whether the 
advisory committee-- what distribution mechanism you recommended. 

DR. GROFT: We've got several others that I don't know if we'll have enough time to get 
through. 

DR. WILKIN: Would you like a comment on the distribution? 

DR. GROFT: Go ahead, sure. 

DR. WILKlN: There was a presentation by Dr. Lumpkin at the advisory committee meeting 
on the different possible types of distribution schemes. The one that is most rigorous can be 
found in 21 CFR, the Code of Federai Reguiations, 3 i 4.520. It's a mandatory restricted 
distribution. 

I have to say, though, that while these were discussed, nothing was concluded at that 
meeting. It was merely just presented to the committee as different choices. 

DR. GROFT: Dr. \1/llkin, please clru.-ify your comment on the photo of the infant. Do you 
mean an infant with phocomelia? 

DR. WILKIN: We may hear more about this from Cynthia Moore or others. I think the 
committee had the notion that if there were a photo in the infonnational package that went to 
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DR. GROFT: Then again, why are there no teratologists or neurologists on the committee? 

DR. WILKIN: The neurologists on the-- there is an advis(lry committee. Our advisors and 
consultants staff person contacted that committee, attempted to obtain neurologists to attend 
a.11d vote, but no one agreed to come. 
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We did have Dr. Crawford. a neuroloP"ist and of course the snonsor had Or_ Comhlath at the 
. - -· - •• • "" <L,.il "' - -r ------ -- -· ------------ --- ----

mee;tinP"_ So thev nrovirled exnert advice to the committee ---·-----o·-- --~.r-- ---- ..t 

DR GROFT: Dr. Fast? 

DR. FOST: At the risk of seeming self-serving, I think it would be desirable to have 
aualified ethicists on some of the advisory committees when the~:e are obviouslv malor 

~ - • J 

ethical issues. 

DR. GROFT: Dr. Kelsey, was the January 1961 NDA denied because of neurotoxicity? This 
is a multiple-part question. 

DR. KELSEY: Could you repeat the question? 

DR. GROFT: Was the 1961 NDA denied because of neurotoxicity? 

DR. KELSEY: We delayed approving it, not that we ever did. The neurotoxicity was 
certainly our first concern, and it increased_ We had an advisory committee, too, in 
September. They actually didn't think it was too serious; it could be dealt with by labeling. 
They also felt the teratology would have been disclosed_ As I mentioned, it had been 
suspected before this_ 

Then after that meeting, we got much more reports on the severity of this peripheral neuritis. 
My opinion is that we would probably have never approved it on that basis alone, but we 
didn't have to make that decision once the word of the teratology got around. So I say, yes, it 
concerned us very much. 

Remember, the proposed uses were as a sedative and a hypnotic_ 

DR. GROFT: We're going to have to cut the questions off now in order to keep the meeting 
moving. So if you did submit a question, please gather one of the panelists with you and 
present i:he question to them. Or, if we have time, as the meeting progresses, perhaps we can 
L_.: __ ... t_ __ ~ --··~-.o..! ............ L_ .... l .. ! .... ., ___ ... ____ . 
Ulllll;; U!t;:st; I..JUC~lJUU~ U<t\,;1\. Ill lUIIIUUUW. 

One other bit of housekeeping. If any of you would like to make a presentation at the open 
public session tomorrow, please sign up out back. I think we referred to it earlier. It's 
important for us to know what the time constraints will be, if necessary, for tomorrow 
afternoon. 

We also have received the bibliography that was put together by the National Library of 
Medicine, and that is available outsi~e as well. 

So if we could reconvene in about 10 minutes, at five of 
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MS. TOIGO: I guess we'll get started, if e-verybody is ready. My name is Terry Toigo, and 
I'm with FDA's Office of Special Health Issues. 

This meeting is described as an open scientific workshop. Given the meeting's scientific 
focus, some have asked what's the purpose of this panel? A public perspective? After all, 
like NIH and CDC, FDA is a science·based agency, where scientific facts and not opinions 
must prevail, and where scientific facts represent the impartial arbiter of conflicting views 
and our best protection from human error. 

As a consumer protection agency, FDA must make certain that the public's interest is 
protected as those scientlfic facts are being discovered. In that regard, we must constantly be 
mindful of the impact of our actions on the people we serve, people from all walks of life 
who often have differing views about what FDA can and should do. 

Although our constituencies are diverse, we nevertheless strive to be responsive to all 
citizens. One of the most effective ways in which we can live up to this principle is by 
inviting the public to actively participate in our deliberative process. 

Thus, the purpose ofthis panel is to give all of us an opportunity to hear from you, the 
pubiic. We'li hear from heaith care practitioners, an advocate for women's heaith, a 
thaiidomider, and a patient advocate. 

What might we learn from this panel? I think we will learn that each participant has a unique 
point of view. Some may be personal, some may be legal, and some may be societal. I think 
we will also learn that although individuals and the groups they represent may differ in their 
--~------ .. ~--- 4-L~~· --- ___ L -~·--~~~---- .L ____ ~ _ _j_ ... L_ ---- ___ L,!- 1---t..._1_ ---1- T __ ..._f_~ _ ____ _._f _ _ _._ •-
pt:r~pt;;!,;UV!;> uu;y i;UC C~l;ll WUI!I...Hl~ ~UW<\lU:O ~UC ::i<Uilt: 1-JUUUI.; llCiUlll !;!,Uill. Hl LHIS Cast:, lOal 1S 
..__ ~----~~~-~ "'L- L ____ .L":_.a,_ ~~-• _!_:~!-~ .. .._~ _:_, __ ~----!_ ... _ _. -~D~ .... L .. ,_!~~_ .. ___ ..._:~"IT __ ..._,_-------- _._•-

lU IU<L'I.IIIJIL.C LIIC UCUClll:> <lllU JlllllliiiiL.C LHC ll:>ll.1:i i:l!>~Ul;l<1~t:=U Wllll UU~ IJUlt:IIU<:l.IIJ lllt:=rapt;;Ull!; 

but dangerous drug. 

The panel reminds us of the various constituencies who may be affected by our actions and 
that it is very important for researchers. industry, and the government to be mindful of these 
varied needs \vhen making policy decisions or designing a clinical trial or recruiting patients 
to a clinical trial, or developing~,.... educational progra...-rn. for a drug targeted at multiple 
audiences. The public's views m·ust be included. 

I'd 1ike to thank the panel members for taking their time to share with us their perspectives. 
I'd also Jike to thank my co-chair, Steve Groft, for his flexibility in working with his sister 
?.IYP.nf".if"<: ?.nrl nthP.r<: tn ~c-.c:nmmnc!:l.te thP. V:l.T;on<: nP"enn:l. nf'.P.n<:. ofthi<: mf'.f'.t;no -o------- ~-- -~----- r- --------------- ---- • ----- -o----- -----... -~ ----~ ~~-----~·o· 

Finally ,I'd like to thank the staff in the Office of Special Hea1th Issues, and particularly 
David Banks for his dedication to the many unanticipated tasks that accompanied this 
meeting. 

That being said, I'd like to introduce the panel members of the puhlic perspective:. 

Dr. Leo Yoder repr~ents health care providers for leprosy patients, and he was formerly the 
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chief of the Medical Department at the Hansen's Disease Center in Carville, Louisiana. Dr. 
Yoder has extensive experience treating leprosy in the United States and Africa. 

Mr. Randolph Warren represents the Thalidomide Victims' Association of Canada. an 
association created to empower and enhance the quality of life of Canadian thalidomiders. 

Mr. William Zellmer represents the American Society of Health System Pharmacists, where 
he serves as the vice president for professional and public affairs. 

Dr. James Allen represents the American Medical Association, where he serves as the vice 
president for science and technology. 

Ms. Cynthia Pearson represents the National Women's Health Network, where she serves as 
executive director and oversees a11 program and policy projects. 

Finally, Mrs. Nancy Pa11er, who represents herself in her role as the mother of an HIV
infected young man with aphthous ulcers. 

That being said, I'd like to start with Dr. Yoder. We're going to try to keep these to 10 
minutes, so you'll have the light. At nine minutes, th~ yellow will go on. 

DR. YODER: Thank you, and good morning. I come to you, as has already been stated, as a 
physician who has been involved with Hansen's disease, or leprosy, for about 20 years. The 
last 15 years of those were at the Hansen's Disease Center at Carville, Louisiana. 

In that situation, we are the referrai center for the United States, and we tend to see many of 
the more compiicated and difficuit cases ofENL. In that roie, I have iived through this 
difficult experience, these ill patients, sometimes for a number of years, and have 
experienced not only the physical pain but also the psychological distress, and even 
depression, that goes with this illness, espe-cially in some of the more ill forms. 

When I was asked to give this talk, I was asked to talk about what I would say to a patient 
for whom I was prescribing il~alidomide. Basically, th.at's what i intend to do for jusi a few 
minutes. At least I will try to touch on the areas that I would discuss with a patient who 
would have come to Carville or to me and I was considering putting that patient on 
thalidomide for the first time. 

lHI;:!t !l f,:::~otlJ r~ ..... t~ ~hn.ut t'hA ...J;cP.-t:~~.-.. ifc-ulf' T ,onrn.C''ll ·~ .or} .rJ;co.Cio.o'll::'a. ,,,;H .. ~ .... 'I"'\.D,..~1I"TTo v ........ , .nn.., t....,u,.., 
~ .... ..., ... u. ... ..._.. Tr ._.....,...., ....... u.vv~iio _,..,. _.,..,...,..-...,...,.... l'h.l"\•'•*• .LJ"""t'avuJ .1u "-"-...._.,..,:IV~'"" Yl.l\1:1. U .JY""'IL,/ll Ulll • .L IJU \...Q.11 .UQ.V"l;o 

very mi !d disease, very fe\v bacteria, limited disease~ and it may not even be of major 
consequence; to the other end of the spectrum, where patients have generalized disease, they 
have a lot of bacteria, they have many nerves involved, and it can be a devastating illness. 

This disease is caused by bacteria, Mycobacterium lepri. Part of the problem with this 
disease is not only that its .a bacterial infection \vhich persists fer a !eng period of time, but 
i:t1CI t:ln irHmnnnlna11""'!.~-l nrn.hi.Ptn Q<:o nrP11 ~n.-j Pt!nPri~H" o.IC".f"\ +llo f"O'_),....t tl-."'::.f- ;t t,.,~ n. ... ,,.,.o.A; )..,._....,..: .......... 
Jill-..,;~ -II& l.ll•~o-•.o; .... .__..v.a.....-b.L...,._...a. j-"4'VLI...___. ... ._._-.... •• ""'.L:t ....._ • ._ '-'L.IIJ" ..... v.a'I..L-.I..I:J """""..,l"'o...' Wt. ...... ............... W.IW'- ,II. .1..1~ Q P ... '\,rUll ..... VILlV.l..l 

for certain specific cooler parts of the body, namely the nerves ofthe hands and feet. Also, 
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some other organs are affected in the lepromatous type, the type which I indicated has the 
diffuse type of disease~~ namely, the eyes, the testic1es, and sometimes joints and other 
areas can be affected as well. 

A group of these patients who have the generalized former disease get what we have talked 
about here this morning as ENL. We don't have time, obviously, to go into a lot of the things 
that we could talk about. 

But primarily I would point out to you as a patient who has this problem that this ]san 
immunological problem. It's a problem with the immune system. It is not a treatment failure. 
It's not a drug reaction. Incidentally, this often occurs sometime after a patient has been on 
treatment for a period of time, sometimes maybe a year or two. He cannot be present at the 
time the patient is diagnosed, 

But often the patient is started on treatment. We have good antibacterial drugs. We can kill 
the bacteria actually fairly rapidly with some of the drugs, but the bacteria do not clear from 
the patient rapidly. They stay around for a long time. The dead bacteria stay around even for 
several years at times. It is this immune response of the body to these dead bacteria that are 
around that cause this problem that we know as ENL. 

These patients not oniy have a skin eruption, but I wouid note in response to a question that 
was asked earlier that it is quite different than simple erythema nodosum of the lower 
extremities, which you've seen in other disorders. 

The skin lesions can look very similar, but these can occur in any part of the body-- the 
face, the extrem1ttes, aU over the trunk. it is associated often with fever, pain. You can get 
sweHing of the giands. These patients often are rather acutely m. These skin lesions not oniy 
are painful, but they may ulcerate. So it is a generalized severe illness in many patients. It 
can be in a mild form, but we're primarily talking about patients who are fairly ill. 

I want to show just a few slides of what it looks like. I hope the slides are on. I think we 
went one too far. 

This is a typical skin eruption. These look like the erythema nodosum you may have seen in 
other disorders, but they are tender and painful. Usually an individual nodule wiJJ stay for a 
week or so, and then they do resolve with a slight darkening pigmentation ofthe skin as they 
go away. But untreated. you will get new crops of these. 

A c"'rnn~ n<>tiPnt ,vith <> .,;.., iJ,,. tvnP nf '"'rnhiPm <>·nrl thP <"<>mP ,...,fi.,nt tuith th<M'A lo .. ;,..,.., .. "" 
.o; .._ .... 'o-' ......... .._.._.._. t"_ ... .._ ...... .._.._. T' •••• - ._...._., .... ~- "'.J t" ......... ,.. y+....,...,..._...,. ..... .._, _._ .. _ ........... ..._. ........... ......- l'_ ............... ........................ ~.., .............. 'U.J,.&LJ' VIA 

the face. These look like they might be almost ulcerating. A little different type of lesion -w 

this young lady had typical eruption of the upper part of the body in the extremities, but also 
had these blistering type 1esions at the 1ower extremities. 

This is anoti)er patient with sterile pustu1es which may ulcerate. Finally, a young lady who! 
remember so we!! some years ago was referred to us a.TJ.d was actual!y in our institu.tion for 
several years. Because she had persistent and chronic ENL, she suffered all the side effects 
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That's the end of the slides. 

The treatment options for this disorder in leprosy patients are quite limited. There are only a 
few that are useful, other than in the mildest cases. The mildest cases can be treated with 
simple analgesics, but that is basically a drug called clofazimine, number one, which is a 
drug that is of some benefit However, it is slow~acting and benefits patients primarily if it is 
given at large doses for four to six weeks, and importantly causes significant pigmentation 
of the skin, which persists for a long time and is therefore unacceptable to some patients, 
especially young women. 

The second drug that is very effective is prednisone, or what is commonly known as 
cortisone-type drugs. These drugs will work and have been used for many years to treat this 
disorder, but the problem is that you have to give them in fairly large doses, often in this 
country 60 to 80 milligrams a day. This disease tends to be chronic. and therefore you have 
to give it a long time. You need to give it in fairly large doses, which produces significant 
side effects such as thinning of the bones, diabetes, cataracts, glaucoma, and other things. 

So one of the main reasons I would give thalidomide to you is to avoid these side effects 
from prednisone, which is really the only good alternative. 

Thalidomide, in our experience, works. It allows people to return to work. It allows them to 
get off of their prednisone, or at least in much-reduced doses, and therefore is a god~send to 
many of these people who rea1ly have no other alternative. 

It has been recognized by the treatment of choice by many leprologists for many years. 
There is a rather extensive body of literature. In our experience, it has been found to be very 
effective, 

We do not, however, ignore or forget the serious disadvantages and side effects of this drug. 
If I were going to give this drug to you, I would certainly start out by telling you the serious 
birth defects that can be caused if it is given to women of childbearing age. Therefore, 

·pregnancy is an absolute contraindication, and under the present program-- I am not giving 
you this as necessarily my opinion of how it should be done. Under the present program, 
under the IND that we have, it cannot be given to women of childbearing age anywhere in 
the United States, except at Carvilie. 

Therefore, we can give it as outpatients oniy to men or to women who have been surgicaily 
sterilized or women who are postmenopausal. This does limit access of the drug to some 
women who would certainly benefit from it. 

There are a number of other side effects that every patient would need to know about. One, 
of course, is sedation, pcu1icularly in the larger doses. Patients would need to be warned 
about the fact that they should not drive o:r engage in other hazardous activities which wouid 
endanger them ifthey were sedated . 
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Neuritis, which ha.s been mentioned, which will be talked about some more, we would talk 
;:,h.-.11t At <:orne length. We're also dealing with a neurolnPic nroblem with lenrosv a.<;; welL So 
_ ............ --------------~;:~--- ·------ ---L;il -- -c-~------ -----r---..,-------T--

patients are very much warned about the possibility of new numbness, tingling, any change 
which might indicate a problem with the nerves, and that we need to be advised so we can 
do appropriate testing and evaluation to see if indeed this is due to the Hansen disease or 
leprosy itself, or whether there might be any reason that it might be connected to the use of 
tha! idomide. 

There are less common, less serious side effects associated with it-- sometimes dizziness, 
constipation, swelling ofthe extremities-- whi,;h are usually mild and do not necessitate 
discontinuing a drug. 

So I would say in conclusion, with many years of experience and the experience of other 
people who have used this drug, we have found it to be very effective iii use in these patients 
which would allow them to avoid the serious side effects of prednisone and allow them to 
continue their reasonably normal activities ofwork or whatever they might be. If properly 
monitored and given according to instructions and used only by the patients for which it is 
indicated, I think the risk can be minimized to an acceptable level. 

Thank you. 

(Applause.) 

MS. TOIGO: Thank you, Dr. Yoder. I can say l've learned far more about thalidomide in the 
last two years than I did as a pharmacist in the outpatient pharmacy in the Staten Island 
Clinic, where once a month we had a Hansen's disease clinic. 

Our next presenter is Randy Warren. 

One more thing. If you have questions after the speakers, Carol is going around collecting. 
So-ifyou flag her, she win get them. 

MR. WARREN: My name is Randy. I'm 36. During her pregnancy, my mother was 
prescribed thalidomide to alleviate severe morning sickness symptoms. My mother took 
thalidomide twice, two teaspoons total. Thalidomide caused my birth disabilities, 
necessitating 32 operations over my life and eignt years accumulated time spent in the 
hospital before I was 16, in a different city from where my parents lived. 

1."1.TL~-- T -~~~- 1..., -·-~-~- _1_1 T •~~L-_l _.._ --· _, __ ____,.,_ __ ---~L 1 _ _ ---~-"--' •-- _'I_ 'I r 1 .._., • 
wu~n 1 wa:. tL. yt:<tr~ utu, 1 tuuKt:u aL my ~.;muL un my nu:>pnai ooo anu 1 reau me woras, 
"congenital anomalies as a result of the drug thalidomide." I learned, and I continued to 
learn what happened to me and to my friends 40 years ago. 

Today, I describe myself far more professionally, as a founder and CEO of the Thalidomide 
Victitns' Association of Canada. I represent the 125 Canadian survivors ofthe drug ihat 
violated our mothers and betr-ayed their doctors. Many of our mothers and fathers were 
doctors and pharmacists. 
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I came here today to dazzle you-with my eloquence and the triumph-over-tragedy stories of 
my brother and sister thalidomiders. That's what we call ourselves, thalidomiders, lest we 
forget. But I kind of feel somber and resolute. I grieve. yet I f~l conviction and a sense of 
purpose. Its been a really, reall)' tough v·:eelC for us. 

In 10 minutes, I want to say so much. I want to tell you of brave women raising children 
expected to live to be only lO years old, and then 20 years old, and now we're told 55 years. 
But I know these children, now adults, and I am one. We want to enjoy our grandchildren 
and great-grandchildren, those ofus who can have children. Some of us, I know, will live 
1nn.n-or t:lnt nnhnrhr ~o.n rP~lh1 'C''=It! 11/h";:;at f""JJri h'lnn.Pn tn 11~ 11ntfl 'lTP1'rA- !111 ann.o. IU1E,f:rW1 • .LJ Lolli. a•-vvV-J .... _._J- .._._....,.L•J -ki-J .-..- • .- ...... ...,.........,. .............................. ._. .... 'IJI -~ .. ~ .. _., ••v .ay ..... ._._ b~'I-A ..... • 

We thaJidomiders, we're a family. We were all born together in the same few years, whether 
we're from Japan, Australia, Germany, Great Britain, Sweden, Brazil, or Canada. We even 
look alike. We know each other, and we understand each other without words. We want you 
to understand us. After all, today is yesterday's tomorrow. We are you. We're your brothers, 
we're your sisters; we're your mothers, we're your fathers. We're the people that you marry; 
we're the people that you broke up with before you intended to get married_ 

We feel. We laugh. We cry. We love, and we are loved. Yes, we suffer. We're degenerating. 
We're deteriorating in ways we were never warned of by doctors or scientists or persons 
who develop artificial limbs to make us look like everybody else. But these things should 
have been easy to predict. 

We who know pain and uncertain futures extend ourselves, our empathy, to those who suffer 
from other unjust diseases and conditions where thalidomide might help. 

Thalidomide, I have heard, takes people out of wheelchairs, and so much more. But please 
respect and remember the fact that thalidomide put me in my wheelchair. Thalidomide gave 
many of us shortened arms, or no arms, meaning we can't hug back. We can't comb our own 
hair. We can't even touch our own backs . 

We of the Thalidomide Victims' Association of Canada will never accept a world with 
thalidomide in it. We cannot. But we cannot fight thalidomide. It wins every time. 

We're forced to prefer reguiated thaiidomide over iiiegai thalidomide available on street 
comers, without warnings_ We who know suffering cannot deny quality of life or Jonger life 
to others who suffer. We demand mandatory compliance with. strict distribution systems. 
Thalidomide must never be a drug of choice, but always of need or 1ast resort. 

.... _~ We demand forced research into new analogs to replace thalidomide, with all ofthe benefits 
but without the teratogenic and disconcerting nerve damage side effects. w-hen the new 
anaiog or drug is de-veioped, we demand the removai of thaiidomide from this pianet. 
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much as we need to be involved in this process,. you need us as a moral compass, as a picture 
of what can happen. and what did happen. 

We can help. Let us help. We have a right to help and to be heard. 

\1/e tha1idomiders must educate about \¥hat happened so it never happens again. We insist 
we be involved as constituents of this drug in monitoring the distribution process and in 
educating potential patients, prescribers and dispensers, and the public at large. We demand 
media act responsibly in reporting the benefits of this drug. Always be balanced, and also 
always be sure you're giving legitimate hope to hurting people and not false cures. 

WP i11<:id tn::~t clnc.toro;. :mli nh::~rm::~r:i«t•: whn ::ITP thE>. nr~<:r.rihP~ ~ncl clio:nP.n<:P.ro;. hP f'PrtifiPn tn 
p~-- .................... - -·-- ------- --~ r------------- ··--- --- --- r-~-------- ~-- ---r------ ... - .... - ... - ... ~-- ---

USe thalidomide by attending workshops and seminars cosponsored by us. We caution that 
off-label use increases the likelihood of American thalidomide children being born. We 
know that there will be more thalidomide children with licensing. 

We believe patients considering thalidomide must have access to all information of all side 
effects, with warnings being given in consistent, plain, simple language. Patients must make 
their own, however, risk-aware choices. 

Our role is clear. We're going to be watching. We will be educating, and we will be 
reminding. We win be waiting for the day thalidomide is a historical painful memory. 

So everybody has been asking me over the last couple of weeks how do I feel, or how does 
my mom feel. Well, I feel proud of my l25 thalidomide co-survivors who reasoned a 
position of compassion through their fear. But we are afraid. By not opposing regulated 
thalidomide, we now have expectations. We expect patients to act responsibly. We expect 
that the appropriate authorities will stop the illegal distribution of thalidomide. We expect to 
be heard. 

People pause today during pregnancy before they take a tablet, before they smoke, before 
they take a drink, knowing that it coutd possibly affect the fetus. Nobody knew that before 
us. We are a 1egacy, and we've given a lot to this world. We would hope some respect back. 

Now as it appears that thalidomide is about to b<~ regulated, our fears fall to hidden agendas 
in other countries where thalidomide is reiegated to secret access programs or emergency 
distribution programs. Let's bring thaiidomide to the forefront so that we can all speak about 
it and so that we can make those determinations whether the benefits actua11y outweigh the 
risks. 

On a final yet opening note, it wilt be in the interests of future children and mothers to talk 
with us. We will be there. I hope that aH of you take the opportunity to talk to me regarding 
the friends that I have around the world in various countries who are thalidomiders and learn 
our experiences. 
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I spoke last night with several of the American thalidomiders who are shy and didn't want to 
be pursued by paparazzi or gimmicks. They are quite pleased with the position that we have 
taken, which we constructed with them. They are members of our association as well. 

The very final note I have regards our collaboration with drug companies. [n particular, we 
have bad some meetings with Celgene Corporation, and this is part of our approach to attack 
thalidomide from every angle. We believe we have a voice in every aspect. 

I want to remind the FDA that we're going to be there. We're going to be watching, and 
we're going to be communicating on a regular basis. We want to remind other drug 
companies that may come forward that they may come forward with thalidomide, but learn 
from consultation with us what the safest mechanisms for distribution will be. 

So I pause now, as everybody should before they take the drug thalidomide. I pause, hoping 
that everybody will read the warnings that are constructed in plain, simple language. 
Hopefully everybody will go and find a video with a testimonial from a survivor. Learning 
from us, just seeing a North American survivor I think will be thebes~ mechanism to protect 
women and children. 

(Applause.) 

MS. TOIGO: Thank you, Mr. Warren. 

Now we'll hear a perspective from the phannacy profession. 

-.LA'Y"'I 1"'7'-r.oW .. .,., ..... ~..-... ~--..ll ~-~.:~~ y..._,_- ~1-~~-L-- ... ~ L- L~-- --• ... L!_ -·--· ~-~~-___._..._~ __ .._ 
ll'J.&. Lo~LLiU£o&. '-.JVUU llliJlUtll!;f,. H ::1 {1 ~li;;01::0Ult; LU UC: llt;l'C <U um; \I"ClY UllpUHii[ll 
---.C------ l't.A-. --~- =- \11~11~-~ 7-il~-- __ ...JT ···--1~ C--·•'L- A~-~~~--~ CO-~~-"--- _rll __ 1.o~1 
I..;U!Ilt:;lvlll..;t;. J.VJ.Y Ha.!Hv 1'> W llU<I.LII L..t;LHILCL, d.ILU 1 WULL\. LUI LHv ~lllt:III.'<tll ;)UI.;lt:ty Ul flt:CI.IlO-

System Pharmacists. 

The teratogenicity of this medicine obviously requires extraordinary measures to prevent 
fetal exposure and birth defects. In this regard, the situation is similar to that associated with 
L~e use of isotretinoin, or .,A ... ccut&+')e. Practicing pharmacists can play an importa..11 role in a 
system that is designed to ensure the appropriate use ofthalidomidei but that role is much 
broader than currently exists in the distribution system for Accutane, where pharmacists 
have a fairly limited function. 

Because the pharmacist is at the final point in the heahh care system before the patient 
receive!t the medic-.ine the nh:um~c.i<:l <:honld he exnected tn rln ::It 1P.::'I<:.1 thP.<:I" four thino<:. 1 - - ~ -- - -- ~--- ---- --- ---- ~ --- - c -------- ~·- --=-- T - - - r-- -- - - -- ·r - - -- - -- -- -- ----- ------ ~ ~ --- - ...... 0 .... , ... 

helieve· fird of all verifv th:ot the natient the thaliclomitlP. natil"nf nnrlero;;:tanrh: thl" ridr..: 
----- 0 ~· ----- -- ----J T ----.~ ---~- ---- .-r-~----r, ~--- ____ T __________ r------- ---~-------- --- ... -- ..... -....... 

associated with the medicine; second, verify that any patient who is a woman of 
childbearing age is practicing birth control~ third, advise all patients about the side effects of 
the medicine and what precautions to take if they occur; and four, advise patients about what 
to do with any unused dosage units. 

Now, these are points, of course, that will have been made with the patient before he or she 
sees a pharmacist. But the pharmacist can provide a valuable service by reinforcing the 
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information, answering any questions that have occurred to the patient since seeing tbe 
nhvsician. and in g_eneral ensurin2: comolete oatient understandin2. 
.... , "' .... .._ .... ... -
Given the risks associated with the use ofthalidomide, it is entirely appropriate-- entirely 
appropriate -- to impose on part1cipating pharmacies compliance with specific procedures 
designed to ensure the produds safe use. Any pharmacy that demonstrates that it 
understands these requirements and is prepared to comply with them should be allowed to 
handle the nroduct. Thalidomide natients will be usinll other nrescriotion medicatinnc;. ;~nd it 
-- --- - • .I. "-' ... --... - -------- --------~ ~--- -~ 

will be a great convenience to them to be able to obtain their thalidomide at their regular 
pharmacy. 

I have been briefed by Bruce Williams of Celgene about his company's current thinking 
about product distribution. As I understand it, those plans include the fo11owing critical 
points. First of all, the participating pharmacy would enroll in the thalidomide registry 
system, which would signify the phannacy's understanding of the distribution process and 
ils agreement to comply with the stipulations of that process. 

Second, the participating pharmacy would obtain the product through a designated 
wholesaler distribution channel which would verify that the pharmacy is registered with the 
system. 

Third, the pharmacist would verify that the patient has read and signed an infonned consent 
form. 

Fourth, the pharmacist would enter certain information about the prescription into an online 
adjudication system which would verify that the patient is registered and it would authorize 
dispensing. 

The fifth point in this system is that the pharmacist would dispense only a 28-day supply in 
the original package, which would contain wriuen patient information. 

The sixth poini, no refiiis wouid be dispensed. Each new supply of medication for the 
patient wouid require a new prescription. 

Now, these provisions appear to be well-conceptualized, and r think that Celgene should be 
commended for its initial planning on these matters. There is precedent for successful 
pharmacist participation in systems ofthis nature in the Clozaril treatment system of 
}~ova.rtis~ 

However, I encourage Celgene and public health officials to expand their preliminary 
thinking to include the following two points. First of all, I think it would be quite 
appropriate to require the participating pharmacist to engage in a substantive~ relevant 
dialogue with the patient covering the points I mentioned earlier. Second, I think there 
should be recognition of the additional professional service oflhe participating pharmacist 
through an appropriate level of compensation by the drug manufacturer. 
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risks of treatment. There are currently many barriers to oral counseling by phannac1sts, and 
the profession is attacking them. 

For example, later this month the National Pharmacy Practitioners Organization in the 
United States, representing pharmacists in all types of practice sites, are sponsoring a major 
consensus conference that will analyze the barriers and what can be done to expand the 
practice of pharmacist oral counseling. 

it would be unfortunate for thalidomide patients if the phannacist is not encouraged to 
assume a meaningful ro]e in ensuring safe use of this medicine after it is approved for 
m:ulc?tincr Meaninvful resnonsibilitv for the nharmacist will entail sirmificant~ nrofes!'l.ionl'll 
·--~--------o~ ------- -.c;::o--- - -_, - - ..~ " - - --- ~~-~------.,.c-- --- ------~-

timP. wP.II hevond that reauired for handlinQ" the tvoical orescrintion. This should he 
-··--- ··-----..~-------------.-- - --~- -- -.._., -,L -J. ~ - - -- --~ ------

recognized by the manufacturer through appropriate compensation to the participating 
pharmacy~ 

In summary, pharmacists have a potentiaJly important role to play in ensuring that the public 
health benefits of introducing thalidomide to the market outweigh the risks. In the interests 
of the patients who will be using thalidomide, I urge the manufacturer of the product and the 
public health community to capitalize on the pharmacy profession's willingness and ability 
to make this potential role a reality. 

Thank you very much. 

(Applause.) 

MS. TOIGO: Thank you, Mr. Zellmer. I think we'll all be interested in hearing more about 
the barriers to oral counseling. 

Our next health care practitioner organization that we'll hear from is the American Medical 
Association. and Dr. James Alien. 

DR. ALLEN: Thank you. I'm pleased to have a chance to be here this morning and to 
participate in this meeting. 

The title ofthe presentation is "The Physician's Perspective." I think a disclaimer is in order 
.,.., ......... : .... 1 ... 1.. ... 1:-- :~ •• - ..... .... :11 T ..._,. _.._...._ ......... , ............ +L..: ..... .:: ......... --L.. ....... .: .... : .... -r ... __ _...__,.. ___ ..._:_ ..... 1."1:1- 1..--·-

-- U LU.ll lll iAIJVJIUC,') U. yuu V'lflll ... .1...1'\::11,. J.UC ~q.J ILL.LQ.t LU..Io;J- 1~ Q. }JU.)'i>l .... l(Ul ~ j-J~li)~L.UV~. YY C UaVII[; 

~•-~~-~·· +t...:~ -~-;~~ t...~~--1 ~~~~ -"-"' ~+1.~- ~1.. .. ~:~:~~"· ... ~ ... :n 1..~~- .:'..~- -~-- ...... :_ 
L"1U"""4U7 Ullo03 I.IUllllllQ, U\...ou.J.\.1 liVIIIlJI(lliJ" ULII\.,1 puJ-i3lV10JlOJI1' Y'I'C. VVJU U'Ya.l J..lUJ~I JUUl'l;i Ull;:) 

afternoon, as well as tomorrow. I think it represents a real diversity. 

Second, what I'm about to say will represent simply some of the concerns that might be 
expressed by some of the physicians who are in practice, as opposed to those who are 
primarily doing c1inica! research or are in academic settings or \vorking for pharmaceutical 
companies, or for the federal goverrttnent agencies or others. 
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It's not even an AMA's perspective. I say that because, although the AMA does have a 
considerable body of policy on prescribing issues and practices, there are none that refer 
directly to this situati~n. to the drug thali&omide itself,- or to the circumstances that were 
discussing today . 

From the AMA perspective, however, this is an extremely significant meeting. The whole 
orocess is one that is extremely important. We laud this and are very grateful to be able to 
participate in this discussion,;._ dis~ussion that started in the past, is continuing today, and 
will need to continue in the future. 

The title of the workshop, "Potential Benefits and Risks," captures the essence of the issue. 
How do we establish a system to maximize the potential benefits, and minimize, or even 
eliminate, the risks? The task that has begun in the past, as I said, must continue today and 
through into the future, must be an open process that involves all interested parties. 

Given the tragedy ofthe birth deformities that occurred in the early 1960s, it is a real tribute 
to both the perceptiveness and the tenacity of physicians and scientists who perceived the 
potential for other uses of thalidomide and have been investigating these uses very 
vigorously over the ensuing decades. 

Dr. Woodcock was absolutely correct this morning when she stated that good clinical trials 
are absolutely essential. They are, and they must continue. The use of thalidomide for 
appropriate clinical trials should not be a problem if the clinical investigators are well
informed and dedicated to reducing risk for patients. The issues of informed consent, patient 
and family education, pregnancy testing and pr(Wention. and appropriate follow·up can be 
reasonably well controlled in well-monitored clinical trials, although issues such as pill· 
sharing and noncompliance certainly do exist. 

The more critical questions arise with approval of the drug fQr marketing, particularly as 
information continues to accumulate about the potential utility of thalidomide for a much 
broader range of diseases and conditions, as we have heard at this workshop, or will in the 
next day or two, and for a much iarger patient popuiation. 

Therein lies the real problems in terms of application in the clinical setting. The March 26, 
1997 conference at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, titled "Preventing Birth 
Defects Due to Thalidomide Exposure," apparently will result in a set of recommendations 
that might guide the setting of restrictions around the availability of thalidomide. These will, 
I .... -....1---L--...1 L ... --..... ~--L-~...1 1_.._ __ •L! .... _.Q..._ __ ~-- !_.. .., ..1! ... ...._ ... _ ... !~- t.. .... - .... 
!. UlJUG13UlUU, U~ jJlW.:l~IH~U tau;:;J. UUi) c1.U.'fW.IJJIJVU IJI a Ul.:)'-'U;;::.~JVU UVJ r;;. 

Certainly there are models. The Accutane issue has been mentioned, and other drugs also 
can be considered as models that might be applied in some way, or modified as appropriate 
for use with thalidomide. Certainly these restrictions probably can be appropriately worked 
out. 

In essence; the t-ype of control mechanisms that might be implemented with thalidomide 
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packaging and dispensing that restricts access and the amounts tb.at would be prescribed, as 
we heard earlier; careful patient selection and verification of that selection; for women with 
childbearing potential, the requirement for pregnancy prevention and monitoring. 

!vfost reasonab}e people \vould support t..~ese general guidelines as being a vert good first 
step. There are many details that need to be \ovorked out, however, and resolved before these 
general guidelines, or something similar, could be put into place. I think that discussion will 
continue this afternoon . 

Physicians in practice will have concerns about any system, however, that is too restrictive 
................ ..,.,,........._~.,., ~-- t~,... ....... C'I ,....f n.~n.o.rn.rnPlr .n.'l"" tirvu~ •a.n-..;ro::~....l l'\'f4- ;.,C"t th.a l.,o:;r.c:oC"I.a f'""l',...f....._,.. T .. l,;..,J.,.. tJ..:~ :t"' 
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requiring physicians to see more patients per hour, to spend less time with them and to 
follow a variety of other practice restrictions with an intent to limit the cost but that also 
limit the ability of the physician to provide the best care for each individual patient. 

The Ji.J.V_A.., and most physicians in practice, fe-el strongly about the flexibility for physicians 
to prescribe the pharmaceuticals that are most appropriate for their patients. The freedom to 
use drugs for offwlabel indications is extremely important, and it always has been in medical 
practice in our country, and it should not be abridged, even in this special instance. 

I believe this is particularly important, given the wide range of disease conditions for which 
thalidomide is currently being studied, and may well be found to be an appropriate 
indication. It is highly likely that medical knowledge will run well ahead ofthe FDA 
regulatory process to approve a drug such as thalidomide for new indications. 

Another potential issue is any system of physician selection and accreditation before being 
allowed to prescribe thalidomide. Certainly education is appropriate. But the greater the 
indications for use, the more difficult it will be to have a functional accreditation program 
for prescribers. An accreditation program also implies a process for decertification or loss of 
accreditation. This needs careful discussion. Who will have control over such a system?-My 
initial reaction is that this should be handled through state licensing boards rather than 
through other mechanisms. 

Another issue for physicians is writing the specific diagnosis on the prescription. While this 
woul~ be an important part of a verification program for appropriate patient selection, it also 
is a potential source of information about patients and their illness that physicians are 
reluctant to provide because of concerns about patient confidentiality and breaches of 
confidentiality. 

In conclusion, I want to come back to the purposes of this workshop, an examination of 
benefits and risks, and keeping these in perspective. Part of this examination is evaluation of 
access when indicated, with appropriate safety precautions to address the serious concerns 
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about uncontrolled use of thalidomide. One of the access issues is to assure tl-tat the safety 
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using it, or, just as bad, that it is circumvented. 

Finally, our focus today is on decisions within the United States. We all must be mindful, 
however. that today we truly live in a global environment. We must develop the best system 
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experiences. 

Thank you. 

(Applause.) 

MS. TOIGO: Thank you, Dr. Allen. 

Our next speaker is Cindy Pearson from the National Women's Health Network. We at 
FDA are fortunate to have frequent input from the National Women's Health Network, and 
this is one more opportunity. 

MS. PEARSON: Thank you. I've added a couple of remarks to my prepared comments, and 
I'll do my best to keep myself on time. 

We're really glad to get the chance to participate in an interdiscip1inary, open public 
scientific meeting, and commend both the NIH and FDA for putting in the extra effort that's 
required to pull off a meeting like this, but I have to say I am very puzzled at the fact there 
are no mikes on the floor, and want to throw oul a challenge to the organizers to get mikes 
on the floor. We have such a wide range of people, both on the panels and in the audience, 
that it would be a shame to miss the opportunity for interactive dialogue back and forth. I 
hope the organizers will see the light, and bring us some mikes. 

I've also added a little introductory remark about, why is the Network speaking today? Terry 
is right. We often give comment to the Food and Drug Administration, and had a chance to 
do that last week at the advisory committee meeting. But what is our role today? We have 
already heard from a thaHdomider, from a physi•;:ian taking care of leprosy patients, we will 
hear from someone speaking on behalf of a person with AIDS, and we've heard from a 
bioethicist who talked about balancing the rights. of fetuses and women. What can the 
Network add to that? 

Well, if things were easy, I'd like to say, well, we're a feminist organization, so I'm here to 
tell you the feminist point of view. But I can't do that. because Randy Warren is a feminist, 
as all of you who have heard him speak know. Dr. Fost, the bioethicist ~~his remarks were 
obviously informed by a familiarity with the feminist literature of reproductive rights. 

So what do we add? Weii, the Network represents. for those of you who don't know us, the 
organized women consumer response to the felt need by the majority of consumers, male 
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and female, for safe drugs, especially those that are used over a long period oftime by 
healthv oeoole. and most importantly for information about all the drugs that are used, 
wheth~r· for' sh~rt or long~term, and by healthy people or people facing-a serious condition. 

We in the Network, and many in the women's health movement, see part one of the 
thalidomide story as part of the beginning of our movement. I want to read to you something 
I wrote three years ago on the occasion of Dr. Ke1sey's 80th birthday. After telling the story 
much as she told it this morning, I said that "The Kefauver-Harris amendments to the Food 
and Drug Act created the regulatory groundwork for many of the advances of the women's 
health movement. 

"By the late 1960s, feminists began to insist that women had the right to infonnation about 
their bodies, and the drugs, devices, and medical procedures that doctors recommended. 
Without the requirement that safety and effectiveness information be submitted to the FDA, 
the women's health movement would have had a much harder time making that information 
available to women." 

That's what I think I have to offer you today, not just a feminist perspective, but a 
perspective of a movement that wants as much information as possible, and for individual 
patients and consumers to play as large a part in the decisionmakiilg role about their health 
care as they choose to. 

So what do we face now? We face a situation with thalidomide where this one drug brings 
us face to face with a series of problems that have never adequately been solved in our 
society. We have to talk about the way to move forward with thalidomide in the context of 
these unsolved probiems, which range from unpianned pregnancy, physic"ian behavior, and 
stereotypicai assumptions. So I'm reaiiy casting a wide net, not just what happens in the 
exam room in a conversation between a physician and a patient, but what happens outside it. 

Well, first of al1, should we even try to grapple with these very hard problems that no one 
has found a way to solve yet? The question of whether or not we should try is obviously the 
question about is there enough evidence of efficacy of thaiidomide to even make the 
conversation about can we deal with the hard problems necessary? Others have talked about 
that, and in the interest of staying on time, I'll skip that part. 

So, given that there is a vote of at least one advisory committee, after much discussion and 
thought, that the benefits ofthalidomide outweigh the risks of thalidomide for one particular 
••n,..., 1 ........ ~ ... ...,...,,.._.,f-..,. t- ... JJ,.. .-..J... ........ r .. tha ---\..1.o._.. ... •II'~ f"n_,...n. 
U;:JIJ;IJ l'VL;:::. i:)\...;:IJ. '- LV ~Qll\. GlJVUL lJ..L\.1' tJl VLI'J.'-'.U.l.:l VY'w ltl\..<\... 

One problem is physician behavior. As a consumer, r feel like ifs important for consumer 
viewpoint on physician behavior to be heard. We know that we all benefit, as we1ve just 
heard from a physician's perspective from the appropriate off.! abel use of medication. But 
any of us who are students of the history of medicine know that at times people have been 
h~rt by t.~e inappropriate off-label use of medication. 
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We know that most physicians do a fabulous job of getting to know and talking with their 
patients, but that some physicians sometimes do an inadequate job of thoroughly counseiing 
their patients about the risk and benefit of treatments that are being advised to them. 

So our recommendation as a consumer group is. that we together craft strategies that support 
the good behavior of physicians; that physician education materials be developed that lead 
physicians to the logical conclusion that off-label use should only be reserved for the most 
serious of conditions, where there is substantiai evidence of benefit~ that patient counseling 
is of the highest importance; and that whatever fights physicians have to have with the 
people who are standing outside their doors with stopwatches need to happen, so that the 
patient gets enoughtime. 

Written informed consent should be required for thalidomide. That's out of the norm. 
Written informed consent is usuaiiy reserved I(]lr surgery and experimentai drugs, or drugs 
under investigation. But on this one, we beiieve that written informed consent for both male 
and female patients is absolutely necessary. 

We also believe that tracking systems should be put into place which are .not too 
burdensome to the individual physician, but can evaluate the appropriateness of use of 
tl1a1idomide, a.ad at least the reproductive outcomes oftt'1e use of thalidomide. 

So if we can begin to address some of the problems of physician-patient interaction, then 
let's next turn to addressing the problem of unplanned pregnancy~ which the 200 or so of us 
in this room can't completely solve because, as th.ose of us who working in family planning 
know, over half of all pregnancies in the United States. were either unplanned or 
,.,,...._.,..,.f-~ ...... ~r'\r.r.-t..,.,..-1 'T'l-.nF ..,.,onniC' A~t'ho...- r'II"'L~.o.....,,....o. ,.l;_..,t,...•_,. ov.-...a.,..,t +.n. .N-ot- ..-.+".on....._,.. ...... t- ....._ .. "'~~.ti"''.l'l ,...,.., ... ;'t~dl••• 
Y.Ua.J..lL.i .... lj--lct\-VU ... A.UQL J.U"'al.L~ ,..,LU ..... l ..:tU'.U.""'VIi..._, UlYJ.l.._ .._....._f''V\ol\ \.V ,5"-'IL f-"I.'V6HQJU. V.I. Y'Ta.J! U .... l.LVVlJ 

....._ ,;....,,... ....,...,.,. -f'..-. ror.oT ...._ ... on-n"CCnt-
\.1..] Ul.fS 4l'U'L LV 5"-''- .... ._ ...... f).ULt.II'L-o 

So given that that's the context in the United States right now, a pregnancy test before the 
first prescription of thalidomide should also be mandatory. Every ovulating woman should 
havt: a pregnancy test before she begins taking thalidomide. That's just a must. Many women 
are very in tuned with our bodies, and k_now pregnancy signs, and ca.n recognize them early, 
hut not evervhodv. So that's a mu~t. . --·----·. ·-·--··..,~,.;.,-·- . , .. _,_ 

Then the discussion and use of contraception. That obviously is also a must. We've heard no 
disagreement on that, but I just want to throw in a word that. although Medicaid and 
managed care organizations are very good about covering all approved ·methods of 
contraception, private third-party insurance is not. A substantial number of insurance 
programs do not give coverage for contraception, particularly reversible contraception. So 
physicians may have to play a role of the social worker in making sure that women ·are able 
to get, and start using, the contraception that we want. 

I want to take a minute to talk about repeated pregnancy tests as pregnancy prevention. This 
is like cancer screening. Early detection is not prevention. Now, I am not at all saying that 
everyone involved in the use of thalidomide wouldn't want a woman using thalidomide to 
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know as soon as possible that she were pregnant, nut if she's already using thalidomide, even 
if it's not to the day in which the organ systems are at risk, I can't believe that that woman 
isn't going to feel that she's already exposed her fetus, that the primary prevention 
opportunity has been missed. So let's certainly talk about repeated pregnancy tests, but be 
clear about what we're using them for. 

Then, in my less than one minute left, I want to talk about stereotypes. I said that the 
consideration of the use, the mainstreaming, of thalidomide would lead us to challenge 
stereotypes. The first stereotype that needs to be looked at and examined and challenged is 
that all women who. ovulate and have open fallopian tubes are at risk of pregnancy. 

I'm here to teil you that's not true, that people who are involved in the provision of 
thalidomide need to respect the reality that some ovulating women are celibate; some 
ovulating women are lesbian; some ovulating women are sexuaiJy active with men, but are 
not having reproductive sex. That needs to be treated respectfully, and physicians involved, 
clinicians involved, in the care of people who are considering thalidomide need to be 
sensitive to that. 

The second, and contradictory, stereotype is that young women who are ovulating are not 
having sex because they should not have sex. Now, most of us probably realize that that's 
not true, that there are shockingly young women who are sexually active, but many of them 
cannot be honest about their sexuality with an adult, even with a supportive and caring 
clinician. So physicians and clinicians need to make sure that both young women and their 
parents understand that contraception is a necessary part of the use of thalidomide. 

I wouid aiso iike io chaiienge what is often the most uncomfortabie stereotype for us to iook 
at, but based on the history that we've heard from Dr. Yoder, and some of the comments we 
heard at the FDA meeting last week, the stereotype is still in force and directing the actions 
of some people. That stereotype is that women, or at leac;t some women, can't either be 
trusted or can't seem to manage their lives in a way to use contraception consistently. 

l find it shocking to learn that for over 20 years the federal governmt:ni has required 
premenopausal women to either be sterilized or hospitalized to use thalidomide. I ihink ihat 
is unacceptable. Whatever else happens with the mainstreaming of thalidomide, that needs 
to change. 

Now, it's true that no woman can protect herself against sexual violence and rape. All 
'tJJnm,:..n u./hn. ~rP n\.ln1~ttno- hn""1i1Att..::~~r tluu.l Aofll'""rih.a. t'hoior- o~:n.ru..-..1:h, ro....f' ,...l,_J"''Io;,..o ,.,.tt,...., •• l.-:1 1.. ..... _;-t~...-.. ... r• V.U.I'V_..I .. 't'.U.'V' .._...._. 'UY U .. IL+II.A.L.r.f:l.' ••v r,-...,..--......L LU.VJ Uv.JV&..V._, LU ..... .il "''-'.1\.UU.lllJ UJ. '-"JIVll.,.l.oo:t .r;,,ti\JIUJU lJI(; !:;l VC:ll 

'=! nr.,.:i.C'r""rint; ...... ,., .r...,.,. o..,.,Arn.on,...'lr ~,...,.,....,..,."'J,..AK+;"''.t:Jr. ... :11~ ,..,n. fl-....,.t- +-1-...a.-..r ,..,.n.,., ;_,._r..A;n-.,_r..l., :-n+! ...... .a. ..... 
u. tnW+JoV& •y'-IVU ..._...,~, "'-'UiJ-'-~..L5..._.iln.,.} ,,,n,.r.uu'-"v .... pu ,. ........ ('H.II.-J ,:tu 11-UolU. \.U ..... )'" ._,Q.lJ. .llJJU;E-t;;.Ula.'-!i;-lJ UJi)Ul..ULV 

contraception if they are raped. 

But beyond that, I think we have to accept that free-living women in the outpatient world, 
after adequate counseling and adequate logistical support in getting contraception, can make 
annit rf~~=~ol"'l<:!innc tn n~.P !=InA L-~Pn 11C-ino rf"''.ntr~,-...pnf-;nn UT.o C"h.r.ulrl On('ln.·n-..'-llna url'llr.......,.L:Ii.M ....... ...t .Q...,"Y_ ........,_....,._.._.. .. _ ... ..._.. ,._ ......_ ....... ,.... ................ u ......... y .... ._. .. .._b "V'LIJr...I.IL:I.U.V'II.Il"'IL&...,.J..I.• ............. ~, • .._. ...... u ..... .11.1""''-'U.C.~W TTV • ..li .... ..IJ (UJU 

OVt"'l.,t:~~f'Ot ·u.int"11.PT"' t.n r-hru·"\~P th.;=. mn"-"+ p.ff"~r-ti"'lrP. 1""1'\ntr"llf".:>nt-:.nr"lll tl-..nf- ~"" qro,...o. .... t-n.t....J~ -t ...... 4-h.~ L. ..... .... ..... 
v...-..1-""""""""' "'".v •. u.-.... ..... L'J V.I.I.I.J'V•.::n_.. Lll"-" .aar.~..:-._ "'"" .... ..._.._.."'-'L.I. ...... VV-l.lr.'-&&.4-'-"'-"t'lriVlJ \.LlU,.._ ~~ u.v .... ,..tJl-U-I.,I,t'-' ''-' '-li....,JJ.J.; VUL 'r'VIl:l 
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should not take away their freedom of choice as to what that most effective contraception 
that works for them is. 

I guess I'm way past my time, so I'm just going to stop without any grand sum-up here, and 
hope that we'll have a chance to talk more in the question and answer period. 

(Applause.) 

MS. TOIGO: WeB, Cindy's always good for the challenge. As an organizer, I guess we'll 
have to work on the microphone issue. It was a risk/benefit decision, I suppose, and we 
thought that the public session tomorrow would allow us to get the questions that we didn't 
get today, but I think we heard you. -

Our finai speaker is Mrs. Nancy Paiier. I wiii iet her teii you her story. 

MS. PALLER: I'm really honored to be able to participate in this panel, and to be able to 
give you a mom's perspective on thalidomide. 

In November of 1991, 1 took a vacation to Cancun. I was trying to recove:r from the loss of 
my husband, who had died earlier that year from a long illness. He had been sick for nine 
years. The first five years, he had iiltractable rhc;umatoid arth.ritis, a..-1d was almost bedridden. 
The last four years, it had been compounded with lymphoma, and he was incredibly sick, 
and very, very much in pain. 

But when 1 returned from this trip, I was feeling good until I saw the three messages on my 
'!:lnC',...rii!1rintT n-'11~ .... J,in.c. "r'h.,., href- rno::~orco~.HT.cll '1_],,1":2o~ uu; 1\A'.r.."""" T'h:.-. :r"-o; .................. ,., n o;,..l.,..,.,.,rl .nl ..... n .. ,n 
U.....&..:J1''1'V.._~IL,0 &.t.I.._.._,...&.&..&.IL .... ~ -'-~4. ..... .&U-,_..,._ -I.L.L ..... .,_o3-W,CV VI'Lh.J' .&__.l_.l:J .J.Y.I.VIff. ,I,.L1.AioJI I.J! .1.'\..,.._,.IIUI.U • .1.'\.I.VlEQiU. Ql"r"VQ..]:) 

tn1.rt rnP n.rhn hP 'U.J~~ P'Ut':t'l"\ thn. .. •n'-' a. T't"\.nf-hDo .. lo-nr.•tlr..fC" J.....o.- t"lr"ll:H uu; 1\...t',.,.T"'lo"'l tJ...;t"l ;-1"'1 D ~,..h.., .. .A ]t_, 
'L"-'''-'1. ..111. ...... "'''II.LI.""-J' "".._. TT ........ , .... T .... _._. .. _.._._,0.1..11.- .IAI"V"-.L.I..,L llr...I;..IVl'llo.l' .l..il"""l. 'O)UJ.L~ .1..1.1, .LY..I.V.lJ.J) ll.l.!.l.:t 1..=. ~'-J .... 110.1.U4 .J. 1;1.1 

sick and they're going to put me in the hospital."' 

The second call was, "Hi, Mom. This is Richard. I'm in the hospital, and they don't know 
what's wrong with me, but they're going to put me in intensive care." 

The third call was. "Hi. Mom. This is Richard. l'm in intensive care. The m1r.<>e iust hrnmsht "' ... --- ·--·-·-. ··-· ---- ______ ..} ____ ~~-~~:;:~--~ 

me the phone. They say I have something like septic shock, and I can't breathe, and they're 
going to put a tube dOVvll me so I can breathe_ 11 

There were no more messages. 

I was terrified, and I dialed the phone, and I called Santa Barbara from Chicago. I found out 
not only was he out of intensive care, but he was back home and doing well. He had 
stabilized, and he was okay. But I thought abou~ that caU, and I thought about why would a 
25-year-old boy go into shock from an appendectomy that happened six months ago? It 
didn't make sense. 

So the next day I called him, and with that call, I found out that my son was gay, and that he 
had AIDS. He was well enough by January of 1992 to come and visit me in Chicago. I 
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!earned to know and love his partner, Dan. I learned a deeper respect for my son. and a 
orP.~ter love than I had ever known before. c-- ----- -

I visited them in Juty of 1992, and it was an uneventful trip in Santa Barbara, if Santa 
Barbara can ever be uneventful. He was in great health and totally stable. But by the end of 
the summer of 1992, he had been attacked by CMV, wasting, and upper rectal ulcerations. 

Earlv December 1992, we decided we couldn't wait to celebrate Christmas. I needed to go 
the beginning ofDec~rnber, because we didn't think he would live until Christmas. He was 
down to 130 pound:;;, and he was practically bedridden. All the way home on that five-hour 
trip from Santa Barbara to Chicago, I was sure -I knew I would never ·see my son again. 

But late December, his partner, Dan, had smuggled some thalidomide in from Brazil. He 
started it immediately. They told me about it, but I'm a registered nurse. I worked ICU/CCU. 
Thalidomide was a bad drug. This isn't going to help. I thought maybe it would act as a 
placebo, at the most. So each day I called, and each day he was getting better. Each day he 
was getting stronger. Each day they told me it was working. 

My question, as a nurse, was is this real improvement or is this wishful thinking? So we 
decided to plan for my next trip. We decided I would go out there in May of 1993. It was his 
birthday, it was Mother's Day, it would be great. I could only travel to Santa Barbara when I 
saved up enough vacation time, and enough money to fly there, so the anticipation was 
nerve-wracking. Would he look as good as he sounded? Would he be as good as he said he 
was? 

When I got off that piane, it was more than any mother couid ask for. He picked me up, 
driving in his red Z, dressed like a Southern Caiifomia, weighing 180 pounds, and iooking 
like a Greek god. He still had his little donut that he had to sit on, but he was driving. I 
thought, maybe my life stories don't aJl have to end the same way. Maybe people can have a 
bad illness, and still live. 

But while I was in Santa Barbara, l found out that our Braziiian connection had gone dry. As 
a nursing skepii!;, 1 thought, wen. ii's not going to matter, but as a mother, 1 froze. Richard 
did start to deteriorate immediately. He was dying again. 

'While caring for my husband, I had been faithful to my orthodox medical treatments-- only 
the prescribed, only the tried and true, only the protocols we knew, only by the book. But 
..._ .. ,~ ... \... ............ .._, r""l"'o- l ......... ..._......_ • .,~ n. ... -...,..,,. • .t-\.....o. t.._,..,_(... 1 ....... ,.,.,.,...._ T 'llltA...,+- i\...on,.ohh .. t..~ ro••A"""'-t.ro .-._(: 'CI..-.- r;-_...,...,,....:,..,...,......_ 
V'J.IU.L IU] ;:,uu, ~ UHVVV a.WG.J 111\..o UU'Ul'L.. J. Jll\..oaUt .L_ YY\.o.tlL LJ11UU,5JI UU. .. ,:Hl"-'\..ol-3 VL &..>aU J.'J.QJII....-J~\,.IV 

J~~t,:-~ +"~~ +l.~J:...l~-:...1~ T ~··~~ t..~,,~l.+ ~~~...1 ~nr:: .. ~~" 1..,+ +l..~•·~ ~~~+!.~- "+~-• 
IVV.I\..lU,5 J.VI LlHlliUVUUU\...p .L \..-V\,.-H L.JIVUQIIL Q.UVU IJJa.IJjUaJ.Ja~ UUir Ul(lt oJI a.tlVLll~l Ol'-V' l• 

(Laughter.) 

MS. PALLER: I was not going to let my son die. I became a mother with a mission. Let me 
tel! you, don't ever get in t..i}e tvay of a mother on a mission~ 

I ca1led my senators, I called the Congressmen, I called the President, and I called the FDA-
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The FDA responded quickly. They responded proficiently, politely, and, most of all. 
positively. They immediately started my son on an independent study providing him the 
thalidomide, and allowing it to be administered by their local physician whom they loved 
and trusted. He had a rapid response, and within two days, I received a call that Richard had 
driven to Burger King, and was on his second Whopper. It was wonderful. 

Because of thalidomide, Richard had a chance to experience so many things that he would 
not have experienced otherwise. He was able to go with Dan to Catalina, and even to 
Hawaii. He was able to spend quality time with his partner, Dan, who loved him and cared 
for him, and stayed with him to the end. He was. able to develop and share the knowledge 
that love is the only important thing. His last words were, nLove is all there is." He was even 
able to see his mom remarried in May of 1994. 

But in July of 1994, Richard lost his battle to AIDS, with multiple complications. But 
because of thaJidomide, he had been able to live the last year and a half of his life with a 
quality of life and a standard of life that the nonnal AIDS drugs could not provide for him. 

My wish is that other mothers and fathers and friends don't have to see their loved ones life 
shortened or compromised because of the lack of a drug that I personally have seen make a 
difference in someone's life. If administered sooner, or with better medical assistance 
initially, who knows what that drug could have done'! I know the alternative was worse. 

My wish is that thalidomide be made available to others, so that they too may benefit. 

(Applause.) 

MS. TOiGO: Thank yoo, Nancy. 

We have a couple of questions here. I'll read them for the group. This is for Mr. Warren. 
"Considering Dr. Fast's presentation, which emphasized proven efficacy, do you think your 
or the public's interests were protected by the fact that the first NDA was considered under 
orphar1 drug status or by off .. label use?•• 

l'vffi.. WARREN: To be critical, as far as I'm concerrted, the first application should have 
been an honest application that was involving HIV/ AIDS wasting. 

MS. TO I GO: This is just a comment by a physidan in Texas: "In the L 960s on TV in West 
Germanv. T saw a nrottram on a medical museum or disn\av of anatornica\ !'.necimen!'. of 

, --------,. l/i- ---- --..--- -'1;1-r --- -- - - -~- .; ------- ----~- --~ -.- -----~--- --

dece.aserl thalidomide habies_ Does anv of the rumel know of this mw::e11m ~nrl r.onlti th;~t 
-- - -~- - ~ r------ -- - ----- - - ·- - ---. -- - - - - --..~ -- ·--- r r ---- ---- • • -- ----- ------ ~---;:~ ---- -- --- -----

TV program be used for educating the public? I know I will never forget the program." 

Any comments from the panel? Okay. This is also for you, Dr. Allen. 

DR. ALLEN: Let me just respond briefly. I don't know anything about the museum, but 
certainly, to the extent that there is useful information that could be put into educational 
programs for health care providers, for professionals, or for the general public, I think it 
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would be very usefuL 

I think we're going to need a much wider range of discussion than we've had to date, with a 
lot of fairly graphic examples. On the other hand, we certainly want to avoid any scare 
tactics or, you know, sensationalism. So it's got to be well-handled. If there is useful 
information out there, it ought to be looked at very carefully. 

MS. TOIGO: Thank you, Dr. Allen. 

Did you have another comment, Randy? 

MR. WARREN: 1 was just going to comment why there are not a lot of thalidomiders 
present at the fight. It's simply because ofthat sensational aspect. Throughout history, 
persons who experience phocomelic disabilities have been the fodder for sideshows. 

MS. TOIGO: Thank you. 

"Ms. Pearson, what of a married couple with religious objections to contraception?" 

MS. PEARSON: \lFnoever you are, you're mean, coming up with the hardest case. I don't 
know what to say. I know that in generai it's wrong to give government or medica\ 
authorities the power to run other people's life. I know that I personally, as an individual, 
probably share the feeling that most of the rest of you as individuals share, is that it would 
be morally wrong for people who are, for their own reasons, uncomfortable with 
contraception, and yet having vaginal intercourse, to use thalidomide. 

So balai1cing those t..vo things is a terrible quandary. 

MS. TOIGO: Thank you. 

This is also for you from Dr. Fast, who has identified himself on the question. "The purpose 
of repeated pregnancy testing is to wit]'IJwld the drug unless the test is negative. Used this 
way, it is a prevention progra.TTI." 

MS. PEARSON: lfyou think that requiring another pregnancy test changes behavior beyond 
the requirement of counseling and education and contraceptive and. the facilitation of getting 
the contraception, you could be right. I'm not sure there's evidence that requiring repeated 
pregnancy tests changes behavior. 

MS. TOIGO: Thank you. 

"Mr. Warren, what is your position regarding the research and potential approval of other 
drugs that may have significant effects on the fetus. especially those that work on blood 
vessel fonnation?" 

MR. WARREN: I think our position would be consistent with the position that exists now. 
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Some teratogenic drugs may be effective in the short term, but our goal should always be to 
eliminate them. Further than that, I think that the distribution system that I've actuaiiy had 
the priviiege of reviewing and having some comment into that thaiidomide hopefuiiy wili 
undertake should become the model for the industry. 

MS. TOIGO: Thank you. 

This one has iwo questions. ''Is there a possibility to deveiop ihaiidomidc in a time-reiease 
capsule, which wouid make distribution iess cumbersome?" i'm not sure someone on the 
panel wants to address that. I guess there is always the possibility to develop something. It's 
just developing it. 

Then the other question was related to developing a different version of thalidomide. I think 
thalidomide analog discussions are going to take place in the clinicai pharmacoiogy section 
tomorrow. 

This one, I think. goes to Mr. Zellmer, in terms of commenting on it. "How will the FDA 
and drug manufacturers' very restrictive drug dispensing scheme address the limitations 
placed on patients whose pharmacies are not participating or approved by FDA or the 
m~-,ufacturer \.Vhen t~e patient's insurance comp&.'1y or health care provider mandates the use 
of that pharmacy? \Vhat about mail=order pharrnacies, an.d what about r.Jral and undcrser~cd 
areas?" 

MR. ZELLMER: Those are very good questions. I'm afraid I don't have specific answers to 
the situations posed there, although I think, as l understand sort of the thinking that the 
m!'>nllf",.rtHrP.r h"'" o-nn.-. thrnnoh in A.,..,;.,;ncr thP t'Pni.,trv """'t.,,., thP" •vr.nl..-1 hP .:>n.,; ... ,.,_,.,-1 t..-. .. .L_._.. .. ..._ .... _.._. ... _. ___ .............. b....- ... -- ........ ~ ..... o ... ....... ...... ""'" ............... o ......... - ....... b ......... J .... J ....... -.._ •• , " ........ .J ·~- ...... - - .... ..... '1. ..... .._.t".t""""._ .. ...... 

finn ;, """r<'P f.-.r thf" n,.tiPnt UJhn \., rPrridPrPrl urith th\c "v<:>t.,...,.. ......... ._ ... ~~ -· -- ....... ~ ..... -..... .r-~---·· .. -·""' ....... ...... e ..... - ..... ...-- ........................... .... .J ............ ,. •• 

The point I was trying to make is that pharmacists are in a critical spot in the health care 
system to reinforce all ofthe information I think we all agree patients who are taking 
thalidomide need. I find it hard to contemplate that that can be done well with a mail-order 
type pharmacy. 

It also strikes me that the uses that are being contemplated immediately and long.term for 
thalidomide are with patients who are going to be taking many medications, and probably 
have an established relationship with a pharmacy, so it makes sense for thalidomide to be 
available at their pharmacy. 

With respect to insurance coverage, yes, I think this is a big problem. That was one of the 
reasons I was advocating that, for the additional professional services from the pharmacist 
that I believe should be fostered, the compensation would come from the manufacturer to 
the pharmacist, and that essentially the price of the product woul~ build that into it. 

MS. TOJGO: Thank you. 

I've been reminded that our afternoon session starts at 1:15. So if we don't leave for lunch 
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now, I'm going to have to pay for it. 

Thank you all, and thank you very much to the panel members. 

(Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the meeting was recessed for lunch, to reconvene at 1:15 p.m.) 

AFTERNOON SESSION (1 :20 p.m.) 

DR. BIRNKRANT: Good afternoon. This afternoon's session deals primarily with safety 
monitoring and adverse eve~J,ts seen in patients who receive thalidomide. Both sessions this 
afternoon actually cover this broad topic, which is of critical importance in the clinical 
development of thalidomide. 

The first session deais with IRB-reiated issues. I'li give an overview of some reguiatory 
considerations in the safe use of this drug. The other speakers for the first session wiH deai 
with neurotoxicity. The second session will focus primarily on pregnancy and embryopathy
related issues. 

Our first speaker is Dr. Melody Lin, who will discuss the role of the institutional review 
board in the protection of human subjects involved in thalidomide research. Dr. Lin is from 
ihe Office for Proteciion.from Research Risks at 1 ... 1H. 

DR. LIN: Thank you very much. Good afternoon. I'm delighted to be here, and I'm very 
honored to represent the Office for Protection from Research Risks, also known as OPRR. 
My tide of the presentation is "The Role ofthe IRB in Protection of Human Subjects 
't_ • ."_..._1 •. ....._A !- T'l.. ..... l!A .............. :.....I.-.. 0..-..ro...,., ............. t.. 11 
.1!1 VV.l YVU Ill 1_ UQUUUIIii\.1\...- ~-.....~13\.-GJ.\,..-U~ 

I have three objectives for my presentation. First, I would give you an overview of the ethics 
and the regulation of human subject research. Second, I would like to describe the IRB 
review process, and the informed consent process. 

There are three ethical principles that guide the ethical conduct of biomedical and behavioral 
research. The three e:thical principles are the respect for persons, the principk of 
beneficence, and the principle of justice. These three ethical princip1es provide the 
guidelines for the protection of human subject research. 

The principle of respect for persons acknowledges the dignity and autonomy of the 
individua~ and for those with diminished autonomy, it requires special protection. 
Therefore, it is important to give irtfonned consent prior to research. 

The principle of beneficence obligates us to maximize the benefits and minimize the risks. It 
is· required to carefully examine the research design and the risk/benefit assessment. 

The principle of justice requires us to treat the patient fairly. The principle of justice requires 
equitable selection ofthe subject, in light ofresearch settings. Not any given group or class 
of subject can be automatically inCluded or excluded unless a comparative justification is 
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The Public Health Service Act requires the Department of Health and Human Services to 
issue a regulation for protection of human research subjects, and it is codified as 45 CFR 46. 
The 45 CFR 46 requires additional protection to vulnerable subject populations, such as 
pregnant women, children, fetuses, and prisoners. It is important for me to point out, in 
addition to the Health and Human Services regulation 45 CFR 46, FDA has similar 
regulations. One of the differences is, the Health and Human Service regulations regulate 
research, and the FDA regulation for implementing protection of human subjects regulates 
the product approval for marketing purposes. 

This slide summarizes the policies and the regulations for the protection of human subjects. 
Prior to research, there needs to be committee review ofthe research protocol. That is what 
we can an IRB. It also requires a risk and a benefit assessment of the protocol, and prior to 
research, we need to have the subject give informed consent. Therefore, the IRB is the 
cornerstone ofthe American system of protection when involving human subjects in 
research. 

The IRB review process. This slide lists all the criteria for lRB review, such as the objective 
research by grant of the research, subject popuiation, subject seiection. ¥rnat are the 
potential risks, and whatever has been made to protect against risk, potentiai benefits, 
risk/benefit ratio? Are there any alternatives? Subject compensation needs to be addressed, 
and investigators1 credentials. 

What is the objective of the research? The IRB needs to look into that. Aie there any 
--- -•"'-~--· ~-~ _j _t.!'-~-~1 _j_..&_ _ _.__ ------- __ __._ _.&_!__~_ ------- ---• ~-- _._t _____ t_~ _ _ ..._ --- ___ 1_-'--~-- ____ t_ -- ---

prt:I.;IUU(;at <UlU I.;Uilll,;al U<1li1lU ::mppUrt lUIS prupu:sa1 HI Lm: :>UDJI;:;I,;l pupU1<1llUU, ~UI,;II i1:> <:~,gt:, 
____ _£"_.._1_ _ _ ._1_~-~""- __ ___] ""-•-~ ___ .L~-~----"--_1 ______ L ___ L'"-~- ___ L~--- -----·~1n 'n.:rL_..._ ~- .._L_ ~--~~L~-~-- -~...:1 

St:J\ 01 Ult: :SUOJC;;I,;l, iiUU Ul!;; 11Illll,;lpi1U::U llUJIIUt:f HH :SUUJC;;I,;l <1\:t;fU<tl { W ll<tt l:S lilt: UII,;JU:SIUU illlU 

exclusion criteria? For instance, in the thalidomide research, should you exc1ude pregnant 
women? Are any subjects vulnerable, such as chiJdren, pregnant women, and fetuses? 

Selection of the subject. What kind of method do we use to identify what kind of subjects 
are acceptable, a,.~d is the recruitment process free of coercion? 

Potential risks. What are the potential risks, discomfort, and inconvenience associated with 
thalidomide research? It is important to point out, the risk is not only a physical risk. The 
IRB needs to look into the psychological, socia], economical and legal risk from 
participating in thaHdomide research. 

PntP.nti:~l henefits Wh::lt are the henefitR to snhiects? What arP. th~ hencfits to societv? Are 
-------------------- 00 ·---· ------- ------··- ~- ---J- ~--- -o --~ T --- ---- -------·- -- --~--~., ~ ----

the benefits maximized to the greatest extent possible? 

I wanted to talk a little bit about the infonned ccmsent process. These are three slides listing 
elements of informed consent. The title of the research study should be informed consent, 
and then the participation should be voluntary-

The IRB needs to look into the basis of the subjc~ct selection. The purpose of the study needs 
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subject and to society. Is there any alternative to participation? 

The financial obligation and compensation for participation need to be addressed in the 
informed consent In case of emergency, a contact individual needs to be listed there. If the 
research subject is injured during the course of research, the informed consent needs to 
address how it's going to take care of that. 

Also the assurance of patient confidentiality, and right of the research subject -- I'm sure that 
means right to withdraw any time-- voluntary participation or withdrawal, documentation of 
informed consent. 

Are there any therapeutic alternatives that offer the subject a reasonable prospect of health 
benefit, other than the agent you'll be studying, in this case thalidomide? 

I wanted to emphasize, informed consent is not just a form for subjects to sign and agree to 
participate in research. It should be an ongoing process. It's not just the informed consent 
document. 

Also, of importance in the thalidomide research, I believe, is the continuation ofiRB review_ 
The IRB is the continuation review, and the purpose is to monitor the safety and to manage 
the adverse event. The kind of question that's raised in the continual review is, did any new 
information develop during the approving period that may cause the IRB to change their 
mind? Is the study being conducted as approved? In the FDA infonnation sheet, these are 
the kinds of question that they ask for submitting for continual review. 

Demographics. How many subjects have been recruited in the first year or first period of the 
proposed study? What kind of benefit and what kind of adverse reaction did patients 
experience? How many subjects withdraw and what an.: the results of the data? So the IRB, 
with the help of maybe a data safety monitoring board, can come up with a risk/benefit 
assessment Are there any unanticipated risks? 1s there any new information found in the 
iiterature? 

Criteria for conducting continued review_ Criteria for conducting continued review is just 
like how the IRB would conduct the initial review. The criteria are, is the risk to subjects 
minimized? Are risks to subjects reasonable in relation to anticipated benefits? Selection of 
.. t..__ -··*--=---• : ... -~·-: .. _L.t.- T ... !--1'"....._-_..J ------• .... J _____ ... __ ..... ..J ~~-~~-~:-~-·-· ...l--··~-_ ... _..JI'l 1"111...-~-
ULI::< !>UUjl;;vl 1:0 t;\.lUU<I.UlC. 1.:0 UUUllliCU \>Uli:St;lll dUC\.lU<Ut; i:lliU tl}Jptupuau:ay UV\;UIIIC)Ilt;U f VV UCU:; 

------~-~-"'- .. t..__ -------1.. --~~.--- .:'--·--.oL!--"--- --'~-~ -..l--~--•- -----:-~-~ £ __ ~-~!'•-~!-- LL-
i.tpjJJU}.IlJ<:UC, lUC u:;;;cWvll p!Ull<ll)" UlV=ll!;;<llUl 111<11\.t:;;) i:lUC\(U<llC IJlUV~:)lUU lUi U!VlULUlUl~ Ull:: 

data collected to ensure the safety of the subject. Where appropriate, there are adequate 
provisions to protect the privacy and confidentiality of subjects. Appropriate safeguards 
have been included to protect vulnerable subjects_ 

So these ru-e the tjpical data tbat the IP~ requires the investigatoi to submit for the 
continued revie"w. First, to list the ruuount of th.e ·activitt that has already occurred, s;.ich as 
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number of approved enrollment, number actually enrolled, number dropped out, number 
terminated, and number completed. Any adverse event infonnation on their own site, or if 
it's a multicenter trial, in another site, so the IRB can evaluate the risk!benefit ratio. 

Another infonnation that the IRB requires for the investigator to submit for continued 
review is the progress in the field. What kind of advances have been made, and are there any 
competing products that have been approved? 

In the consent process, the most common concern expressed by potential subjects is time 
dedicated to obtain consent. There's the assessment of the comprehension ofthe subject 
during the informed consent process. 

In the consent document, the investigator needs to provide adverse event history, the 
progress in the field, and the concern oi prior subjects. Aiso during the study, is the 
approved consent being used? Very often, in the: FDA audit and OPRR investigation, we 
find the informed consent that's being used is not the informed COflsent that was approved. 
The IRB can always have a choice of conducting this site audit. 

In summary, the IRB faces a big challenge when reviewing and approving the research 
involving thalidomide in research. The issue is, how to do you distribute a drug that is a 
known teratogen) and allo'w the access tq the thalidomide when needed? The IRB needs \u 
continue to balance the three ethical principles. the principle of autonomy, the principle of 
beneficence, and principle of justice. 

My office, OPRR, and FDA will continue to work together with the IRB in protecting 
1... .... _.._ ........ .,. •• J...:..,., ........ " U .... ..,.: _ _.... ,...: ... ....._ .... •r ..... ~~ ........._ •• .. 1. ......... ~ ..... L4..- T ............ .._ .._.i'oo. .... !-1.... ...._"-..~~~--- ~-~_...,~;o,.,. .... c_....__ •L!-
uuulau. .>UUJ .... 't..oL-.3' • .l...l.Q.,JUQ 5ll'\...ll .)'V~ lliJ l-UVPr.l,bUl.;)., J. ~O.Ut t.V VYl~U \JV'V1J i::JU"'\,.1~;::,~ lVl Ull~ 

........._...,._...,.,+~ ..... ,.... ... ..,......+-:ro.,~l".-1"-t :..._ '-r-. ...... ..-. ............... ~ .... ,...J ...._.,..;..._...,_ "'""'""'""'~,..-u.J.,.....,uuc, jJ.p.,a_ L-1'\I,._.I(.UJ J Lll LUIIJVLlU 'n' .3 \.IJVJIUQ .3-\..I~,JII.V.U. 

Thank you for your attention . 

{Applause.) 

DR. BIRNKRANT: Good afternoon. My name is Debra Birnkrant. I chaired the 
Thalidomide Working Group at the Food and Drug Administration. 

When the marketing application for thalidomide was submitted to the FDA back in the early 
1960s, as Dr. Kdsey spoke to this morning, it wasn't known that thalidomide was a 
teratogen. It was reports of neurotoxicity that kept it from the U.S. market, and it was only 
months later that the teratogenic potential of the drug was known. It was this scenario that 
resulted in amendments to the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, which led to higher standards 
of drug safety, drug study, and review. 

Following last week's FDA advisory panel, which recommended that thalidomide was safe 
and effective for erythema nodosum leprosum, a reactive state in lepromatous leprosy, it is 
timely that I will discuss current safety considerations in the dinical development of 
thalidomide as it becomes more widely available. 
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This is a list of some of the publicly acknowledged indications that are under review at the 
Food and Drug Administration. They are aphthous ulcers in HIV-infected patients and in 
Behcet's patients; HIV wasting; erythema nodosum leprosum; chronic graft-versus-host 
disease; solid tumors; macular degeneration; rare dermatoses; and rheumatoid arthritis. This 
is just a partial list, but we can learn something from this list. That is, these diseases 
represented here are serious and life-threatening, and they are in far contrast to the indication 
for which the application was originally submitted back in 1960. That is, as a 
sedative/hypnotic. 

The other thing to note is that these indications take advantage of thalidomide's purported 
immunological and/or antiangiogenesis activity. Lastly, I wanted you to kllow that these 
indications are reviewed in five review divisions at the Food and Drug Administration. With 
such a widespread review process, how can we help to ensure that the drug is used safely? 

In 1994, the FDA formed a Thalidomide Working Group. The mission of the working group 
is to ensure consistent practices for the safe use of thalidomide, and to establish a regulatory 
accounting related to the usc of thalidomide, so that the FnA can advise sponsors, 
pharmaceutical sponsors. as well as individual investigators, and so that we can coordinate 
the review process for this drug. 

So to that end, the Thalidomide Working Group, which is made up of approximately 20 
scientists within the agencyj including obstetrician/gynecologists, legal counsel, IRB 
experts, etcetera. We developed a number of documents and a database. The documents are 
an informed consent document and a patient brochure. 

The informed consent document contains ali of the elements ofinformed consent that are 
necessary to ensure the safe use of this product in patients. This particuiar infonned consent 
document details the side effects ofthis drug, namely the birth defects, as well as some of 
the other side effects. It also describes birth control measures that should be used in patients 
who decide to take this product. 

1t advises patients dearly not io share the medication with anyone eise, and thai oniy they 
shouid be ihe ones who take the drug. It advises patients when lo stop using ihe drug. That 
is, in the setting, let's say, of an adverse event or a missed menstrual cycle. It advises them 
then to seek medical attention. 

We also developed a patient education tool, which we refer to as the patient brochure. It is a 
.-~ l"n.l..l A..-.. ....... ..-~ ...... : ... ., ........ o.n .... n.L-...-.. ........ ..J :::t-1. .... ,.., -4-l..~ O,..ro.t...~r ... Al ..... o_...._,... ..... .., ............ 1 .......... ....._ ......__ •1... ....... .f" • ...._ ....... T• 
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words through the abdomen of the pregnant woman. We've now revised it to include 
wording that states, "Do not take during pregnancy." There is a big bo1d warning up front, 
"Do not take this drug ifthere is any possibility that you are or may become pregnant.'' 

\ 1/e developed this document so that the patient can ca.l"J)' it around \'·lith them 3.I1d refer to it 
as needed, so tt~at they're const~Y).tly a\ovare of the side effect profile of the drug, and how to 
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use it safe)y. We developed this so that we could make the patients and the physicians aware 
of some of the serious side effects. Notably~ teratogenicity, neurotoxicity, neutropenia, and 
others. Earlier today it was mentioned about the teratogenic potential of this product. 
Speakers in the next session will focus their comments on this as well. 

I just wanted to show you this from the Brent and Holmes article that discusses the 
thalidomide syndrome, which results as a result of exposure during a critical period that's 
defined in the literature as days 20 or 21 to 36, post-conception, or if you add 14 days to 
those dates, it becomes days 35 to 50, from the first day of the last menstrual period when 
the developing fetus is most susceptible to the teratogenic potential of this drug, as 
manifested by the limb reduction defects that are a big part of the thalidomide syndrome. 

This slide shows you the sensitive stage in days when this is likely to occur, but really, what 
I wanted to bring out from this slide is that there are other organ systems affected as well. 
It's just that the precise timing of the effects ofl:halidomide on these other organ systems is 
not as well worked out. 

The other thing that isn't well worked out is, what happens if this drug is given outside of 
this critical period thaes described in the literature? Also, since it's difficult to assess 
behavioral aspects of this drug, what happens to the behavior or to the development of 
children who are exposed outside of this critical period? 

Because of this important issue of teratogenicity, and because we feel the benefits of testing 
for pregnancy outweigh the risks, we have recommended the following pregnancy testing 
schedu1e for aU women of childbearing potentiaLl. The pregnancy testing is done before the 
patient takes the drug, during, and one month after the drug is discontinued. 

Basically, all women of childbearing potential should have a baseline negative pregnancy 
test. Frequent testing should be done during the first month. Subsequently, if a patient has 
normal menstrual cycles, then tbe pregnancy testing can be done on a monthly basis. If a 
patient has irregular cycles, then the testing needs to be done more frequently. It also needs 
to be performed in the setting of a missed menstrual cycle, and in the presence of irreg-ular 
uterine bleeding. These recommendations were sent off to the American College of 
Obstetricians and Gynecologists, and we are awaiting their comments. 

In our database of 500 HIV.infected patients, 72 of those are women. The majority of these 
women fall into the childbearing potential age range. We have allowed these 72 women to 
'-'~'-J:A (I,...,...~""'C! t.n. 1h~l~tln.t"ni-tlP. f'r-.r Pif)...,p..,.. 1--TI'l '-'-'':l~ti.nt'l t'"l.1" ':lnhthrnl~ 11,rPr1lltin.-n 
1.1 .... .- v """"""...,,... ... ,....., ....... WI..I_"V .. .I.LI-WW' .................... ~.._...L "'.1..11. • Tl'li-+I.JI'I-.1-'ll.b .....- .. -1"';,. ... , • ....,.,.~ ..,.. .. ..., ..... .~-,..t..ava•• 

The point of this slide is that we're collecting information on the various birth control 
methods that these 72 women have used to show that this drug can be used safely in this age 
group. The majority of patients had been surgically sterilized before receiving thalidomide 
weB before actually, and not at our request at all. 

The next Jargest category is abstinence. We accept tha! as a metl-tod of birth control. If a 
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oatient tells her ohvsician that she's abstinent. then we accent that. In general. however. we 
~ecommend two. m"ethods of birth control, on~ hormonal and one barr~r. un1~ss there's .a 
contmindication. If there's a contraindication to hormones, then we recommend two barrier 
methods. 

Moving on to some of the other side effects that I wanted to discuss today is that of 
neutropenia. In our database of 500 HIV ~infected patients. we have 15 reports of 
neutropenia. This was somewhat surprising when the first few reports came in~ because we 
were basically not aware of this side effect. 

So we went back to the literature, and we learned a lot. What we learned was that, in the 
early leprosy literature, there were a number of reports of neutropenia in that patient 
population receiving it for erythema nodosum leprosum. Then we looked in the chronic 
gn\ft.versus-host disease literature. In one article, where it was used as salvage therapy, 18 
percent of the patients developed neutropenia. Those who were rechallenged again 
developed neutropenia. 

More recently, in the May 22 article in the New England Journal of Medicine, where 
thaJidomide was used in a placebo~controlled trial for the treatment of aphthous ulceration in 
illY-infected patients, in that preliminary report there were also reports of neutropenia there 
as well. 

So from our database, this is one patient, one of the 15. It's a male patient who received 
tha1idomide for severe aphthous ulcerations. These are not merely canker sores that we all 
get, and heal within seven to 10 days. These are severely necrotic, debilitating ulcers that 
interfere with the quality ofiife, and uitimateiy lead to wasting . 

This patient, before receiving thalidomide, had a norma1 absolute neutrophil count of more 
than 2,300. He was started on a dose of200 milligrams at nighttime. Within a week-- so 
that's approximately 1,400 or l ,600 milligrams of thalidomide -- his absolute neutrophil 
count went from 2,300 to about 1,300. About two weeks later, when he had received less 
than 4,000 miUigrams, or four grams of thaiidomide, his drug had been stopped, and his 
absoiute neutrophil count had fail en to about i ,000. Ii subsequently rebounded. 

We're waiting to review the data from the pharmaceutically sponsored clinical trials so we 
can get a better understanding of the development of neutropenia in particular patients. 

T !;:u;;~th.r T 111!'Jint.~J~tl tn tr.ui"'h i\1""'1 ~ ~;,-l_o, of-ft:u••t th~t- n~"'21'-'" ,...~:u·•,c, ... +hr r.a.- ...... ..+.cu·i :no -t-'h.c. l\.la ... ,., "0 ..... -Jn.....,A ......--.,,,.JJ 4 ••w.u .... ~- 'L-'V ... ...,....,....., •• '-'1.1." ....... u ...... W.l,L'VV'L- LI.&LL'L Fll"u...l- ... ,_..._,'-'.I..IL~J ._ .... jJVli."-'U 1.1.1 U.l ..... .L"t .... .,.., ~U~JQ..llU 

Tnnrn!::irl"\fMPrl1i"'iT"'e-. ~rt1 ..... l"" -tho:.+ T r.::.ro.o..-.tlu r,~:~o.f,a.rr,grJ tn. T'h~+ ;c-- ,.ttr..-..1 l.n.ll':ll,... nh""-no"¥.oto T ,. • ..,,,.."H ....... 
_,v ....... aa .... a 'V..&. ........ V'-1-&'-''"'.L""' 1.+1.1o.LW.L .... U..I'IA.I.. .L .L.V...,..._.&.LL.LJ IOV.L'V..I~'-''1..+ L~ • .I..LfU.L .hlt ,.llQI .lVUU ...... .I.Cl.ll,5Vi:l • .l 0-"•"n;,.-.,'3.:) '-.l.l!i; 

bottom line is, the more patients who start taking this drug for serious and life~threatening 
diseases, perhaps the more side effects we will be seeing. 

So just let me elaborate a little bit on this case. This was a placebo-controlled trial of 
th-:~~~i.-l,...mil'i.P fnr thP trP-.::~tnlP.nt nf'"JJnht'hnnc nlf"P~t1nn -i,... tll\/_ ~n.,_...a,..+o..-1 -nt-:.on.+IE"' Thd 
LII~'L&#-.11-V.&.&&a._..,- ..._....,..._ L&l....., LL-11.4-11-&II.I..._.&&L '-".a of,..,j-'.L.LLII.LV ... ~ .............. I.~LJ-·.1. lA, .. A.a....&- ... - .. l..l.L""'U"'"""U t'p;6LI.V.,I.III-1Jo~ ..( J.l'\,r 

nr.;.l;. . .,...:;n'!ln1 r.Pnnrt t.J.nno~:u:1r-~rl ;n t'ho l\.To.n1 t:;"nn1"lln.rl Tnnt"'t"'II'.IJ 1'\fl\KnA;.n.; ... tlro ....._""...,~_, •- 'k..f ..... ,. nn... .... + 
t'L-ILI..II"'-,.,._. J a~y--.a.'" i06-t't",._."-l ... '\.l Al.ft .. U\ol' .1 "1V n .LJ.L.I.f:,.l"'"l"U ~VUJ..UU.t V.I. J.YI.Iw-lt,.l.l .... .Ul\.• U.U.\,Il\. 111 J.'f"Lay. "tl' JJal 
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they found was, in those patients randomized to receive thalidomide, their viral load went up 
by about .43 logs. This was a statistically significant result compared to placebo. 

As I was skimming through the other abstracts in the abstract book, I noticed that in Dr. 
Schambelan's abstract on HIV wasting, he too reports changes in viral load in that group of 
patients who received thalidomide for InV wasting. 

The question is, we don1t know at this point in time if this is clinically meaningful. It may be 
statistically significant, but we're not sure if it's clinically significant yet to date, because 
these studies were done at a time when the recommendation to use highly active 
antiretroviral therapy was not made. So we're trying to apply current recommendations to a 
study that was started back in 1994. So we need to get more information on these patients 
who receive thalidomide, these HIV -infected patients, to try and determine whether, in the 
setting of adequate antiretroviral therapy, if thalidomide raises viral load, and if this is 
clinically meaningful. 

In sum, I would just like to say that the goal of1Jsing thalidomide in a safe manner is highly 
dependent on the benefit/risk ratio for the individual patient. I think that's important to 
remember. In the setting of a pregnancy prevention program, with adequate monitoring and 
with adequate consent, it is possibie that patients with serious and Hfe-threatening diseases 
can have access to promising therapies whiie w'e protect the pubiic health at iarge. 

Thank you very much. 

(Applause.) 

rlD DTDli\.TVD A 1\_TT. \ll .... .... ..-..,.,- t..._,...,,..._;.,.. ,.-r.. ... ~ .. .,.,,_,......,,.,.ro~•~"-'.n. -4-.,.,ll_...t'l ""'-....._ ..... ...,., ........... ..-......_ ...... :_....:....._r A .. ~ ... +.':..- ... + + .... 11.- ......_...._ 
l...JJ"'r..~ LJ.llU "1filro.._.l~"' .1.. ,,.- .... llV'I"II U\..o,51JI J.\JUl ,:H .. \.I ..... V.,J.:J.l ,-...,. UlU\ . .:J VII 1..1\..oU.lVlVAI'twii.-J.., '-.J'UJ .111.3-L UUA.. Ull 

toxic neuropathies is by Dr. Herbert Schaumburg from the Albert Einstein College of 
Medicine. 

DR. SCHAUMBURG: What I'm going to do is to talk to you a bit about toxic neuropathies 
in genera!. What I think I will do spe.cifically is defer many of the specific aspects of 
thalidomide neuropathy to Dr. Crawford; who has had considerable experience witl! this 
drug. 

Basically, it may come as a surprise to you to know that toxic neuropathy is probably the 
most common disorder of the nervous system a'iSOCiated with exogenous chemicals. We all 
think of the nervous system as being very vulnerable to environmental gases and things like 
carbon monoxide. But at a practical level, under a toxicology clinic, the overwhelming 
majority of people we see are people who have toxic neuropathies. 

The thing that's very interesting about toxic neuropathies is that about 95 percent of them in 
North America, in fact, 90 percent of all neurotoxic disease in North America is caused by 
physicians, okay? Again, there's a common presumption that we are living in a toxic soup, 
and that if you drive through the State ofNew J,ersey, you should have your windows rolled 
up on the New Jersey Turnpike because your nervous system may succumb to something . 
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It really isn't true. In North America, Canada, the U.K., and certainly Western Europe, with 
the possible exception of Italy, there really is not an awful lot of environmental or industrial 
clinically significant neurotoxics toxicity. Most of it is caused by doctors, and it's done 
deliberately, as wiH happen with thalidomide. 

For that reason, we've learned to deal with it. If you go to any large general hospital, and go 
to the psychiatric ward, you will see neurotoxic disease everywhere. Any of these patients 
who are receiving neuroleptic drugs will develop movement disorders in time. If you go to 
the oncology clinic, virtually all the most powerful drugs that oncologists use against cancer 
seem to target the dorsal root ganglion cell, and produce a sensory neuropathy. Vincristine, 
taxol, pedophilins, this dreary litany of all their most useful drugs·· the nervous system is 
the limiting factor here. 

The same is true with a great many other drugs, and thalidomide has been nominated as one 
of these candidates. Basically, the people in our oncology clinic don't have to call me to tell 
them when to stop a patient taking vincristine. They just ask them, "Look, if your feet get 
numb, stop taking this stuff, okay?" You don't require a neurotoxicologist to come and give 
you a hand. 

In fact, I would submit to you that far more neurotoxic drugs than thalidomide are deployed 
every day, and without really terribly carefully monitoring, and we are able to get away with 
it, and the patients do okay . 

I submit to you that thalidomide can be used safely. The degree of monitoring, though, I'm 
sure will be an issue of debate. But if the nervous system were the sole issue about 
thalidomide, you wouldn't be having this meeting today. It would be settled in the back 
rooms at the FDA by a small group offascists who decide what's good for the American 
public. 

(Laughter.) 

DR. SCHAti'MBl.JR.G; Present company excepted, of course. 

Then really, you wouldn't have to have this. It's the other issues. This was the first issue 
surrounding thalidomide. It's really not the most important one, because we've had a lot of 
experience. We just had this tremendous experience, unfortunately. with nucleoside 
neuropathies in HIV-positive patients. We've learned how to deal with those, and they are 
no\v used successfully. So I'm going to talk to you today a little bit about some ofthe basic 
rules, to give you so1ne background rtoi.sc for this, and maybe a bit about how to use these 
drugs safely. 

Well, the first thing is that all toxic neuropathies, with the exception really of diphtheria and 
buckthorn toxin and one or two other exotic things, all toxic neuropathies affect the axon. 
Th...,. rn-..rPI~n ;c-ntt rP-o.llu t'hl.lt t-nnf"'o'h -::~~(-t,c~~r-t-oA ~n/ t-h.a('ll.t'\ th:n,....r"" .o.v,...o"'-+ n.a..t'IIA.rtr...-l.n,....;lu "TJ....,., ...I.-..-.-. ...... I 

A .J .... I.LI, ............. .. """',... ... L ........ &.41l .. J ........... ~ ..... _YAI ~ ..... .._.. .......... """ VJ ...... ".., .... ~.LI.LIJ.&"' ..... .I'L .... ,..,, .. J-'L """''-"'Vl.l\,.IUlJ~, ... .l.ll\.r UU.l;:)QJ 
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So we're really talking about what we refer to as toxic distal axonopathies. Well, what on 
earth is that? i think i wiii show you. I feei iike an astronaut with this thing. I've aiready 
forgotten what I'm supposed to do. Fm going to show you my first siide. 

This is my version ofthe nervous system. It's from the point ofview of peripheral 
neuropathies. This is a spinal cord here, half of it. Here's the anterior horn celL Here's a 
dorsal root ganglion cell. This is the motor cell, this is the sensory celL For those of you who 
know this, I apoiogize, but 1 reaiize that there are a lot of peopie in the audience who care 
about this as much as l care aboui the bone marrow, so I'm going to be a iittie pedantic here. 

These two very important cells, the sensory ceH and the motor cell, have long cytoplasmic 
extensions. Basically, part of the cell sticks out in the periphery, this long wire, and that's 
called the axon. That is the thing. {t's really part of the nerve cell. It's part ofthe cytoplasm, 
•---"'- ~-'--'- -•-- 1~1-- - ___ _: __ T.o..l-- --~...1·~-.oL:l- -~----..._ __ _ 
DUl lll::i i1l:SU Jll\.t: ~ W Ht;, H :> i;t 1.'\JUUU~U!v upputi:ltU.). 

These individual axons each are insulated like wires by Httle sausage-like Jinks of myelin. 
What I would submit to you as a thesis is that, when you get a toxic chemical on board, like 
thalidomide, or if your kidneys pack in you get uremic, or vincristine-- that a toxin hits the 
whole nervous system. Most of these toxins get into the nervous system. They're not held 
out by the blood= brain barrier~ 

You know, the blood-brain barrier holds out huge molecules like penicillin, and to some 
extent diphtheria toxin. But there is an unfortunate thing about the blood-brain barrier. One 
is that it's deficient here around the dorsal root ganglion cdl, so toxic chemicals can get in 
around the sensory cell. So most toxic neuropathies are sensory, okay? You rarely find 
~nmt>hntlv in<:t apJtina Ulf"~lr frnrn .<l lintir nPnron~thv Thoi>v UJBl !'til ol"t nnmh fpf't nl.-,.v? 
~'"V ..................... ._rl .J_ ...... ~-- ... ·--~·o ··-~-- -..- .... ~- --·--- -- .... -- ..... r----~J · .......... J ~ ..... ~ ........ o-- ..... -.... ... .....- .... ..__ ... , .......... _J • 

Weakness comes later. 

Again, some toxins like thalidomide get past the blood-brain barrier anyway. I mean, that's 
how it's used as a sedative. So it gets in. You have to worry about this, but some don't. But 
they all get into this cell. What happens is, these cells actually, in addition to having their 
little wires conduct electricity, these wires actually have to have very important metabolites 
pumped down to them. 

That is, the only thing the little axon gets here by itself is sugar and oxygen from the blood. 
All of its proteins, all the neurotransmitters, all the things that make it cook are synthesized 
up here in these cells. These cells are like little factories and like little pumps. They pump 
these nutrients down these long fibers. 

So if you get poisoned, what happens is-- well, the analogy I like to use is, these pumps in 
cells get poisoned. Like the pumping system of an irrigation system, if the pump begins to 
fail, which of the metals on the irrigation is first affected? It's the Jongest one, it's the one 
that's furthest out. So it's the end ofthe axon that begins to die when the nervous system first 
gets poisoned. 
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Then as time goes on. and the pump begins to fail more, more and more poisoning. these 
axons die back toward the cell of origin. They used to be called dying· back neuropathies for 
that reason. We now caJI them distal axonopathies. 

Now, the central projections of these axons also degenerate. In this case, the motor doesn't 
have a sensory projection, but the sensory axon here does, up the dorsal columns. So up in 
the grasile nucleus, you also get degeneration. 

But say something happens. Say that you suddenly stop taking thalidomide, or you get a 
renal transplant. You're no longer uremic. Then the cells perk up. The nice thing is, in the 
peripheral nervous system, you can get very good repair and recovery. That's why people get 
better from toxic neuropathies. These cells can reconstitute themselves generally, and they 
regenerate, but it's very slowly. It's about a millimeter a day. So the longer it's gone on, the 
longer it takes to recover, okay? Okay_ 

Now that you've seen this, if you had to predict which of these factories, which of these cells 
would pack in first if it was exposed to a toxin, you might say, well, it's the biggest one with 
the longest fiber that's got the most work to do, the pump has to work the hardest. What's the 
biggest and longest fiber in the human body? It's the sciatic nerve. It comes out here above 
your rump, runs down to your toes. That always goes first. It's a law. 

So what do you suppose happens? If your sensory ganglion cell begins to geL poisoned by 
this toxin, the first thing to happen is your toes get numb. Then the next longest nerve is the 
ulna nerves. Your fingers get numb. So these things, it's an absolute rule ofneurotoxicology, 
a toxic neuropathy has to begin in the feet, okay? Since they are diffuse- they go aU over-
it has to begin in both feet. They are never asymmetricaL These are caiied distal symmetricai 
poiyneuropathies. 

In fact, if you look at somebody who has one of these, what do you suppose they look like? 
They look like this, the next slide. You get a lot of sensory loss in the feet, and a little bit in 
the hand. You even get some here in the middle of the chest, because the distal ends at the 
intercostal nerves that run across here also die, okay'! Okay. This is called a stocking and 
glove pattern of sensory loss, and this is really what you get 

We can have the lights on now, if you could . 

The thing that's interesting about these is that, by and large- and it's kind of nice-- is that 
t'hp,.,1rP. \tP'Y'I.I o-rr::a..fh1~l Th~\r1ro "\J~MT ;T\('Ii.A1('\_,,.~ IJ.~ ~.1\n"ll~,.,t"'eo ~~;.rl Vnn .4n.n1t rn,.~.c.nl .. , u:r~t..-..co. ,.,...., 
LII'I""J 1.._.. ....... LJ e,a.u.-.--.. ~ A ....... ,~ ..... T ... LJ ~AI..;JI.._.JIVW._., ....._.., ._.."-"•••,_,.V.fJ ..... o.JI ..... IW~ .&.......-"~.& Y"'-'.&.1 L it.,J- ... U.UVII.I.J '!'"""""" U.p 
c:on.rT"!.Q 'IT'Ir"'.t'ni't"tt..- 'Lvith thP o-tn£1-lt-ir\o- -'llnrl cri"'''P c-Pncnrv ln.~~:! Vnn n-c.of t1TIIol:nrr ~nA nu....,h;nn- .... f' .... '\J'II. ...... .LI~- .. .fll .... •o .,-.., .... ._._ ...... _.._. ... ....,._. . ._._ .. b...,.._._..._. b • .._..-._. uo._,.._ • ..,..._...,J .. ~ .... :w~ ,II ...... b""'"' .... LLb•"-ll.f) __.._ ••u••.LV"-IIQ 'LI'J, 

the toes. Unless you're getting an overwhelming dose of the drug, most drugs and toxins, it 
goes on for weeks, even for months. In fact, people wi11 often change their shoes, thinking, 
"My shoes don't fit right" It turns out that they've got a mild toxic neuropathy. 

They are most1y sensory, and they al! get better in time. Even the worst ones get a little bit 
better. They don't recover 100 percent, but they get a little bit better. 
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A very important concept here is that, because these are biochemical events -- the 
biochemicai events are the first thing to go. So biochemistry goes first, ncurophysioiogy 
goes kind of second, and the axons break down kind ofthird. So when the biochemicai 
events take place, the people will feel the numbness, even though the axon still has integrity. 

So if you can stop the poison while you're stlll at the early biochemical level, people can 
recover within a week or so. If you let it go until the axon dies back several millimeters, it's 
going to take a iot ionger. if the axons has been aiiowed to die back ciear up to here, ifs 
going to take years to recover. 

So there is a high premium on catching the earlie~t symptoms. The symptoms will always 
precede, in general, the neurophysiology or the anatomical changes. Unlike dealing with-
"But I have primates or rats I'm giving toxic neuropathies tou ··you can't talk to them. You 
have to measure ihe nerve conduction, okay? 

Humans, you can talk to, so you get a reaJly nice early warning system. Obviously, it's very 
useful to have a primate or a rat model of these things, because then you can manipulate it. 
You can monitor the rat model or the primate model the same way you do in humans. 

You can do something ver; interesting to Lltese aJ1imal.s. You caa9) actually get a VCi)' early 
'\varning system in the anima]s by monitoring their dorsal colurr".~.~~s. The spinal cord is 
actually~~ this long central projection ofthe axon is the most vulnerable structure. You will 
find changes there weeks or months in neurophysiology before they happen poeripherally. 

You can find them there long before they can be detected by the electron microscope. So in 
the P.Xnerime.ntallah there'!'; :1 verv nicP. wav ofmnnitnrincr thi<: lTnfnrtnnAMiv nnt !!ll tcwin.;: ---- ---r------------- --,~7 ------- ~- --, ----- -.~ -- ------------c ----- --------------__,, ---- - ... -~~-.~··~ 
th::~t !!fff".ct human~ are ea..<:v to make exnerimental mnrlel!': nf_ l'VP. hP.P.n for vf".;u<: trvino to 
---------- -r ---- - - --- .... ------ -- -r----r -~-- --T--~~-- -~-- C- ________ J ___ --.~---o--

produce an experimental model of rat arsenic in the rat of human arsenic neuropathy. 
Humans get a terrible neuropathy from arsenic. 

I have given rats so much of this stuff that the lab calls me, and says, these blood levels are 
out of kilter. The rats treat it like it's vitamin. They never get neuropathy. I'm never amazed 
when you can't produce an experimental animal model. For whole reasons, animals 
metabolize it differently. They just handle these drugs differently. 

But nerve conductions and quantitative sensory testing are very good ways of monitoring 
these in humans, especially vibratory sense monitoring. 

There are one or two other rules. In general, in the laboratol)' and in the industrial arena, 
there's a tremendously good dose~effect relationship, which is wonderful. Unlike cancer. 
where you give 10,000 animals saccharine, and only five of them get bladder cancer, if I 
took everybody in this room, locked you in here. pumped in hexane in the air ducts, within 
six weeks you'd all have foot drop, okay? 

(Laughter.) 
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DR. SCHAUMBURG: 1 promise you, without exception. This is great, because you're well 
oeoole, and you metabolize it well~ and we can do very good doseweffect responses for most 
~f thes.e neu~otoxins in the laboratory, and in industry as-well. In monitoring for accrilomide 
or phosphate neuropathy in industry, it's a piece of cake. You can really do it beautifully. 
You know how much is around, you know who's going to get sick, ifs very simple. Again, 
you get people away from it, they do improve. They don't improve l 00 percent, but they do 
improve. 

The thing that I want to leave you with, my final thought in this xenophobic monologue, is 
to tell you that ther~ is one very important point, that these are drugs. Drugs by and large are 
not given to well people, okay? Now, there are some drugs that are given to well people, but 
by and Jarge, these are not, and thalidomide is no exception. The elderly and the sick react 
very differently to neurotoxic drugs than do the well. 

Why is that? Well, again, if you want to give these drugs to HIV people, you want to give 
these drugs to people who have leprosy·· many of the oncology agents are given to people 
who have cancer, presumably. All of these diseases are associated peripheral neuropathy. So 
many of these patients are walking around with subclinical neuropathies to begin with. So 
they get a double whammy. 

But that isn't the real point. The real problem is that, in I-llV patients, and certainly in cancer 
patients, there are very increased levels of circulating cytokines.. If you have somebody with 
an increased level of cytokines floating around, it blows the tight junctions in the nervous 
system, and there's no more blood·brain barrier. Stuff is all over the place_ So you cannot 
predict when you give something how much is going to tum up in the nervous system in 
these patients. 

People with HIV positivity, it was impossible to do a good dosewresponse effect for ddC, 
because some of them almost didn't get the neuropathy at all. Others just came down with it 
for three or four days. The same is true with vincristine. 

So thafs the need for some kind of monitoiing, or verj careful hi.stoty-taking, is that sick 
and older people) you caJiUOt do good dose.-effect iesponses from. 

Thank you very much. 

(Applause.) 

DR BIR.NKR_A_NT: Our next speaker is Dr" Coli!! Crawford from .the Imperia! Co!!ege of 
Medicine in London. He will discuss thalidomide·associated neurotoxicity in the setting of 
leprosy, and enlighten us with how the United Kingdom deals with the regulatory process as 
it relates to thalidomide. 

nR. C::RA WFORD: Thank vou verv much for a<::kiM me to ~neak. ---- ----- ~ ~--- ---· --..~ · --¥ ---- ·-· · · ·-u---- -- -r --

Dr. Wilkin made some kind remarks. He said I was an expert and a neurologist. rm neither· 
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of these. I'm not an expert. I have a post-graduate clinical diploma in clinical medicine, but I 
do have an interest in the nervous system, and I hope to show to you that somebody with a 
general medical training can make a contribution to this subject 

Now, Dr. Kelsey mentioned the peripheral neuritis was an important feature in stopping her 
from licensing the drug back in 1960-1961. Thalidomide neuropathy, as we now call it, has 
proved to be a very serious condition. It can lead to serious sensory and, in some occasions, 
irreversible sensory loss. 

To such an extent, the two British pharmacologists, Darcy and Griffin, writing recently; 
concluded, "This side effect alone could have led to the demise of the drug, even if the 
teratogenic effects had not supervened. The teratogenic effects can be avoided if the drug is 
not given to a woman in the reproductive age. However, anybody taking the drug is at risk 
of developing a neuropathy." 

Now, the first slide, as we have seen, as was pointed out, is a dying-back neuropathy, so the 
main involvement is in the distal part. It's symmetrical, and it affects the extremities of the 
lower limbs. Initially it's sensory, but all modalities can be affected. But sometimes on1y 
superficial sensory modalities are involved, and this may cause confusion with leprous 
neuropathy. 

Burning pain in the feet and cramp-like pains in the calf are common symptoms. The knee 
and ankle reflex can be diminisl\ed. But if there is upper motor neuron involvement, tben the 
reflexes may be increased, and the plantar responses extensor. Then if the drug is taken for a 
considerable 1ength of time, there is involvement ofthe proximal muscles, the muscles 
--~··-" •\.~ 1..:-<1.1 VUUU Ulv Ul}J-

As we've been told, it is an axonal neuropathy. first affecting sensory myelinated fibers. It 
can be detected by sonar biopsy. Unmyelinated fibers appear to be unaffected, and this may 
be a distinguishing feature from leprosy. 

The next slide shows a patient who received Lilalidomide. This is the control biopsy. You 
can see the norma! distribution of the myelinated fibers. Because the axon dcgenerdtes, as 
we've seen, the myelin sheath is lost, and there is a great loss of myelinated fibers . 

The histogram shows a nonnal bimodal distribution, with the larger myelinated fibers of the 
10-12 micron in a bimodal distribution. These two patients received thalidomide, and as you 
can see, there's a great loss of myelinated fibers. In this case here, there's a shift to the left, 
which suggests that there may be regeneration of some ones which don't attain their nonnal 
diameter, regenerating small diameter myelinated fibers. 

The third measure to detect neuropathy is the electrophysiological studies. You may not be 
able to see this too well. This is a French study done in 1986. These were for patients who 
were receiving the drug not for leprosy, but for a variety of dermatological disorders. The 
control value is 16. Much of the actual involvement here is the sensory nerve action 
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notentiaL As it is an axonal neurooathv. this is the most sensitive test_ Nerve conductions 
;t~di~~, both motor and sensory, ~re p;~bably unaffected in axonal neuropathies. 

This study here shows 16) and values as low as 5, 3.5. Then the correlation with 
symptomatology is in here. Then on the right, there is the cumulative, the total dose given to 
the patient. As you can see, one patient has a total dose of nine grams. That would be 100 
milligrams per day for three months. 

Now, the next slide-- if sensory nerve action potentials are recorded, then the frequency of 
thalidomide neuropathy-- and these are recent figures for non-leprosy disorders-- is at least 
21 percent. The idea of doing this is to detect subclinical neuropathy. The other features, 
there is no minimum dosage below which it is safe to give the drug. It is not due to a 
hvoersensitivitv. A study suggests _genetic factors are not significant Although these 
fe~tures I shouid say may not-be clearly significant, they may be important, but the latest 
paper suggests that they are not significant. So really, in conclusion, the chances of 
developing a neuropathy are unpredictable. 

The prognosis if the drug is stopped. the motor and pyramidal involvement is reversible, but 
the sensory loss is permanent in 50 percent of cases. Not only that, the patient was left with 
a persistent, painful paresthesia which were painful and disabling. According to Dr. 
LeQuesne -- her married name, she was Dr. Fullerton -- these were the most distressing 
things about the drug. 

Now, according to the published literature, and to my attempts to look through it, none of 
these features~- clinical, pathological, or electrophysiological-- have been applied to 
patients w1th leprosy with erythema nodosum leprosum. The frequency ofthe neuropathy is 
reported as less than l percent. 

The next slide is not a very good slide -- you've seen better -- of erythema nodosum_ It's a 
chronic, intractable condition. It's recurrent. It differs from erythema nodosurn in being 
generalized. 

Personally, the first ca.'ic of erytherna nodosum I saw was back in New Zealand, where I 
qualified. A child came into the ward, and had lumps on the leg_ I didn't think that was very 
significant. I was going to send him home. Fortunately, a consultant turned up, and said. 
that's erythema nodosum, X·rayed his chest~ and he had a going focus of tuberculosis, and he 
never stopped reminding me of the mistake I made . 

...,-.1., ....... ...._,.. ..... _A ..... r-....... : ........ _.... ......... ~:;,_L. ...,_ • .,. ........... .._. .... _,..,..J_........, •• _ _........,....,...,..,. ...... L..-..- T ~..-r..-.-4 .._ ..... ~1!.--.-! ..... •- ..I- 1------~ 
J.IH .. ;)<;0'-'VUU 1;;1\.J:II;.U,_,U.,_lW WHII I;;!] UJ\..UJa UVUV.:>UJJJ '-CUll I;; .. U<;;U J. WCH~ lV 1'\llt,Clld. tV UV lt;}J!V:>J 

work. I had been there about three months, I think, and I was called into the general hospitaL 
A patient was there who had erythema nodosum - I could pick that -- and it was 
generalized. It was all over the body. But the penny didn't drop. I $aid, this patient has 
sarcoidosis. About six months later, this person turned up in the leprosarium. She knew she 

._ ~ had leprosy, aJ1d when I excunjned her, she had L~icker ner~es1 altd the dia6ttosis was 
obvious. 
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So over the years, I've thought about this in the salutary lessons to cover my embarrassment. 
The point is this, that, one, erythema nodosum leprosum is a generalized condition. It's not 
confined to the legs. The second. thing is that the -hospital staff-- and to me, who was 
suppu.sell to be able to diagnose it-- it wasn't immediately recognized as leprosy. 

Now, then erythema nodosum leprosum comes on, the viable bacterial count drops to zero, 
the morphological index. The thickening, the infiltration regresses. A patient with ENL is 
not recognized in the community as having leprosy. 

Now, you'll hear tomorrow about the treatment ofENL and the fact that patients can live a 
normal life. So this is one feature of the disease, that they can appear as nonnal, and not 
recognizable. So they have none ofthe stigmata of leprosy. 

Now, Dr. Wilkin made a very important point in that he distinguished between ENL lesions 
and the systemic manifestations. A lot has been written about the systemic manifestations of 
ENL, the uveitis, the oculitus, the neuritis, the nephritis leading to amyloidosis. But none of 
these cond1tions were substantiated at the meeting last week. The efficacy of the drug was 
for cutaneous ENL and the accompanying fever, so we're recommending a drug against a 
condition which is not life-threatening. 

My experience with seven patients in North Nigeria, and seven in Tanzania-- i worked in 
leprosy for about four and a half years. You will notice the numbers are very small. The 
frequency ofENL in Africa is less than in the United States, because the lepromatous/non
lepromatous ratio is much lower, the lepromatous rate in Africa. 

Nevertheless, I ihink thest: figures have some credibiiity because, in Nigeria, we had a very 
extensive outpatient village-type system, and one was abie to monitor the iepromatous cases 
there being treated as outpatients, because the condition was uncomplicated. 

So our figures are much lower, but I think they have a certain amount of accuracy. We 
would say that the frequency is about 3 percent oflepromatous cases. 

~Jo,~..r, )'OU~!! see that 10 of them, on clinical examination, had no evidence of sensory less. 
This means that a patient for ENL who is given thalidomide runs the risk of developing an 
intractable neuropathy, which they would not have got from the disea<>e. 

Four had sensory loss. One of these had atrophic ulcer, and the other one had mutilation of 
the extremities. This raised another irrmortant noint. The nuhlic nercention nf lenm<o:v i..: nf ::1 
--~ -T---~-Tr~ -r-- -~--- -r---- -- --- - --1' -- -- c ~----- ~~-- .~ --~- r----.r----- -- --r---.~ -- ---

hnrrifvinu di<:P.::I<:e with neonle without finPers nr fnf•:s. with <:nrP<: nn their fl"et nlr.er::~tion<: 
-------.~--~o ---~---- -T-- rT -r-- CO _____ ~·- ----o~-- -- ----:r ··---- ~---- -------------, ~----~--...-- .. -!11 

trophic ulcerations, blindness from corneal insensitivity, and associated paralysis of the 
facial nerve. As you can see, none of these are occurring, or rarely, in patients with ENL. So 
tha1idomidc is not going to prevent the main reason why lepros~ is a serious disease. 

However, this neuropathy can be conf1Jsed with thalidomide neuropathy. You maybe ha.ve to 
say, the sensory toss is similar, and as we1ve seen, is glove and stocking in distribution. 
Sometimes if the neuropathy is confined to superficial sensory modalities, then the 
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.c . distinction may be difficult. because invariably in leprosy, superficial sensory loss occurs. 

These are distinctive symptoms, and these are not personally observed and not recorded in 
the literature. Cramp-like pains in the calf. All sensory modalities can be affected, so ataxia 
can be distinctive. The reflexes can be lost, but in less than 50 percent. Then if the drug is 
given for a prolonged period, you get this distinctive muscle paralysis. 

However, having said all that, the most important thing is the simple clinical examination of 
the peripheral nervous system before the drug is started. Last week, we saw a chart from the 
Hansen's Disease Center, and there was no record ofthe baseline or any progress of sensory 
loss. This is because leprosy is treated as a dermatological disorder, without emphasis on the 
nervous system. 

Any deterioration over weeks or months must be due to the drug, because sensory loss due 
to lepromatous leprosy is insidious, and unlikely to occur over a short period. We know this 
from Gerhard Hansen's original observations back in l S95. 

Now, what is the reason why leprosy patients have not developed thalidomide neuropathy in 
less than 1 percent? One of the reasons is that the reflexes have been preserved, according to 
Waters. However. as you can see, it1s oniy ahsent in iO out of22 patients. There wiii be 
retention of the reflexes if the pyramidai tract is involved. In a review articie back in the 
1960s, absence wasn't regarded as a diagnostic sign. In a recent patient with AIDS who 
developed a neuropathy, they were preserved. 

I think an important feature is the next slide. This patient had a sural nerve biopsy. The 
____ ..._ ___ t ~~ -~ .a.1 _ _!_ -.':...l~ ""7- .. --~ -~~ ... t.._~ ~--~- 1-~- -E'~--~1~~-..._ __ J L"!L--- ___ t..:_t.._ t..._ __ ----~~--.J ~~ 
t;UlllfUI I:S UH ~Ill~ ::ilUt;;. L VU t.;<:tU :'iCC LIIC !;:,LU:,:> lt,t:,:, Ul lU)'t;;111101lCU liU';;II> Wlii'Vll llil!:i U~Ullt:U 111 
.LT_ ~- A '("r-.._,(l -~~.L~--~.4 

tlli:S J-UL/.:lo J-'dllt:lll. 

Now, another reason is because the disease has destroyed parts of the nervous system. Well, 
we know that there are no records of the type of sensory loss, or the precise reason. This was 
a comment published in JAMA. 

The third reason is that, in a.'l. editorial, a sigt1ed editorial in La.'1cet of t994, the thalidomide 
neuropathy refers to this even after careful study. Yet this reference was in 1969. It refers to 
motor nerve conduction studies in the ulna nerve, and as we see, the distal axon neuropathy 
would be the one which is most severely affected. 

Nnw the: ILK 11uidelineo;: for the dis.nens.inll' ofthalirlnmide h:\VP. hP.en \ntrruinr.Pn in \QQtl in - ·- C07 ---- - ·--- o-T--------- --- T--~ ---r- ------~c -~-To-------~--------·- ----- ___ T _______ --- --- 0 ---

the l JK. There i~ an information s.heet which occurs here and thf': natient io:: warm'!I'L ifwm --- ----· -------- TT-- -----------~--------~-- ---~T~ ------------,----- ~--- rr-T ____ T -- ··-~----7 --..~ --

get pins and needles, you must stop thalidomide immediately, and in the accompanying 
article, where there is a common and often irreversible side effect. Dr. Fleeter is going to 
talk about these in relation, so I'll go on to the next. The idea is that stopping it may offer 
recovery. 

The labeling contains thalidomide, but no warning of the risk of nerve damage on the labeL 
The responsibility is for the doctor giving the drug. 
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We go back to this patient number four, patient number nine, who had sural nerve action 
potentials recorded. However, when the drug was stopped, even after a year these did not 
recover, and there was a persistence of sensory symptoms. So in these two cases, even under 
optimal conditions, the drug symptoms still persist. 

Now, I was so concerned about the fact that the patients were not being warned about 
thalidomide neuropathy, because it wasn't mentioned in Dr. Jacobson's article, that much of 
what I've said was published in the Carville Star, a famous journal which was started by a 
Hansen's disease patient, so the patients would have to get directly the dangers because I 
was so concerned. 

Finally, in summary, thalidomide neuropathy has not been excluded. The main measures-
clinical, pathological, and electrophysiology-- have not been utilized. Even if the U.K. 
guidelines were adopted, it would be very diftlcult to use them for patients with ENL 
because, even if they have no objective sensory loss, they, do get paresthesia, pins and 
needles, they bang their nerves, and they're likely to get pins and needles. There's no 
fundamental knowledge about the pathology or the electrophysiological studies in patients 
with ENL, and that would make interpretation difficult. 

Thank you. 

(Applause.) 

DR. BIRNKRANT: Our next speaker is Dr. Tucker Patterson from the National Center for 
Toxicological Research. He wm present his research results in primates exposed to 
tha! idom ide. 

DR. PATTERSON: Thank you, Debbie_ 

I would like first to thank Steve and Terry for the opportunity to speak with you today. I am 
always looking for an excuse to leave Arkansas during the summer. 

I'm going to throw a monkey wrench into things -- no pun intended -- and switch gears a 
little bit, and talk about an animal study instead of a clinical study. But this project is about 
two years in the making. We've been interested in our laboratory for a few years, looking at 
the antivirals used to treat AIDS. 

About two years ago, we made some phone calls, maybe hoping for a new drug that may be 
coming out to test in our primate in hopes of developing some type of animal model for 
peripheral neuropathy. Someone said, well, have you thought about looking at thalidomide? 
We said, well. should we? So this is kind of a culmination of that work. 

I'm going to present to you the data that we have so far_ Like I said, this has been two years 
in the making, and this data is, I guess, hot off the press, so to speak, so hot we haven't even 
got our hands on some of the data yet We're still waiting on it to come in, but I wilJ present 
to you what we do have, and show you what we1re continuing to analyze. 
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For lack of a better title, the neurological testing of primates, a..nd like I said, trying to really 
develop -- stepping out on a limb, I think_, would be what Dr. Schaumburg WOl.!ld say -
trying to develop a peripheral neuropathy model in an animal. Most of the work was done in 
our primate colony at NCTR, and that is located in Arkansas, although some of you that 
have traveled down county road to our facility may argue that point. We do have a primate 
colony th~re, which houses a little over 100 primates, where we can do several different 
behavioral parameters, testing of the monkeys. 

So what we wanted to do, of course while we're here this afternoon, because there are two 
things that limit the use of thalidomide that we know of-- the neurotoxicity and of course 
the teratogenicity -- the incidence has been as low as .5 percent reported in the literature, or 
as high as 60 percent. This seems to be a cumulative dosage or a time factor. So we wanted 
to trv to imolement both a hi!?h dose and a chronic studv in our animals_ to see if we coulrl 

-. -...~ . . .. . - - ...... - - .# ~ . . -- - -- ----

induce neuropathy. 

Why use the rhesus monkey? Ofcourse, its comparable teratogenic doses, the rhesus 
monkey has- about a one milligram per kilogram will cause embryopathies similar to 
what's in humans. But of course, even though this drug has been around for 40 years. there 
were not really any well-defined toxicity, especially neurotoxicity, studies done. When I 
looked at the literature, I was very surprised with the lack of the data that was there. So we 
had to try to come up with a very comprehensive study_ We wanted to make this-- and 
hopefully it will be, when we're finished with all the data -- a very comprehensive study on 
thalidomide. 

From the literature that is there, the monkey may be the most sensitive species to use_ It's 
been very hard to produce peripheral neuropathy in other animal models, as Dr. Schaumburg 
talked about, with the rat very resistant to a lot of the drugs, and not showing any effects of 
neuropathy. 

Also, the animal, the rhesus monkey, a!tows us to measure very complex behaviors. We 
have the operant test battery that's set up there at the NCTR, and I'll talk about that a little bit 
more iater, but it allows us to measure very selective behavioral alterations. We wanted to 
iook at the neurotoxicity and neural behavioral effects of the chronic treatment of 
thalidomide in our monkeys. 

Our model, we had six control animals, and five animals on a low dose or a high dose of 
thalidomide. Again, as I talked about before, a lot of these variables were unknown, so we 
did do a preiiminary study before this chronic treatment was started, to see what type of 
doses we couid gei away with in tile monkey. We didn't know if the monkey wouid be 
totally sedated, and not respond to the operant test battery. Also, we wanted to see if we 
could achieve clinically relevant plasma concentrations with thalidomide in our monkeys. 

We found that l 0 milligrams per kilogram per day gave us vt:ry good plasma concentrations 
~ ~-~: ___ 1 ___ ,L L- --~L-.&- ----- --- ! .. .L-L- -·~-!- -- ---- ___ l_ ---- ,_ _......_ __ -- -- - --- - ..11 ~ • t:{jUlVatcllllU wwu yuu :st::c m uu:: ~.:mu~;, :sv i:mywut::rt: ut:Lwt:en one ana rwo micrograms per 
mL peak piasma c~mcentrations with a i 0 milligram per kiiogram per day dose in the 
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monkey . 

Then we tried to push the ceiling there, as we typically do in toxicity studies, trying a 
clinically relevant concentration, and then seeing what we can get away with. So we went 10 
times higher than that, and gave l 00 milligrams per kilogram per day. I'll show you some of 
the plasma data in just a minute, but we were able to get away with once-a-day dosing with 
these animals. 

What do we want to look at? We tried to look at as many parameters as we possibly could, 
not only at the NCTR, but with some collaborators that we have outside the NCTR. Of 
course, our behavioral assessments -- how do you detect a peripheral neuropathy in a 
monkey? Of course, electrophysiology studies, ;lS well as the neuropathy, are indicators of 
neuropathy, but also are behavioral assessments, as I have listed at the top. We wanted to 
look at blood chemistry and hematology. Not a lot of that has been reported in the literature. 
Someone talked this morning about the lymphol~yte subpopulation, and we're also 
examining that parameter. Sperm ana1ysis, pancreative analysis, we have the ability to do 
there, and also looking at metabolites of thalidomide. 

With our operant test battery, we can look at five different aspects ofCNS function: 
motivation, coior and position discrimination, time estimation, short-term memory, and 
attention, and iearning. Of course, inhiaiiy i was concerned about the sedative properties of 
thalidomide, and were these animals going to be so drowsy or lethargic that they wouldn't be 
able to perform on the OTB? 

These animals are tested about 50 minutes a day, Monday through Friday, in the operant test 
1. _....__..__ _ __ _ ""T"'L - __ -~- ______ ..._ _ ___ _ __ _ _ _____ ~ ___ __1" T .£"- ~ _______ _._j _ _ _._ _ __ _ __ ! ____ I • ____ -"- ___ -"- '! ___ ~ _ 'I • 'I _ .t 
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animal to sec ifthey are motivated, see if they are willing to work for a food reward. We 
saw no differences there in motivation. This data is still being analyzed. Actually, we were 
looking at it Friday, that some of the statistics were just coming out. But right now, we don't 
see really any predominant effects of thalidomide on these parameters ofbehavior. 

..:A:..s far as our plasma data is concerned, \.Ve \vere rea1 pleased \Vith that. The yellow symbols 
down here are the mean of the five animals. plus the standard deviation error bars there. The 
red at the top are our high-dose animals. We have-- which 1'11 show you that data in the next 
slide-- we had one animal that was a little bit of an outlier in the low dose. But we're very 
pleased with the concentrations that we're able to achieve in the animaL Also, you see that 
itt.;::: rvptf-.\.J f"tnn-cioeh::llnt n'\.IPr-;:~. "Jd_hnut' nP..r,n.rl •• ~ r-··.T --··~·---··· ~. -· --. ··~~· r--··--· 

This data was collected around 15 weeks into th(: study. These animals were dosed for 18 
weeks, and most ofthis data is at 15 weeks. We did spot check periodically along the way to 
see what type of concentrations we were getting. They all fell in this range by about three 
weeks after dosing. 

This is a very busy slide, but this shC\1-lS you every a11imal that v·.tas in the stud)'· Each 
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symbol represents a different animal. You can see, we had the one animal here in the low 
dose. That was a little bit high for the low dose, but everybody el:se wa') grouped pretty 
tightly. So this kind of answers one ofthe questions, I think, posed to one of the speakers 
this morning about pharmacokinetics in different species. We were able to achieve c1inically 
relevant-- you'll see typically in humans about a one to two microgram per mL heat plasma 
concentrations. It was pretty linear. We were anywhere from 10 to 15 micrograms per mL 
here with the high dose. 

I want to tell you a little bit our dosing procedure. We did use an HCL citrate buffered 
vehicle, because thalidomide does undergo hydrolysis, even at a neutral pH. We tested this, 
and it was stable for up to 21 days in the refrigerator. We mixed this thalidomide suspension 
with corn syrup to mask the taste to the monkeys. We found out we could get away with 
about 100 milligrams per mL concentration. Anything higher than that, and the monkeys 
seemed to have a taste aversion to it. 

Some of these animals, 1ike the high-dose groups-- we had 10 kilogram animals, so they're 
getting as much as one gram ofthalidomide per day. This is over 18 weeks. So a cumulative 
dose is anywhere from 100 to 125 grams during the study. 

The next thing we wanted to do was look at electrophysiology in these animals that were 
being treated. These animals served as their own controls before the study began, but also, 
we did have a contro1 group that we did the electrophysiology on. 

We looked at perineal and sural nerve velocities, as well as amplitudes. But by far the most 
sensitive, or most consistent measure, I should say, that we had was the F~wave. You see the 
baseline here is around 17. Tnere was about a 5 percent proiongation of the F -wave. The 
nerve was st1muiated at the ankie, and the measurement was taken at the exiensor digitorum 
brevis. A slight prolongation there, you see with their high dose. I would see a similar trend. 
Lf you look at the control animals, it was about 17 for each parameter. You sec that it took 
out to l 7 weeks before we did start seeing something. 

We're not going to get too excited about this data yet -- this is about a 12 percent 
prolongation ofthe F-wave -~until our histological analysis is done, to see if that confinns 
it. We have had some studies in the past in rats, where we're trying to look at peripheral 
neuropathy, that the histological analysis was the only thing that actually confirmed the 
peripheral neuropathy, that no behavioral alterations were seen. 
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battery with both doses of thalidomide. Lymphocyte surface markers are being examined, 
especially the CD26 and CD54. We're interested in these biomarkers because Dr. Neubert at 
the Free University of Berlin has shown in marmosets that there is some alterations with 
these biomarkers. We want to see if we can replicate that in the rhesus, or is this something 
that is species-specific? .. A.Jso, our histological a..rtalysis,. \¥e're '"aiting on that to come back~ 
Hopefully, that may verif'; this F-.c1.,vave prolongation that "\Ve,ve observed .. 
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A1so, our colleagues at the Division of Drug Analysis in St. Louis are looking at the 
metabolites in the plasma forensics. They also looked at the parent compound and the 
antimeric ratio. They did see a slight predomination of the Rover the Sin the plasma of 
these animals. This was a racemic mixture of thalidomide that was given to the animals, 
supplied to us by Celgene. We sent it to the Division of Drug Analysis in St. Louis to 
confirm the purity. They checked it against their gold standard, and it was 100 percent pure. 

Also, some pancreatic analysis that we're doing, because we do have that capability there, 
someone interested in our institution in that, looking at some mutations or some epigenetic 
effects. 

So right now, a very conservative conclusion, that we are able to achieve clinically relevant 
concentrations in our primates with thalidomide, and also very high levels of thalidomide. 
Interestingly enough, I never saw any signs of sedation or drowsiness or lethargy in these 
animals, even with the high dose. These are very we11 above clinically relevant 
concentrations, and we were kind of surprised about that. But also, there has been some 
studies that hav~ shown about two grams per kilograms in a dog could not cause drowsiness. 
So maybe it's something to do with species, or just the animal itself. 

There is a slight proiongation of the F-wave. The data suggest a trend In that. We're hoping 
the histoiogy wiii back us up in there. There are reaiiy no overt signs of sedation or toxicity 
at this point with these clinically relevant plasma concentrations. 

Just to give you an idea of the people involved in this project, hopefully we tried to 
implement some of what Dr. Woodcock talked about this morning, trying to garnish as 
rnuch information as we possibly can frorn these stu_dies. We had a neuroiogisl from the VA 
Medical Center there in Little Rock doing our electrophysiology for us. 

A colleague at Morgan State University there in Baltimore is looking at lymphocyte 
subpopulation for us. Also, our colleagues at COER-- as I said, this project would have 
never gotten off the ground, probably, without discussions with Dr. Bimkrant and her 
f"t'n.11.::-a.t"tiiPO -ut rTl)::;''QI ~nrJ ol~n. in_h.l'\llC.P n..tifh l'"l.llr l\.lfnJill,....nl<:l.-r J:;'n.:rl.a..,.,;n.1.nrr1lJ (""!,."-''._ ,...,.,...I 
,.,..._l--1 ..... -tJ.'L&.._.h.l' -r;. .....,..._,. ..... _._'-, ..... il..l\.A IIA;.I.~"to.J' 1&..1.-J.I'IJ._.LJ...,. ..... ILl I UL£l .l't'.I.'IJ.IW'-'.,_.1 ........ .li...J}".I..._._.L.L.l.LUIVCJ '-1.1_......-U_tJ a.l.l ...... 

Pathology in NIOSH. 

I'd like to acknowledge specific people involved, Dr. Slikker, our division director, and Dr. 
Paul, our behavioralist, and also Mr. Glenn Newport. Without him, there's no way that I 
couJd have dosed 600 monkey biscuits a week by myself for this project. 

Thank you. 

(Applause.) 

DR. BIRNKRANT: We look forward to the rest of the results when they become available. 

Our next speaker is Dr. Mary Floeter from NIH, specifically the National Institute of 
Neurological Disorders and Stroke. The title of her talk is "Monitoring for Peripheral 
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DR. FLOETER: 1 think the preceding speakers have made it quite clear that peripheral 
neuropathy is a very concerning side effect of thalidomide treatment The goal of monitoring 
is to try and detect peripheral neuropathy early on, while there is still a possibility that it 
might be reversible. 

There are three components to monitoring for peripheral neuropathy, and I think they're all 
quite important. First, patients themselves need to keep track of whether they are 
experiencing any symptoms of neuropathy. Physicians that follow them need to perform 
serial neurologic examinations, and this includes, very importantly, baseline examinations. 
T aC"tl..J thorP. a..-P ':lrl-innr-tlvP nhvc;nl.n.crlr_ f.:'t~u~iP_~ .._..""'..J".I-J' ............. _. ........... ····-J ........ ""'" ..... ~-- r··J ........... ,. ..... o·- ........ ____ _. ..... 

The first component, self-monitoring for symptoms, has a number of advantages. As Dr. 
Schaumburg pointed out, symptoms are typically the first sign of a toxic peripheral 
neuropathy, and this is potentially the most sensitive parameters. Patients are continually 
aware of their own physical state, and are essentially monitoring continuously. On the other 
hand; they need to know what to look for as a sign of developing neuropathy~ and they need 
to know what to do if they should begin to experience these symptoms. 

Another disadvantage is that this is a subjective sort of monitoring, and there are some 
patients who are stoic, other patients who may play down symptoms of neuropathy, and still 
others that become hypersensitive to normal sensations, and may feel that these are signs of 
peripheral neuropathy. 

The symptoms that patients should look for are those that occur quite early on in peripheral 
neuropathies. As Dr. Schaumburg mentioned, those are signs that begin in the feet, since 
these are typically the longest nerves. Paresthesias may be described as tingling or pins and 
needles sensation in the toes; less frequently, loss of sensation. Some patients describe this 
as numbness. or the sensation that they're wearing socks. 

The symptom of pain in the hands and feet was described in these studies by Fullerton early 
on, but seems to be much less of a common symptom in the more recent studies that have 
used thalidomide for dermatologic conditions. Painful muscle cramps in the toes and feet are 
also a sign that patients need to be aware of. Weakness is uncommon because it's a relative1y 
late sign of peripheral neuropathy, and there have been case reports of patients who 
developed impotence which was attributed to neuropathy from thalidomide . 

The second component of monitoring is sural neurologic exams. The advantage ofthis is 
that it's performed by a physician and not the patient, therefore i1's subjective. But the patient 
needs to come in for a visit, and any symptoms that develop in the interim are unlikely to be 
picked up. The physician who examines the patient needs to spend an extra four or five 
minutes doing those components of the neuroiogic exam that may provide signs of 
peripheral neuropathy. 
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The object is not to do a complete neurologic exam, but really to focus in on those parts of 
the neurologic exam which become abnormal early on in peripheral neuropathy. The 
sensation, the strength, and the deep tendon ret1exes need to be examined. As we have 
heard, it's primarily a large fiber neuropathy. An early sensory lost may be the Joss of 
vibratory sensation on the great toe, or ability to detect movement of the distal joint of the 
toe. Loss of light touch and pin prick tends not to be an early symptom, but may be picked 
up as a sign of peripheral neuropathy. 

In advanced peripheral neuropathy due to thalidomide, proximal weakness has been 
described. Early on, physicians should look for weakness in distal muscles. These are not 
commonly muscles,· I think, that are tested, but asking patients to spread their toes would be 
one example of testing for distal strength. Musc~le atrophy and loss of dexterity are actually 
fairly late signs of peripheral neuropathy. 

Tendon reflexes, if they have been present to begin with, are concerning ifthey become lost 
in the course of treatment with thalidomide. Loss of ankle jerks would tend to occur before 
loss of other deep tendon reflexes. 

Then the third component of monitoring are physiologic studies. These are like the physical 
examination objective, and also offer the advantage of providing a quantitative measurement 
that can be compared from visit to visit. 

These again have the disadvantage that they only pick up abnormalities when they are 
performed, and they are performed intermittently. The patient needs to see a physician who 
is a specialist in the performance of these studies. In this country, this is typically a 
nJ:&ur.n. l.nnict- nr a nhuco;,....; o:::.n .. uhn COV'l.Ol""io:~~~H.,.or- in ...... J...uC"-i.....,.~l ._...~;~~,...;.,...a. ..,T"'.rl .. ah~h:t;t-nf-;,.,_., .. ..,;+J... 
li-ILL.I.'Uj'LJI6l.JL VL "-'1. .t'.I.IJ~LV.LII.LJ.I T'f".I.L'U' o.JIP""'W.IL.I-.I.LL.A..-~ Lll ,t'.l~j~I ..... U.I ll.U.,..1o • .l..l""ll.l._,. Q.JlU .l\,..JIU.V1JU .. a1.1.\.J.ll~ l""''lLJl 

C'11hcn~ ..... i"to:llh.; 1nt,::~~ral:'t~ ~n .:::~-l.:::~-rtrn.rl:1':2;hru"\.C~t;_,.. .,.,.,.a....JW ..... ;nA 
~'LA.._,.~}""' ...... ~.I .... .L ... J .IL.Lt. .... .l. ..... o.JI ... IJ .1..11 .... LVV'Ioi.'-' ..... LL.Itb.l..l,_....:llllo..V .I..I..LV ..... I.-'.11.1'-""• 

A lot of these studies are uncomfortable, and patients don't like to undergo them. They take 
time. It's not like a simple blood test or an EKG. A patient may need to put aside an hour or 
two for this appointment to assess physiologic studies. 

Among the physiologic studies that are commonly performed in patients, some provide more 
information about sensory axons ofthc nerve. These include sensory nerve conduction 
studies, somatosensory evoked potentials, and quantitative sensory testing. Other 
components of physiologic studies are more informative about dysfunction of motor axons 
in mixed nerves. These include motor nerve conductions and needle electromyography. 

The first time a patient is seen. this entire battery of studies may be appropriate to perform to 
determine ifthere is already an underlying peripheral neuropathy. We've heard that there are 
a number of factors that are unexplained about why patients develop thalidomide-induced 
neuropathy. It is quite possible that one risk factor may be patients who already have a 
peripheral neuropathy may be more susceptible to the effects of thalidomide. 

In thalidomide-induced neuropathy. just combining a large number of studies, the most 
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axons in the enervation of muscles, and motor nerve conduction studies. 

Quantitative sensoi)' testing is the modality that has really not been very well assessed for 
picking up thalidomide-induced neuropathy because it is a form of testing that has really 
become protninent only in the last decade. 

Now, based on my experience with patients over the last five years coming through the 
EMG lab, the studies that are most uncomfortable are needle EMG. It involves sticking a 
needle in the muscle. The sensory nerve conduction studies and evoked potentials, which 
involve pasting wire onto the surface of the skin and applying electric shocks overlying the 

________ __ ......_ __ 11-- ~~...l~--o~.-1.. ~--~li ~~ ----L L_....._ __ <~~1~-~.._~_..l L •. _ ....... :....__..__... --....l __ _.... ---11--
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__ _.._ _____ -~ ~C'-~-LI- r't.--~-~: ... ~.o~-!.~-- - ..... - ....... -. +.-..~,=-~ !- _....,..,.......__ .. .: .... tl .... _...._.: ...... 1....._ ........ Yo~-r~ - 1:.._.1...._ "L.: ... 
BUt~ Uili;UIIIlUJldUlC::. ~UaJ:Hll<:UIVC "C:ll"Vl)' t=Ull!;; 11> C:1>1><;;11~JI111)' paHUC""· H" 11 lULl<;; UH 

boring, but that's really the only complaint that patients have. 

The sensmy studies are really not completely overlapping. They assess just different 
components of the nervous system. Sensory nerve conduction studies assess the sensory 
nerve action potential, or SN.A.Ps, from the most distal portion of the nerve. So, for example, 
vve may zap the \Vrist, a..'1d measure t..~e sensory potential from the index finger. 

Somatosensory evoked potentials assess the conduction from the peripheral nerve to the 
brain. So we may, for example. zap the wrist hundreds of times, and record the average on 
EEG electrodes which are placed over the scalp. So anatomically, it's assessing the full 
lPnath of the llem:orv nathwav to the hrain_ 
~---o-· -- ~--- ~ --r- ~-.., r~~-- - ~ - -,r_ -~~-----

Quantitative sensory testing involves applying controlled thermal or vibratory or electrical 
stimuli to the lens. Patients go through a set algorithm to say whether or not they perceive it. 
So this test involves not only the peripheral conduction, central conduction, but also the 
cognitive processing of the patient. 

The measure that has been of the greatest interest in thalidomide neuropathy are sensory 
nerve action potentials. From the sensory nerve action potentials, there are two parameters 
that can be measured, the conduction velocity and the amplitude of the response. As our 
previous speakers have alluded to, the conduction velocity is more informative about the 
status of the myelination, rather than the number of functioning axons. This measurement, 
however. is quite consistent from lab to lab. Most labs get fairly similar values for 
conduction velocities. 

Amplitude is a much better measurement of the status of the sensory axons, recording the 
size of the action potential through the skin of primarily the largest sensory fibers. These 
fibers may be the ones that are more susceptible to peripheral neuropathy. Unfortunately, 
this measurement is very variable. There is a wide range ofvariabi1ity among normal 
individuals, and this may reflect differences in the anatomy of the peripheral cutaneous 
enervation. 
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variability. One relates to the technical factors of the lab. The size of the disk that we take to 
the surface will allow a pickup of different amounts of the peripheral nerve action potentiaL 
The number of inches between where we record and stimulate will have a large effect on the 
amp]itude that's measured. · 

There are factors that are related to the patients. Patients \Vith cold hands \ViH have larger 
potentials. Because we're measuring the potential through the skin, if a patient develops 
peripheral edema, we may lose our ability to detect the potential, and the patient may appear 
to have developed a: neuropathy. There are differences related to the skill level, and the 
compulsion of the physician who is performing the test, as well as the trial-to-trial variability 
that exists. 

In studies that have looked at nonna1 individuals and trial-to-trial variability, the differences 
in sensory nerve action potential amplitudes may be as great as 30 percent. This is in normal 
subjects in which there has not been any therapeutic intervention. 

For this reason; most clinical neurophysiologists are really quite conservative before calling 
a drop in a sensory nerve action amplitude. The rule of thumb that has really been almost 
universally applied is that the amplitude must drop by 50 percent before it is considered to 
be abnormal. 

Now, the suggestion has been made in 1994 by Gardner.:.Medwin, specifically in relationship 
to thalidomide-induced neuropathy, that we may be able to reduce some of this variability 
by creating an index which is a summation of at least three sensory nerve action potentials. 
We refer to this as the SNAP-3, although that was not Gardner-Medwin's terminology. 

This measure was proposed based on a retrospective look at patients treated over 10 years 
with thafidomide who all had nerve conduction studies performed by the same neurologist, 
presumably Gardner-Medwin. This index: ofthrce sensory nerve action potentials was found 
to drop by at lea<;t 40 percent in all of the patients who developed paresthesias_ That is the 
basis for this 40 percent drop of three SNAPs that has been suggested as a criteria for 
development of peripheral neuropathy. 

Gardner-Medwin also noted that if patients developed even a 30 percent drop in baseline, 
this was suspicious, and there may be cases of patients who should be followed more 
closely. 

Based on this retrospective view, the U.K. guidelines were formulated, as has already been 
referred to. Of the three components of mon[toring, the decision for self-monitoring is that 
patients should just stop medication if paresthesias develop. Serial neuro]ogic exams should 
be performed at at least monthly intervals-for the first three months. There was no 
recommendation of how frequently they should be performed thereafter. 
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1 wo oascune SlUUl~S snuutu ue uune ut nerve cunuucuun SLUUlC:S tiJ mctuue. iilteasL mree: 
sensory nerve action potentiais lo provide an idea of how variabie they wuuld be in an 
individual patient. Of course, it goes without saying that to decrease variability, these studies 
should be performed in the same lab, and if at all possible, by the same physician. · 

Follow-up studies were recommended every six months or 10-gram increment in total dose_ 
This 10-gram increment in total dose, I would like to point out, is based on their experience 
with patients who primarily received intenniUtmt treatment, usually for one month or two 
months. Many of the patients were not on long-term, continuous treatment. Those patients 
that were often were on very small doses, seven milligrams to 100 milligrams per day in 
some cases. 

T .1 • L ~· _ _. •1 ______ .___ ___ _____ ..._~ ____ _._1_ _ _..__.._'41 ____ · ___ _!'_.1~1~--- I _____ _ _.~11 ____ ______ "I,.... .. 
1 rmnK ma1 tn~re are 1wu 4ut::>uon:s ut<u m~:st: gulUcunc:s 1eave :suu unan:swereo. 1 ney are 

11 ~.L ------•-•- ____ .__t_t'! ___ t_~ __ _j --- _o._L _ _II _ _L__ ..... __ _.__~_ 'l _ _ ------ -'--- _'1 _ _.,_ 'l __ ~a.. 11 • reauy qune rcasunaou: guiUeum::s oa:st:u un me uata tm.u J:S KllOWil LU uau:, om mey onng up 
points that really need to be addressed in future clinical studies. That is, really, what is the 
best way to define probable neuropathy? If patients develop symptoms alone, is that a 
peripheral neuropathy? The gold standard, of course, would be a nerve biopsy. Is this alone 
an indication that drugs should be discontinued? 

\ 1/hat happens if a patient has no symptoms, a'l.d develops a drop in the sensory nerve action 
potential? In Gardner-Medwin's paPer, this was described as a putative subc1inical 
neuropathy. but given that there is so much variability in the detection of sensory nerve 
action potentials, I think we need to be very cautious before considering that this drop aJone 
is a sign of peripheral neuropathy. 

abnormalities occur in a predictable sequence, as has been described in further toxic 
neuropathy? First, patients usually develop symptoms. Then the signs of a peripheral 
neuropathy begin to develop. At some interval which is really undetermined, there then 
becomes a decline in the neurophysiologic studies. 

It has been suggested that in thalidomide neuropathy, that this drop in nerve conduction 
studies may precede the development of symptoms. This would be a highly unusual 

· sequence of development of abnonnalities in an acquired toxic neuropathy. 

So I will close by saying that, as we do clinical trials to assess the efficacy of thalidomide 
for clinical conditions, we need also to continually look at the question of whether we can 
adequately monitor for development of peripherai neuropathy. · 

(Applause.) 

DR. BIRNKRANT: Thank you very much. 

We will open it up to questions. We can allot about five minutes to questions. You don't 
necessarily have to fi1l out the pink sheets. You can come up to the microphones which are 
in the aisles. 
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DR. SHANNON: My name is Shannon, from the Gillis W. Long Hansen's Disease Center. f 
direct my question to Dr. Patterson. 

Have you had any data regarding unhydrolized thalidomide in monkey semen at this point? I 
phrase that question with the requirement for FD.r":t.. recommending that males use condoms 
within a month after theyfre off thalidomide. Do you have unhydrolized thal-idomide in 
semen? 

DR. PATTERSON:'No, we haven't looked at that. We have looked at just sperm motility 
and function, and some different mitochondrial markers. But we didn't look at if there was 
t,..nJ;Ar......,;A~ ,...,.,..,,:u~~nt ~,gr ~A 
'1-l.LU.I.I'\,.I'U'.III.IUV P"""""''V.il..ll.' t-' ......... .......... 

DR. MOORE: Cynthia Moore from CDC. 

I think this is more a comment. Today several times it's been mentioned that no pregnancies 
occurred in clinical trials or in treatment of ENL patients. I want to note that these trials had 
small numbers of patients in them, and there are very few female ENL patients being 
treated. We're looking at so small numbers, and within those small number groups even a 
smaller group of women who actually could get pregnant. 

I feel like there has been an inference here that this drug has been safely used in women of 
childbearing potential. We look at the Accutane data, in which there were a little over one 
per l ,000 person-years of pregnancy or contraceptive failure. With these small numbers, we 
wouldn't necessarily expect to have seen pregnancies yet in the data that's been presented. 

[ don't know if you want to comment. 

DR. BIRNKRANT: In the AIDS clinical trials, women of childbearing potential are allowed 
to enrolL It's just that it's difficult to recruit those patients into clinical trials in general. From 
our database, we've allowed over the years 72 HlV.infected women, the majority ofwhom 
have been of childbearing age. But as you saw from that pie chart, the majority. or 
approximately half, were surgically sterilized. So you do bring up a good point. 

DR. MOORE: In the ENL patients, those precautions were pretty extraordinary. 

DR. BIRNKRANT: Thank you. 

DR. LONG: My name is Iris Long. I'm with AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, ACT 
UP/New York. 

I'd like to know, Dr. Bimkrant, how your pamphlet will deal with the neuropathy part of the 
side effects? You didn't show that. Obviousiy, it's a significant probiem, especiaiiy with 
people with AIDS who have taken drugs that affect neuropathy, in addition to IDV 
neuropathy. 

_, 
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extensive wording and warnings about the neurotoxic potential of the drug. 

DR. PONCELET: Hi. I'm Ann Ponce let I'm a neurologist from the University of California 
in San Francisco. I had two questions, and the first I wanted to direct to Dr. Patterson about 
the ner\'e conduction studies irt the monkeys~ 

The one concern that I had is, you mentioned the one change was found in the F-wave 
studies. That usually, in humans anyway, we interpret as a problem with proximal 
conduction in motor nerves. In thalidomide neurotoxicity in humans, our thought is that it's 
an axonal sensory process that begins distally, not proximally. How accurately may this 
r,..fl,..,..t thP nPt'VP. nrnhlem WP. find in humans? 
........ "" ................ - ~--- T _ r-------- c _ ----~ -~- ___________ _ 

DR. PATTERSON: Yes, that's a good question. We are trying to back this up histologically. 
A lot of the data, especially the conduction velocities and amplitudes in our animals, I think 
it's similar in humans, that there is a lot of variability there, and it's just hard to make sense 
out of. I don't know ifjust the animal models-- according to Dr. Schaumburg, I'm sure he 
would say that they are more resistant to showing an effect of the neuropathy. 

We have taken the sural nerve to look at different markers to see ifwe can see an effect with 
some more sensitive markers besides electrophysiology. We know that electrophys is not the 
most sensitive measurement that we have. 

DR. PONCELET: The second question I had was for Dr. Floeter, with regard to the Gardner 
article. When I read that artjcle, one of the questions that carne up is, when they did the 
summation of the sensory nerve action potentials, they were looking at sural, median, and 
ulnar sensory nerve action potentials. I just was kind of somewhat surprised that that was a 
more consistent reflection of a change, since the upper extremity sensory nerve action 
potentials would be less likely to reflect neurotoxicity, again in thalidomide neuropathy. 

What were your thoughts about that? 

DR. FLOETER: Yes, I think that most of the studies before that time have really focused on 
the sural nerve action potential, because that's the most distal nerve that people commonly 
study in the feet. The index that they describe has a normalization factor for each nerve. So 
if the sural nerve drops by 50 percent of the three there, then it contributes -- whatever, 50 
percent divided by 3 --to the drop in the SNAPs. 

We have actually wondered about the involvement of using the median nerve, since carpal 
tunnel syndrome is so common, and an incidental carpal tunnel syndrome may initiaUy 
present with tingling in the fingers, and being mistaken for a development of a toxic 
neuropathy. So in the patients that we study, we have actually been trying to do four or five 
sensory nerves, and have been iooking prospectiveiy at combinations of different nerves to 
see if they are in fact more reiiabie. 
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We have also been looking [n a cohort of older patients, to match one of the cohorts that is 
being studied by the Cancer Institute, to see if this sort of variability of 40 percent can be 
seen in normal subjects. Now, thafs about nine months into a longitudinal study, in which 
the subjects are being studied every three months, but there are occasional patients who have 
a 40 percent change in that summation of three SNAPs or four SNAPs. 

So I think that you probably come from the same school as I do, where we interpret the 
nerve conduction studies as a continuation of our neurologic exam. We're very skeptical if 
there is a change in the numbers, and the patients seem to be perfectly fine in terms of 
symptoms and objective signs. 

DR. PONCELET: Thank you. 

DR. BIRNKRANT: One last question. 

DR. LARD: Sheryl Lard, FDA. 

I have a question for Dr. Patterson. You mentioned in a previous marmoset study that CD26 
expression changed. Did that go up or down, and what subsets were involved? 

DR. PATTERSON: I believe he showed that there was a loss of CD26 on the rnonocytes, 
and l think maybe even some lymphocyte positive there were some losses. Now, I don't 
know what subsets there he was looking at. 

DR. CRAWFORD: There may be a possibility of introducing another test. I'd like to know 
what the experts here think. That:s PGP 9.5. It detects axons in dermai nerves. That wouid 
be quite easy to biopsy. i believe Dr. Griffin from Johns Hopkins has done quite a iot of 
work, not on thalidomide neuropathies, but on other neuropathies. That would be something 
that could be done serially without much disturbance to the patient. 

DR. FLOETER: I really don't have any experience with that. I think however, though, that 
the technique of quantitative sensory testing, which is really quite well-tolemted by patients, 
is one that might be considered as a noninvasive~ method foi futuie studies. 

DR. BIRNKRANT: I want to thank all of the panel members. 

We'll take a 10-minute break, and return around 3:20 for the next session. Thank you. 

(R Pr:Pc:c: ) 
'--~-----~~ 

DR. MILLS: I'm Jim Mills. I'm from NICHD. I do birth defects research here on NIH 
facility. I'd like to welcome you all back to our last session of the day. As you know, this is 
on pregnancy and embryopathy. I want to congratulate you on your perseverance here. I 
think it should be well-rewarded. As someone pointed out earlier today. this is the main 
event. This is the reason we're all here i.t1stead of just looking at some notes from some 
meeting at the FDA. 
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In terms of introductart remarks, rm goirig to follo\V the advice of I'-v1ese Vanderow, who 
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Barbara Hill, who is a pharmacologist and toxicologist at the Center for Drug Evaluation 
and Research at the FDA. She is going to speak to us on characterization of embryopathy 
risks. 

nn TT'IT T ~ ll.olll""'o T 'lU...,raf- -f-n ·~..,D +-I,~ .to ,..,...,...,,.,.,...,,n~hr +.-.. -4-~ .......... L- -+f.. .:a. ............... ,..,. .... : ..... ..,. .. n .f'n.ot'l' : ... .,;+: .......................... ...... 
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embryopathy risks associated with thalidomide use. This next slide provides tV1 outline of 
the topics that I will cover in this presentation. 

The first. just to give a brief historical perspective, followed by a discussion of the 
teratogenic effects seen \Vith thalidomide exposure to the fetus; then a brief discussion of the 
it-..t:t.l~.-:1-'t"'"''.tt-1~ ·u.r1nrtn .. u.r '\U'h.~ .... 'h ;~ ".''llt:!n. ro.fo....,..g.rf "tn oo:~.c:o t""h..::. C".CJo'""'""'t~'liA ~ .. t"-A:- 11...,.4 + .... .a. .... ,...-., __ ,..._t.,..Ao. k"ts 
r.ILUllUVIUI'I,.I. ..... -.,'JI.IU_.._.,.._, rTt "YT..III'••nL 1...:1' u.~~V ~ ....... ..,.L.L...,._ ""-" ~ ..... ._.,._. ~.._..llrJ'I'L.I ...... !-"'-'LIVUt U.l.l\.1 \.ll\.ooll \o.'Vll\.otlU.U'-' UJ 

discussing some proposed teratogenic mechanisms. 

This first slide goes over some historical perspective. Thalidomide was introduced to the 
German market as Contergan in 1956 by a West German company known as Chemie 
GrunenthaL !! was marketed in the United Kingdom a.11d other countries after 1958 as a 
sleeping aid, a sedative/hypnotic. The reason why it bec-an:1e so popular so rapidly was 
because ofits reported prompt action, its lack of hangover effect, and also its apparent 
safety. In animal studies, there was no established LD50. 

Quickly a target population developed, and that was in pregnant females. The primary 
indications for this oatient oooulation was as a sedative sleen aid. hut it also was nrescrihed 

-" ... .. .. "' j - . - - . -- - --

as an antiemetic to reduce nausea associated with morning sickness. 

The availability, as was previously described by Dr. Kelsey, was initially as an over-the
counter medication. It was available in non-prescription. But then, as reports came in about 
potential toxicities, it later was available via prescription. 

There was an article published in the Washington Post on July 18, 1994, that described an 
occurrence on Christmas Day in 1956. There was a girl born in Stolberg, West Germany 
without any ears. It was later detennined that the father of this little girl was an employee of 
Chemie Grunenthal, and had given samples of this new drug thalidomide to his pregnant 
wife to calm her nerves. 

This German gir1 was the first of an estimated 5,000 to 6,000 infants reported with 
characteristic thalidomide-induced phocomelia, often accompanied by deformities of 
internal organs. That number has increased, as reported in the literature, up to 10,000 to 
12,000 infants that were affected by the phocomelia. 

McBride in 1961 and Lenz in 1962 were the first to document an association between the 
maternal thalidomide and the limb defects. This led to thalidomide being withdrawn from 
the world market in 1961. 
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This next slide goes over a brief description of the teratogenic effects associated with 
thalidomide exposure. Thalidomide used during pregnancy could cause phocomelia. as 
reported to occur in 20 to 50 percent of women that were using the drug, although I have 
seen reports recently that indicate that perhaps the incidence rate could be as high as 90 
percent The startling effect is that this could occur after a single 100 milligram per day dose 
of thalidomide. 

The characteristic effect seen is stunted, flipper-shaped arms and legs, missing fingers, 
absence of the proximal portion of the limb, hands or feet attached to the body by a single, 
small, irregularly shaped bone. and in some cases entire absence of limbs. 

The sensitive period for thalidomide exposure is commonly identified as occurring from day 
34 to 50 after the last menstrual period. Exposure prior to day 35 results in the earliest 
thalidomide anomaly, which is ear defects. Exposure in the early part of the window results 
in a higher number of arm deformities. Exposure in the later part of the window results in a 
higher number of leg defonnities. It was established in the literature that there was a good 
temporal correlation with the thalidomide-induced deformities and the appearance of the 
limb buds. 

However, the effects of exposure after day 50 have not been well characterized for 
thalidomide. It has been suggested that perhaps exposure in the later portion may be 
responsible for some developmental psychological effects. There has been a report in the 
literature to suggest that thalidomide exposure may be related to the occurrence of autism as 
well, but that has not been well characterized at this point. Much more research is needed in 
that area. 

In the next two slides, I have listed what I refer to as the thalidomide embryopathy table. A 
version of this was shown in Dr. Birnkrant's presentation. This just shows the type of 
malformation that is seen after the days of post-menstruation. 

I just wanted to highlight that, once again, the earliest effect is effect on the ear. Then you 
see an effect on the thumb. Then iater effecis, the first intemai organ system that seems to be 
affected is the cardiovascuiar system. As was mentioned eariier, it's important to understand 
that not only phocomelia effects are seen with thalidomide exposure. There are effects, 
distinct effects, on internal organs. 

Later exposure results in effects on the arms, as well as hip dysplasia. There is also 
-~1r' ___ ,. ... :~-..., ~&"•\__.... ......... ....,..., ....,...,.....__ --o.rl--••.-. .... + ............ ...._.n.!:.-.. TL..~- :- 1...._ ..... _ ........ --.-~~-..._~ -·~·· .._ __ ~r"~-- .. - --
llldJI.Ullll<UIUII;) Ul un;; o;:;yc:. ;:oco;:;u, l-'JIVIU;) ;)~o;:>UU;)J:J, .lllo;:>ll Ill l<ll!;:;l CI\.}JU;)Ulo;:>;) YVU ;:oo;:;~,; o;:;uo;:;~.>L.:> UU 
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effects on the gallbladder. Then the later effects for the phocomelia portion is effects on the 
legs. Then the last effect that was seen was the stenosis of the rectum. 

On this next slide, I'd like to go into some background for discussion of the proposed 
teratogenicity mechanisms. First, from a research perspective, I wanted to provide you with 
inforniation on the relative order of species sensitivity to thalidomide teratogenicit-y. That is, 
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man is approximately equivalent to monkey in this effect. Monkey is much more sensitive 
than the rabbit, which is much, much, much more sensitive than any of the rodent models 
that have been examined_ 

However, it's important to note that in the rodent models, you do not see the characteristic 
phocomelia, but you do sec an increase in fetal resorption. So therefore, there is a 
thalidomide-induced effect in the rodent, just not the characteristic effect that we see in 
humans. 

To give you an ideaofthe difference between sensitivity of monkeys and rabbits, is that the 
thalidomide syndrome was produced when eight to 10 milligram per kilogram of 
thalidomide was administered to monkeys on days 25 to 30, and that rabbits required 
administration of ISO milligram per kilogram of thalidomide on days seven to nine to 
produce the characteristic limb defects. 

The reason for the chemical and species specificity remains an intriguing pharmacologic 
riddle. It has been mentioned previously that we do not have an understanding of what is 
responsible for the teratogenic effects. Is it the parent compound, thalidomide? Is it 
potentially a hydroxylated product formed from cytochrome P450, or one of the many 
spontaneous hydro]ysis products that is formed? We have no idea at this point in time_ 

There was a review conducted by Stephens in 1988 that listed and discussed 24 cellular or 
biochemical mechanisms of teratogenesis. The conclusion from this paper was that more 
research is required to determine the mechanism of teratogenicity for thalidomide. The 
author's interpretation of this results from this review that there is not enough evidence to 

_..__.~1__..._ __________ ,r..._t_ __ ~ -~~--•-~~~~--- --~-- L_ --~--- --~1_t _ _r __ _._L~ .t_ ____ ..._ __ ~--~-~_.__ suggesl mal any uncut lnc:::sc mc~.;muu:sm:s nmy uc:: rc:spum;wu;: Wl me tci<uugcuu.;uy. 
TT _ _________ t_ ___ _j ______ ----~~L-· _£'"_._l__ l~..o. ___ ._ ___ 'rl...1' 1~1-~ ..__ ~---~-.i. --·L-"'- "f ----~_l __ --~ JLL-
nowevc::r, IJ<l.:St:U UHIU.)' l!;Vlt:W VI LHC JUCI<!.LWC, l U 1111.1;; lU IJlt::SCIIL WUi:lll L;VU::.lUt:l i:UC lilt: 

three leading possibilities in the next several slides. 

The first hypothesis 1 would like to discuss is the neural crest hypothesis that was suggested 
in 1973 by McCredie and McBride. In that, they said that there was a relationship between 
the L~alidomide deformities and the nerv·e supply. There is critical evidence that became 
available that thalidomide damages the sensor-; peripheral nervous system .. V./e heard a lot 
about that in the previous session. It was also suggested the thalidomide inhibits the 
production of nerve growth factor, in a similar manner that it inhibits the production of 
tumor necrosis factor alpha_ 

~imnlv c:t::.tPd thP nl'llT:!I C;rP.c:t hvnnthP.c:i<: <::!V<: th::~t thP. th::~linnmiclP r:!'!nC:P<: tnYir: in<:nlt tn thP -----r·J ------:~ ---- ------- ~-~----Jr--------.---.~----......-------. ... ----- .. -- .. -- ..... ...----- .... ._ ...... - .......................... ........ ...-
P.mhrvnnir: n;>urnl r:rP.o;;t clnrino- thP. nTo-:lnn~f'!nir. ni'rincl 
-~- .. -r.~•J ---- ... ··----.. ,.. ...... -~ --- ... ·~o ---- ..... -o---l:l'----- r ..... -- ..... --

In this particular paper, they conducted an experiment, and exposed pregnant rabbits to 150 
milligram per kilogram per day ofthalidomide during their sensitive period, which was days 
seven to nine. The nerve supply to the limb buds was examined in four control and 13 
treated fetuses on day 29 of gestation, Within the 13 treated fetuses, six of those were not 
deformed, two had moderate defonnities, and five showed severe deformities. 
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The results from this experiment showed that tl11~re was a significant reduction in the total 
fascicuiar area, and in a number ofiarge diameter nerve fibers in aii the treated animals. 
There was aiso a significant depletion of total fiber nerves in the deformed fetuses compared 
with the controls. 

The results from this experiment suggested that the failure of primary embryonic limb 
growth was due to a drug-induced reduction in the quantity of nervous tissue within the limb 
bud. These findings are simiiar to the quantitative changes described in human aduit subjects 
with rhaiidomide-induced peripherai neuropathy. 

The second teratogenic proposal I'd like to discuss was proposed by D'Amato in 1994. That 
is that thalidomide is teratogenic due to its being an inhibitor of angiogenesis. It was shown 
that thalidomide was an inhibitor of angiogenesis induced by basic fibroblast growth factor 
in the rabbit corneal .micropocket assay. Vv"nat t~ese investigators did in this pubiication was 
analyzed the effects of several thalidornide analogs with varying degrees of associated 
teratogenicity in this particular assay. The results showed that the antiangiogenic activity 
correlated with the teratogenicity, but not with the sedative or the mild immunosuppressive 
properties of thalidomide. 

ThP. th~Trl "'-l"'nnf"'Lc-~..-1 -yn.,p.,..h~nicrn T nu-... nl...-l lilr-P tn .rl1-t'lf"'UVC' ;o 1'], ·JtOP"\.:r "t"..c::t..t"Hl·"* ,.......,.o. "'"'*' ...... --.... o..-1 1,...,., 
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receptors after exposure to thalidomide. It has been established in the literature by this 
group, as well as others, that exposure to thalidomide causes a downregulation of these 
adhesion receptors in peripheral white blood cells. But it was not known if that would 
happen in the embryos. It wasn't known if in embryos there was any expression of adhesive 
receptors, and ifthere w~o::, what tl-Je effects of thalidomide might be on t~a.t. 

So this group of investigators examined the cffe,~t ofEM12, which is a thalidomide 
derivative and is a very potent teratogen. It's much more potent than thalidomide, but it 
exhibits the same spectrum of phocomelic effects. They looked at the effect ofEM12 on the 
expression of numerous adhesion receptors in the primate, in particular the marmoset 
embryos. 

What they observed was a dramatic and statistically significant downregulation of several 
surface adhesion receptors, 'r'{hich are listed on the slide, on early limb bud cells and on cells 
of the heart during early organogenesis ofthe embryos. This is important in that they saw it 
on both bud cells. and in the heart, with the heart being one of the first internal organs to be 
affected by thalidomide exposure. This result suggests that the teratogenicity may be due to 
altered cell-cel1 or cell-extracellular matrix interactions. 

I would like to discuss what was recently talked about in the popular press, which is the 
potentia' for thalidomide to be a mutagen. There was a "CBS Evening Newsn special on July 
26, 1997 which suggested that there was a potential second-generation effect of thalidomide. 
They showed a girl that was born with no thumbs, and only two digits on both hands, whose 
father was an apparent thalidomide victim. 
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What 1 would like to bring to your attention is that this has been discussed in the literature 
previous to this CBS special report. The first discussion of it was in an article by McBride, 
~ho was the initial investigator to bring up this proposal. Then that was discussed further in 
three additional publications following that by the following investigators shortly after that, 
in their opinion, they didn't believe that this was due to second-generation mutagenetic 
effects, that since the similarities between the girl's phocomelia and the father's phocome1ia 
were exactly the same, that argued more towards an inheritable phocomelia syndrome, 
instead of.{ second-generation effect from thalidomide_ · 

I'd just like to close _my presentation with a final thought from a publication by Castilla, et 
al., in 1996. In this publication, they made it aware that thalidomide is available in eight of 
1 0 South American countries through leprosy treatment centers. Within those eight 
countries, Brazil has the highest prevalence of leprosy. Thalidomide is also available at 
some pharmacies in Brazil, not only through leprosy treatment facilities. 

Thirty-four cases oftbalidomide embryopathy were born after 1965. This was determined by 
a case-.reference approach. Thirty-three were born in Brazil. and one born in Argentina. The 
conclusions that these authors derived from this review of this information was that there is 
a need to define what to look for if this approach is to be truly effective. 

I think that is important, to be able to reaily characterize what types of effects can be 
attributed to the thalidomide. and what could be attributed to a potential inherited 
phocomelia effect. That way, we can devise a database to follow potential thalidomide
induced phocomelia, and then further down the road detennine if the benefit of the use of 
thalidomide truly is greater than the risk associated with thalidomide-induced embryopathy. 

Thank you for your attention. 

{Applause.) 

DR. MILLS: Thank you. Dr. HilL 

Our next speaker !s Dr. Christine Mauck, who is a medic-al officer at the Center for Drtlg 
Evaluation and Research at the FDA. She will speak to us on pregnancy prevention in 
patients taking thalidomide. 

DR. MAUCK: We've heard several speakers talk today about the risk of pregnancy, and 
thev have said that we cannot reduce the risk oforerrnancv in neonle takint! thalidomide to J -- I ,._., ~ .I ._ '-" - --- -

zero, I agree with that What I'm going to ta1k about is how far we can reduce that risk; and 
ho~ feasible it is to try to detect pregnancy early enough to stop the drug and avoid fetal 
harm. 

Let's start out by talking about who we're worried about. The obvious group is women 
taking thalidomide during the sensitive period_ This has been defined as 21 to 36 days after 
conceotion. or 35 to 50 davs after the last menstrual period in a woman who has 28-dav 
~y~le;_ Thi~ means that th~ sensitive period starts on~ week after a woman has missed her 
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period. 

The group that we're not sure about is femaie partners of men taking thaiidomide. Cindy 
Moore and I were just talking that this is a study that really needs to be done, whether there 
is thalidomide in ejaculate. 

How much do we need to worry about pregnanc.y? The answer is we need to worry a lot. In 
a popuiation of women of chiidbearing age wiihout a hisiory of infertiiity, in the absence of 
contraception, about 85 percent wiil become pregnani in a year. 

How good are we at preventing pregnancy? Only surgical removal of the uterus, sustained 
abstinence, and documented menopause are tOO percent effective in preventing pregnancy. 
Even sterilization is not I 00 percent effective. Contraception, including sterilization, can 

__ .. ____ .LL _ --~-'- _L' ____________ ~ 'L __ .n.n I"\ ____ -~ ... rt:ouce lilt: nsK ut pn::guam;y uy ":J';I.":J pt:n.;~ut. 

I want to go to the next overhead, but· keep this one because I'll come back to this one. Go 
ahead and switch, and I'll come back to that one. 

This is a table that the FDA drew up using information from the next issue of Contraceptive 
Technology, whkh is currently in press. Sponsors of contraceptive products are being asked 
to include this in their next version of their labe:!ing. What it shows is the various methods of 
contraception, and pregnancy rates that can be expected during typical use, which includes 
some imperfect use, and the pregnancy rates that can be expected during perfect use. It 
divides contraceptives into these categories: sterilization, honnona] methods, intrauterine 
devices, barrier methods, herbicides, and natural methods, and no method, which gives us 
the R"i nercent nrertnancv rate_ ---- -- ..r- ~- ~ ~ --- ~- ~ ~ o-- ----- ./ ~ ~-- --

The most effective methods arc the ones in the first three groups, which give you pregnancy 
rates of less than 1 percent, which means they prevent pregnancy 99 percent of the time, 
even in typical use. You will notice that none of these have the figure of zero. 

I just want to point out that the most effective specific methods-- namely, sterilization, 
implants, and the copper IUD-- are what have been referred to as verifiable methods, which 
means that the cliniciim can feel assured that th~~ woman is acrually using this method. This 
is something that I'll come back to in just a second. 

Can you go back to that other overhead? We an:: down to this leveL Doubling up, or using 
more than one method, can increase the efficacy of contraceptives if methods that aren't that 
effective to begin with are being used. There isn't a lot of improvement in some of these 
very effective methods, so doubling up wouldn't really help much. 

As we heard earlier, thalidomide doesn't appear to reduce the contraceptive efficacy of 
steroids, based on drug interaction studies. There is no reason to expect that thalidomide 

_ would reduce the efficacy of other methods like sterilization or IUDs. However, barriers, 
there may be an effect, not of thalidomide, but on the population treated with thalidomide on 
the efficacy of barrier methods, because those are the methods that require compliance on 
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the part of the user. 

I think there are some competing forces at work here. I think that a properly informed 
thalidomide user would be very highly motivated to prevent pregnancy. But on the other 
hand, if the drug is used in people who may have impaired judgment at times, for one reason 
or another, like drug use or sedation or whatever, even their best intentions may go astray, 
and they may not be able to comply. 

This is what has led to the recommendation for verifiable methods. I agree that that would 
reduce the risk of pregnancy the most, if everybody was using sterilization or implants or 
IlJDs, but I'm uncomfortable with the idea that that has to be mandated for everyone on 
thalidomide, regardless of her personal circumstances. 

I do think that emergency contraception should be available to everyone, which brings me to 
the next overhead. Emergency contraception used to be called the morning after pill. It's no 
longer called that because it's not just pills that work. IUDs work. It's not restricted to the 
morning after. Pills can be given up to three days after unprotected intercourse, and the run 
can be inserted five to seven days after unprotected intercourse, and it's still effective. 

Emergency contraception shouid be distinguished from abortifacients, which are given after 
a pregnancy has been estabiished. 

The typical dose of emergency contraception that is in the form of oral contraceptives is a 
double dose ofOCs or oral contraceptives 12 hours apart, or a placement of an IUD. The 
FDA has gone on record in the Federal Register in February of this year as saying that 
emergency contraception is safe and effective, but no sponsor has applied for and received 
labeling for this pu.IJose. 

Emergency contraception can be used when a woman suspects loss of her contraceptive 
protection. For example, when a condom breaks. It reduces the likelihood of pregnancy by 
75 percent. I do feel that it should be immediately available-- in other words, given to a 
\i..roman v·.tho is given thalidomide. 

So we do have effective ways of reducing, although not eliminating, the risk of pregnancy, 
at least in theory. Now, how well do we think this will actually work? 

We're going to hear from Dr. Allen Mitchell in a few minutes. He's going to talk about his 
exoerience with the Accutane ore2.nancv mevention nroll:ram. which is an intensive nroPram 

"" I -...r "" .I ~ Ll' " - - - r- - 11;;:1 r~--

to orevent oree:nancv in women takine: Accutane. which is also a teratof'en. I don't want to 
.A. A - .. '-' .£ ....... ----- r~ 

steal his thunder, but I will be presenting some of the pertinent results from his survey on 
Accutane users. 

It was recommended to Accutane users that they use two methods. About 20 percent of them 
actually did, but only .6 percent were sexually active without any contraception at aiL These 
women, I am told, were read the riot act, and we hope that they didn't continue to do that 
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Only 1.4 of the non-contraceptors became pregnant, which is a low number, and I think 
encouraging. Then .4 percent of contraceptors became pregnant, which is also low, but this 
does demonstrate that pregnancies do occur, even with that type of intensive counseling. 

Among the 74 live births, at least five of 36 who were examined had Accutane-compatible 
birth defects. It's hard to say how thalidomide users might compare with Accutane users. I 
think thalidomide users would probably be sicker, but I think they might have some 
characteristics that I've already mentioned that might make them have a little more trouble 
complying with contraception in some cases. 

I think from this experience with Accutane, all we can conclude is that pregnancies do 
occur, despite everyone's best efforts. If we can't totally prevent pregnancy, can we detect it 
early enough to stop the drug and prevent fetal harm? 

This is a difficult question, and it requires that we operate on three assumptions. The first 
one is that the sensitive period is restricted to 21 to 36 days after conception. The second is 
that it takes nine to 10 days for a serum pregnancy test to become positive. I'm going to use 
the figure I 0 to be conservative. 

The test can be negative-- and this is important-- even though conception is nine to 10 days 
along. So a negative pregnancy test does not rule out pregnancy. I think this gets to some of 
the discussion we had earlier, where we were saying that detection does not equal 
prevention. It does not equal prevention of pregnancy, or of drug exposure, either. I think 
that's a critical point to remember. Also, conception could occur right after a negative 
pregnancy test. 

So aH that negative pregna...TJ.cy test teHs you is that a \:Vern~~ is not more th.ail 10 days 
pregnant, but she could be less than lO days pregnant. If a woman is not pregnant, we will 
expect that menses will occur about 14 days aftl~r ovulation. 

So given these assumptions, this is what l would propose. I have to point out that this is kind 
of a personal proposaL It's based on what CDC and FDA have recommended, but I have 
added some details about timing. 

I would suggest that women get tested at baseline before they receive thalidomide. If that's 
negative, then they get 1 0 days of thalidomide. They would come in for a second pregnancy 
test 10 days later. If that's positive, the drug would be stopped. Ifthe woman had been nine 
to 10 days pregnant at the time of her first test, which was negative, she would be 18 to 20 
days along at the time of her second test, which was positive. This would allow her to stop 
the drug just before the sensitive period began at 21 days. 

If her second test was negative, we could continue testing every 10 days, but since treatment 
for ENL, for example, could go on for 10 years, I think that's not feasible. Also, that sort of 
restriction would probably drive people to buyers clubs, and defeat our purposes. An 
alternative to testing every 10 days would be to give 28 days oftherapy, and continue 
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retesting every 28 days. 

The problem with this is that, if it's not linked to the time of expected menses, a woman 
could conceive on day 14, for example, come in on day 21, at which time she would be 
seven days pregnant, but her tests would be negative. She would be given·zg days of 
thalidomide. She would take it all, perhaps, which would get her to day 35, which is 14 days 
after the sensitive period begins. 

Granted she should have noted she missed a period in there, but not everybody does. So 
what I would suggest is that retesting be done every 28 days at the time of expected menses. 
So a woman would be asked to come in two to three days after she expects her period to 
start. If the test is positive, obviously we'd stop the drug, and she probably wouldn't be more 
than 16 or. 17 days along at that time. If it were negative, and her period had started and was 
normal, she would be given 28 days of treatment. 

If it was negative and there was no period, she either is just having a late period, or she is 
pregnant. At that point, we could either give 10 days of treatment or no treatment, and bring 
her back in in 10 days and retest. We continue that pattern until she either had a positive test 
or her period finally started. 

Doing it this way would, ai the most, expose her to i 8 to 20 uays of drug before she stopped 
it. I think this is the best way I can think ofto reduce the risk offeta] exposure, but it 
requires that patients keep their appointments, and also that the drug be filled pretty much 
the same day that the prescription was written, which would be quite chaHenging, but I think 
doable. 

'"rJ...c. ..-n......_t _,...t"'.l-._f-A__.. i-1-.--u ...... \-. -.-.. ... :f-h tJ...:~ :,. f-.-..r;..-......- tl"''l ...,...,..,.....1: ......... -.rl-\..o....., .,.. ·nr..-....-...._ .... : .. ....,._...._: .......... +- J.......,,. • ...._ L.....__ 
.l.llt,.o .l.Vt.al }'.LVVI..._.U-'' \.UVU.5Ut Y'I!LUJ. 11.111.3 I_, U_JUJ5 LV j-ll\,...Ul\JL VYU~U 4 V'II\JUJ.Q.U I;:) J5Vllli; LV H-Q.V~ JJCI 

next period. Almost no woman has 28-day cycles every cycle. Almost no woman has cycles 
of the exact same length all the time. One thing that could be done is using ovulation 
detection kits at home, but those cost about five dollars a day to use, and I don't think that's 
economical1y feasible. So I think the c1inician and the woman just have to get together and 
make their best guess at when the next period is going tc occur. 

For methods like Norplant and Depo that throw periods off completely, I think all we can do 
is test every 28 days without regard to when an expected bleeding is going to occur . 
Fortunately, those are a couple of our most effective methods. 

It's critical that all unused medication be returned. Male thalidomide users should use 
condoms even if they are vasectomized, until we know ifthere is thalidomide in the 
ejaculate. The reason for this, and I know this is far-fetched, but I thought of this, and then 
someone else brought it up to me, so I'm not the only one who thought of this. 

If a male thalidomide user who is vasectomized has intercourse with someone. and deposits 
perhaps thalidomide in her reproductive tract along with ejaculate, and then it's absorbed 
into her system, she won't get pregnant from him unless his vasectomy fails. But if she went 
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and had sex with someone etse, she could possibly get pregnant from them. So, like I said, I 
know this is far-fetched, but I think raising this possibility is part of properly informing men 
until. we know ifthere is thalidomide in ejaculate. 

So, what if we have done all of this, and we've still be unable to avoid fetal exposure? What 
are the possible outcomes of a pregnancy? They are the same as in any other pregnancy -
delivery) spontaneous abortion, or induced abortion. 

If delivery is elected, what's the likelihood offetal abnormality? I've seen lots of figure_ The 
ftgure I've seen the most is 50 percent_ I've seen it as low as 10 percent. I've seen one figure 
of 100 percent, ifthi!.lidomide is taken in the sensitive period. This compares to a rate of 
about 3 to 5 percent of birth defects in the general population. 

How likely is stmntaneous abortion? About 10 to 15 percent of recognized pregnancies 
spontaneously abort. By recognized, I mean the woman has either had a positive test or she 
has missed her period. The effect on thalidomide on spontaneous abortion rates isn't known. 
There may be an effect, but I haven't seen figures that give us an idea how big that is. Just by 
way of comparison, 16 percent of pregnant Accutane users spontaneously aborted. 

The third possibilit-y is the one that is the most sensitive, and that is induced abortion_ I've 
bei;m asked if approval ofthalidomide would increase abortion rates, and I think we need to 
look at some background figures to put that in perspective_ Three percent of women of 
childbearing age in this country have an abortion each year. It's estimated that 43 percent of 
women will have one by the time they're aged 45. About 25 percent of alJ pregnancies end in 
induced abortion in the United States. 

Th~ r~t~ ;'C" 1-iL-Pht t..-.. h.:~ n11H"'•h h~nJ-.~.,. ;.,.... t-J...."::.l;,rln,__,;.-1..:. 11c:-~~ .r:IIC' ·un.tl £>-"'::n I["UU. J......,+ f""'n. .-...n.ru..,a. ..... -f-;r..ru·• 
.1. IJ.._ I.U.I.W h.::ll I.~.J.lo.V:AJ ._..._.. VV .1.-llY.V.I.I- Lar.,e,.a-.a:v.a. .1:.1 . .1. L-.I.I'Ll-.I.L"UU ... I1.&:'--......- U-o.J,_,J:~, 11...1<..-' .JV .......... "41.1 ,::I ......... , U'U"- li..LI,..o VVI.l .... '-'PllVII.J! 

should be much fewer. By way of comparison, 72 percent of pregnant Accutane users chose 
abortion. 

I've been asked, is it possible that a woman could undergo frequent ultrasound and try to 
determine ifthere's a defect present, and base her decision whether or not to abort on Lhat? H 
is true that Jimb defects are visible on ultrasound in the first trimester, which is the time 
when abortion is safest and easiest to perform. But other defects, like cardiac defects. may 
not be detectable at all in the prenatal period. So I don't think that fetal monitoring and using 
ultrasound is of any particular helpfulness in trying to decide what a woman should do if 
she's in this situation. 

The bottom line to aU of this is that there will be pregnancies conceived during thalidomide 
use if the drug is approved. This is going to be due to failure to comply with contraception, 
failure of the contraception itself, or the drug falling into the hands of women who are not 
aware of the risks. Some of these pregnancies will be carried to tenn, and I think there will 
be infants born with thalidomide-related defects. 

I'm not the first person to say this today, but I will say it. We cannot reduce this risk to zero . 
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If the drug is approved, I think that education of both patients and clinicians and everyone 
involved in the line of drug supply will be very, very important to minimize the number of 
affected fetuses. 

Thank you. 

(Applause.) 

DR. MILLS: Thank you. 

Our next speaker is ·or. Robert Miller, who is scientist emeritus at the National Cancer 
Institute. He will be speaking with us on how environmental effects on child health are 
recognized. 

DR. MILLER: Thank you, Jim. 

May I have the first slide, please? 

This is an MR1 of a grownup fetus, a woman who was exposed in utero in Hiroshima to the 
atomic bomb. The fetus received I .76 gray or 176 rad iil the 12t"l to 13th Vv'eek of gestation. 

That was recently found, but the story began, as almost all stories of birth defects in the 
human due to teratogens have begun, with clusters that have led to the recognition of almost 
all known human carcinogens and teratogcns. These observations are usually made by alert 
clinicians, but they may be made by anyone at all who is observant. In China, an alert 
ne:<'l.o:.;ant nointed out that the chicken.:; had eo:.;onh::tD"P-::!1 ~l'lncer in thf' -:::amP. arP::~ -whPrP thP r --------.-- 0 ---- - --r --~--T ---- ___ , _______ ----- -- -r--~o--- ------ --- --- ------ ~-- -·~~--- ---...-

nennle did. for examnle. r--s;--- ---~~ --- -·-----r--· 

It's not enough to show that there is a cluster and that the people were in utero at a time 
when radiation was given, because the drug company or the radiology profession wiJ1 say 
that it was due to the underlying disease in the woman for which the x-ray was given, or that 
there was some other drug given that was the real cause. So you have to have aids to 
establishing causality. 

These are the six main ones. Is there a dose-response relationship? Can the findings be 
replicated by others? Are there similar effects in animals or in lab studies? Are there 
alternative explanations -- cigarette smoking, for example, in studies of lung cancer? Is the 
finding biologically plausible? Does the affect disappear when the cause is removed? 

I'll give some examples of how these observations have been used in the establishment of 
causality, first with regard to radiation. 

'- May I have the next slide, please? 

Here is tile history. briefly summarized. In the 1920s, there were individual case reports of 
small head size and mental retardation in children whose mothers received therapeutic high-
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dose radiation early in pregnancy. That's the way it begins with case reports, individual 
collections. 

In 1929, at the University of Pennsylvania, a mail survey was made of obstetric experience, 
and a total of about 30 cases with small head size and mental retardation were discovered. 
This was done by a professor at my medica] school. He presented it to us 52 years ago, and 
I've been a w1tness to what's happened ever since, not stimulated by him, but just by the 
natural course of events. 

In 1938, there was animal experimentation. In 1952, a prospective study could be made at 
the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission because the cohort offetuses had been exposed to 
the atomic bomb, and could be followed over time to see how many of them developed 
whatever disease, cancer or small head size and mental retardation. 

The next siide shows the ciinics where the studies were done. Actuaiiy, that's a pediatric 
clinic. The quonset huts were really very attractive architecturally, without meaning to be. 

Toward the end of these studies-- next slide --we had a medical student on elective with us 
for one month. She was a statistician before she went to medical school. It is Dr. Deborah 
Murke, who is now at the Child Health Institute. 

She made this graph. It shows the dose at the bottom in rad, and along the side the 
gestational age in weeks. The bottom one is zero to seven. There are no cases. The blue dots 
mean severe mental retardation. At eight to 15 weeks, there is a cluster, and there is some 
overflow into 16 to 25 weeks. The blue dots to your left are from a larger population, and 
.. eon11.r .rlnn 1t .. .an.-~:lu['QI"II+ o:~.n ;n .... r.A~('IIQ, Tho h.ur.. v~ ""'.o!'J.n t'h.-']1+ I"Y'U1-+ .... I .. Q,t"JJrl"int;.l"\ ... ~~ A'V .... ,~; ..... A.-1 -- : .... 
IVU.IJ&j '-&VLL L """'PL'-'••J"VII" "-L.I.I ... l'VL"'w~'-'~ J.. .I.LV LYTV ~JI.~ I_..I.WL61.1. L.I.IUL 11.1_,.,_.1!'-"1 LVLLLI_UU•I.U.I..l _J_~ .....-.n.y.,l"-llJ."-'U -- .1'-

lli.IOet Auo:::~~ tn n.-..u1'1"'11•ot" C"un.rl ......... rn..:~ -- ~,.., th.-.,."' ..-ln.n1t .... , .. ,.nt TJ-...on .. ,......_'"- hon~ .... n-t ~ 1 1""1"1...1 'I:U"';,..~-, 
'II'U.~ '\.A; ......... LV......, ...... .-._.._~ \JJ.I,I.'Uoi.VII.LV -- oJU 'L-.1.1\J,_,......- LI-'LJIA '- ._.'\..IU-.LL1.• .1.11.&.""·&.1· JV~ LH .... 0 111 ~11.- u• .l~ ... , ""I"J.J_J .... Il 

appears to be the lowest dose that can induce severe mental retardation. 

The next slide illustrates that we're able to find smal1 head size without mental retardation 
because the brain was affected, but not enough to cause severe impainnent of intelligence. 
At the bottom, you see the doses in rad, a_nd there's a wonderful dose-response relationship. 
This is small head circumference, Hiroshima children exposed in utero before the 1 Sth week 
of gestation. 

So we go next to the history of diethylstilbestrol-induced cancer of the cervix. Be]ieve it or 
not, I'm still talking about teratogenesis. In 1970, the pathology of seven cases was studied 
at Mass General HospitaL An interesting thing happened. The gynecologists were impressed 
by this number, but they didn't know what to do with it. One ofthem was taking an elevator 
with an epidemiologist who said, "You should do a case~control study," so they did. The 

· epidemiologist joined the group. There were eight cases then, versus 32 controls. 

Even before they got to the question, two of the mothers said, ''I think it was DES." It 
proved to be. It was confirmed at the New York State Tumor Registry, but not in 
Connecticut. I'll explain why a little later. 

I . 
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In 1973, a prospective study at the Mayo Clinic showed the risk to daughters of women who 
had taken DES-was about -- actually I think it should be 1.3 by 22 years of age, and the risk 
eventually was close to one in 1 ,000. Hundreds of cases have now been described. 

The child to your left is a normal newborn, and to your right is a child with PCB poisoning. 
This was in Southern Japan, Kyushu Island. It's a big island. The child with PCB poisoning 
shows what the Japanese call Coca-Cola colored skin until the Coca-Cola Company notified 
that that was an infringement of their patent, and they had better cut it out. So now they're 
called cola-colored babies, a generic term. 

They have a small phedate, and the color clears with time. With successive pregnancy, the 
color diminishes. The PCBs are stored in the mother's body, and effect each pregnancy for 
awhile. There are other abnormalities which I won't go into, except for one is a natal tooth. 
Some of the children were born with teeth. 

Replication. How do you replicate this? Well, unfortunately it happened. The Japanese 
exported some of the same equipment. It was a heat transfer system that used PCBs to 
transfer the heat out of cooking oil as it was manufactured. They sent this to Taiwan where 
the same thing happened. The children and adults developed chloracne, green acne, 1,000 or 
2,000 cases in Japan. There were children who were affected in utero, nine in Japan, and I 
don't remember how many in Taiwan. 

The next slide, another Japanese observation. This is Minamata disease, congenital. At first 
it was missed, but then a psychiatrist, Dr. Herada, found a number of patients. Actually, 
there were 40. 

YY-~- 1..__ l._ __ ~! ___ ..J .... ___ ..._t__ __ -6-.~- -£'-.L- ~l..-•-~~-~1.._- L"- L~ -1- ...__ ~L---- L---- ~---~- _._L~-~ ---~--- _r 
C1t:ll;: llt: ll<l:S }Jtt;;t.;t;U LUj5,t;LIH.a lWU U! LHC p11ULU~H1IJU:S IIC VJIJJI. LIJ :;uuw UVW lUi:tiiY lllt:lt: Wt:[t;; U1 

these children who were affected when a factory dumped its waste into the bay, and the 
waste contained methylmercury, which was ingested by the fish, and the fish were eaten by 
cats. Then the birds ate the fish, and the people especially, the fishermen, ate the fish, 
becaqse they ate the worst of their catch and sold the best of it. Unfortunately, the children 
weie Severely affected. 

The next slide is a l)ewspaper headline about kepone, not far from here, Hopewell, Virginia. 
Here neurological disease developed 16 months after kepone manufacture was started in 
Hopewell. One patient went to a Taiwanese-born internist in Hopewell, Virginia, and the 
internist did something that was disallowed. He got a blood specimen and sent it to CDC 
withm1t no>rmi01.11.tnn nf -- ~l'tn~llv it \Ml1<l RPn!lt!l Kimhrro ~h .. UJ!'I<! !'IWinJ Th .. t;>r-hnirian ,,..;,; 
~ ........... ~ ...... 1'"'._............................. ....... ..... ....... "'""-..... J J ~ .... ·•........., ,_ ......... - ................ .__ ................. ~~ ....... _ ~·~ ..... , -.1 • ............................... "" ... _."" v .. .,_ 

in Prrnr "Y n11 r<>n 'OPn..-l it " f.lp. ..lit'! !'lnrf th ... v .fnunil k.-nnn.- thP Pvnl<>n<>tinn f'.-.r thP .... _.. .............. , ........................................... _ ...... ... ...... ._ ........ , ,_,._ ~ ... -_, .... "" .......... _ ...... -r ........... ..,.,. .......... -~-...r· ........ - ... ~ ... .. """ ....... ..... 

neurological disorder. Here the alert clinician was this internist in a relatively small city. 

The next slide is an even more spectacular discovery. Male workers who were making-- I 
have to think -- DBCP, dibromochlorpropane, wanted to become fathers, and a number of 
Lhem were sterile, were unable to reproduce. So they complained to the factory doctors, who 
said, "You'!! outgrow it'' So the men took their own semen specimens to a laboratory, and 
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the laboratory refused to give them the results. But eventually, the laboratory gave it to Dr. 
\Vhorton, who had connections both with management and labor at the factory. He 
confirmed that the men had no spenn. So this was an alert observation by the workers. 

The next slide shows a disorder that would be missed by a birth defect registry. For the birth 
defect registry to work, it haS to be in the right place at the right time. This disease 
malformation is ca~sed by methotrexate, a folic acid antagonist. This was the tenth one due 
to methotrexate at the time this was published. The next slide shows aminopyrine, which 
does something similar. These are individual cases, but when you can collect them from the 
literature, you can see clearly that such a strange abnormality must be due to the drug' that 
the mother took. 

Next is tetracycline-stained teeth. These were observed in 1956 in children who had cystic 
fibrosis and had received heavy doses of tetracycline. Tetracyciine given at the end of 
pregnancy wiii do the same thing to the tooth buds not yet erupted. It will stain growing 
bone wherever it is, whatever bone. 

This was missed. Forty or 50 cases were seen in cystic fibrosis, but no public announcement 
was made. It was published in an annual review ofnew drugs, kind of an encyclopedic book 
that nobody would read. FinaUy, the Australians, who always do these things weii, did an 
epidemiologic study, proved it, published it in the Lancet, <md after 1962, there are no new 
cases. 

The next slide, this is warfarin sodium, the second case. The mother was given the drug 
during cardiac surgery. It's strange. This was 1968. It looked like it was due to the drug. No 
~~-+L.,..- ,_..,....,..._,. .... r,...-~ ............. - ,&:'r..- ..,,..., ...... _ .... ...._ .... __ TL.....__ •L--- __ • ....._ ___ ,r.-___ ~£'.oLL~~ ._1..._~-- :~ n_ .. ._L A. .r~:-~ 
J.UI Ul"I;OJ. '-'a;:,~.,. YY<OlC :>CCU lVl ;:,o;;y~;;u .)'<o;;<U;:,. J. HCil Ult;lt:; wo;;;u;; UYt:; Ul lllvHI, liUt<<o;; Ul .:)l]Ulll filll\;(1, 

The next slide is a little off the path of my talk, lbut I can't resist. This is Dr. Mianishi, who is 
an intern at Hiroshima University. He said to a 30-year-old patient, "Why do you have lung 
cancer when you're so young?" The patient said, "It's probably because I worked in the 
mustard gas f~rtory for a year 10 years ago." 

We funded him with a small contract for two years. Originally, they found 19 cases of 
respiratory tract cancer, as shown here, with the contract we provided. They eventually 
found 75 among 500 mustard gas workers due to an alert observation by an intern. 

Finally, the last slide shows one phase of thalidomide not already mentioned. The dotted line 
indicates the amount of thalidomide sold. The solid line indicates the freauencv of - - - - ~- -~-- -- - -1------ rl --

phocomelia in Hamburg, Germany. So this is an example of discontinuing the exposure ends 
the epidemic, which we hope remains ended, although we've already heard today that Brazil 
is st~ging a comeback. 

Thank you. 

(Applause.) 
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DR. MILLS: Thank you. Dr. Miller. 

That reminds me of a story of two patients in the ophthalmologist's office saying, "Isn't it a 
coincidence that both of our children have eye problems, and we had rubella when we were 
pregnant?" That's actually the way that that particular teratogenic effect was identified. 

Our next speaker is Dr. AHen Mitchell, who is the associate director of the Slone 
Epidemiology Unit at Boston University. As already mentioned, he is going to speak with us 
about the experience with Accutane. 

DR. MITCHELL: Thanks, Jim. It's a pleasure to be here. 

I want to mention at the outset, by way offull disclosure, that we had been approached by 
Celgene to discuss the possibility of a survey analogous to the Accutane survey, should 
thalidomide come to market. We have been talking to them seriously about that. 

Let me begin. This is an assessment of the Accutane or isotretinoin pn:gnancy prevention 
program, a program that we had nothing to do with designing, but which we were asked to 
evaluate. My co-workers, Carla Van Bennekom and Carol Louik, were intimately involved 
in this. 

Just a very brief history. In 1982, Accutane was introduced in the U.S. market. The label, 
from the outset, warned of potential teratogenicity based on animal studies. Between 1982 
and 1988, the human teratogenicity ofthe drug was documented. Warnings were reinforced, 
but reports of exposed pregnancies and malformed infants continued, prompting in 1988 an 
FDA review. 

Some important considerations at the time was that it was a known teratogenicity. It had 
unique efficacy for the treatment of severe recalcitrant cystic acne. It required generally a 
short treatment course of approximately five months, and it had a short half~ life. 

The alternatives considered, in sort of global termst \.Yere) one, to remove the drug from the 
n'll"llt"'V.at~ turn tn rP~trirot rli<C:"trihll"tiArr.• ~t'l...-1 f"},,..,a.p.. tn. .rl,:nr~lnn ..... ...,,...:~ ;_.._1.;:!11 . .....,.o.-+ +'h .. ,......,..._ ....... o.f....o ......... ~ ... ,,.,. 
I .II--' A-..,..,L., "- .-.- ....-, L...,- .a ..,r,.;r,.,.I.I"-'1. 'l.llr. .. n .. .l. ,._.._'-llJ•.t;, U.J .. 'III..A t..IL;l "-'~, 'LV U.,_. "i' ...... -'VjJ Ul.tU 111.1}-"J. .... IL.I."-'.1.11"- 11.-lllr,r 'l.rVJ.J.IYI\Jil,..L!.a-J V ~ 

pregnancy prevention program. Two and three are not mutually exclusive; as the last days 
have revealed. 

The last choice was the one pursued. As a result. the pregnancy prevention program, or PPP, 
was introduced in the fall ofl988~ It's a multi-component progra..rn aimed at female patients 
and their physicians~ It was reaUy an unprecedented and novel approach. What I'd like to do 
is briefly review some of the components of that program. 

First of all. as I mentioned, it is a multi-component program that was provided to physicians 
in this box of materials. That box included a patient qualification check list, which was to be 
comoleted before olacimr a oatient on Accutane: a natient information hrochnre· ::~ hirth 

L II. - .I ~ .l -------------------------~~~-----

control brochure: telenhone information-~ an 800 number. toll-free nnmher w::1r;: ~P:t nn ::~nn 
, _. .. ---- - --;;o ... --- ------------- --~ --- ~r:l' --.--

patients could call and receive information in any of 13 languages; and importantly, a 
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contraception referral program, in which the manufacturer would pay the patient for a 
referral to a specialist in contraception counseling, if the practitioner/prescriber did not feet 
sufficiently comfortable to provide that information. In addition, there was a patient 
informed consent, a patient self-evaluation, and a guide to consent as well. 

Another aspect ofthe pregnancy prevention program that was unique was the development 
of this blister package, which I think has received a lot of discussion. This is a fold-over 
package. You can see the line drawing ofthe malformed child, a lot ofred and black 
warnings, and the introduction ofthis Avoid Pregnancy symbol. Behind each of these is the 
capsule. In order to push out the capsule, you basically had to sort of see this symbol every 
time you took a dose. 

Well, that's well and good, but the question was, does the pregnancy prevention program 
work? We saw this as a unique opportunity to assess whether a human teratogen can be used 
with relative safety, so we initiated a survey of Accutane use in women. This was sponsored 
by, and continues to be sponsored by, the manufacturer, Roffman-La Roche. The Slone 
Epidemiology Unit, from the outset, had responsibility for the design and protOC<Il, data 
colkction, data processing, and data analysis, with guidance provided by an independent 
advisory committee. 

The objectives, not surprisingiy, were to assess c:ompiiance with the pregnancy prevention 
program, including the awareness of teratogenic risks, patient and physician behaviors, 
pregnancy rates, pregnancy outcomes, and risk factors for those pregnancies that did occur. 
But there were some clear limitations which need to be noted, and we have noted from the 
outset. 

T"' .. ___ _._ _.f'"~il1 ___ -~-1~-~.1. --~~-~~~-~-- --L-~ ---~-~1.._1_ 'T"'L ___ ~-·-- ~- ~--~-----· -~----- .. ~--
rJr:;l U! <tU, UU pr~;;~pu:::H I,;VllljJWl:liUII Wi1;; pu:>:>!UH:;. llJCIC Wi:i.:S llU jJH:;J;,lll:l .. W.;y ptCVCllllUJI 

program, of course, but neither was there any survey prior to its introduction. There was no 
definition of what success meant. The survey itsdf, it can be argued, is some form of 
intervention. Perhaps most important for consideration these couple of days is that it was 
based on voluntary encollment. as were all aspects of the pcegnancy prevention program, and 
thcrcfoic it raises questions about the representativeness of the sur,rey population. 

When we approached the issue of design, one ofthe first things we wanted to consider was, 
how might we enhance enrollment in a survey that's voluntary in nature? One ofthe obvious 
things was to provide physicians with a survey enrollment form, and that we did. That 
clearly was made as simple as possible consistent with informed consent and our 
in~titntir.n::.l rf"ViPUJ hr.o:~rrt rPnllil"Prnf'nt<! o:~nrl Wf' U/f'rf' n!tvino- thi'! Wt\rnP.n tl {) fnr thP 
~ ................................. _ .... ._. ~ ·- ~ ........................ • ... ,-.... ._ ............. -..... , - .. - ··- ·T ..... - r-J .. -o ......... ·· _.. ........... .,. ... " ... _. .. ~ .... .... 
Pnrn.llmPnf Ufp TYI.,,.t,. thi., tn hs> """r-triPnrflv ,.,...,1 in ""I'T"'P ur"v" tn mirnir"' tn!tdi>r r .. h .. tP ......... ...__._.._ .. 1 ....... ~ ... ... .....- ~ ... - ...... - ........................................ ~ .............. _ .. ,/' _.._,._ ..................... _. ··-J ....- ... ,_,. ............... __ ................... _ .... _ ._.._._ ..... , 

something that would not be off-putting. 

But we anticipated that physicians, for a variety of reasons, might not be terribly aggressive 
in enrolling patients, and we suggested another approach, which was to include 1he same 
forrn --this is the back side of it, it's a fo!d-over form-· with each medication package. This 
is a ·direct-t<r-consumer approach, if you \ViiL So 'x'e had at least tv-10 \Vays:l r.vo 
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opportunities. to have women enroll in the survey. 

As I mentioned before, the period of Accutane treatment was estimated to be about five 
months. If we were to identify potentia] pregnancies and give ourselves two trimesters in 
which that might be detected, that would add another s1x months. So the average follow-up 
period was defined as 11 months. 

The flow diagram identifies the three enrollment methods, the physician, the medication 
package, and-later the toll-free telephone number. Women would enroll in the survey, and 
within 48 hours would be sent a check for $10. They were randomized upon enrollment to 
be followed by two different approaches. We can talk about this later. I don't think it's 
terribly relevant here. The telephone fo11ow-up involved a contact early in the course of 
therapy, midway roughly in the course of therapy, and at the end of the defined fotlow~up 
period. 

In contrast, the male follow-up or the postal follow-up involved a tracking contact after 
therapy was likely to be completed, and an equivalent interview by questionnaire at 11 
months, or six months after discontinuation of therapy. So we were obtaining considerably 
more information from women randomized in the telephone arm, 5,000 women a year_ The 
balance of women were randomized to be followed by the postal questionnaires. 

Enro1Iments since 1989 through 1996 have increased. The first year reflects the lack of the 
medication package in the marketplace. There were delays in manufacturing this unique 
product. But since 1990, we have witnessed a steady increase in the enrollments, the 
absolute number of enrollments running from approximately 35,000 in 1990, and we're 
anticipating in 1997 roughiy 50,000. So the cumuiative number of enroiiments at the present 
time is approximareiy 350,000 women. Of interest. rhree-quarters of these enroHments came 
to us via the medication package. 

Based on the random sample of women whom we followed up more intensively, the average 
age was 26 years, is 26 years. The average education is two years past high schooL The 
duration of acne is approximately 10 years. As you can see, the vast majority have gone 
through previous treatments for their acne. 

In terms of their knowledge at the outset oftherapy, 99 percent responded affirmatively to 
the question, "Did your doctor tell you the importance of avoiding pregnancy?" Ninety--eight 
percent reflected that they understood that Accutane may cause birth defects. 

Tn th .. fil"~t tu.rn VP~l"<l. nfthp, ~urv.-.v h;:,<!,.n nn 1 ll ()O(l 1ntPrviPur<o lr-nnuJ!,.rlcr<> <>nrl rnrnnllanl'<> ..._._.., - ... ..., .~.-~.- ....... ···~ ,J ..,.-..,,_. - ...... - .... ...,.....,.., • ""'J7' ............ ....-~...- _....,,. .,.._.,.._....,...._. .... ~ ... ~.- r•-..-~..,.J .-.....~- •• ., __ ....,b.._...,..,.,...., ..,ova.a.aya.& ..... &oii ..... V 

at the onset of therapy with other aspects was not as high. Instructions from physicians, 78 
percent said tbey were told to wait until pregnancy test results before beginning the drug; 63 
percent reflected being told to wait until thejr next menstrual period; and 60 percent reported 
having any pregnancy test being done before therapy. 

Based on this information, which we provided quarterly both to ti}e ma..'1ufacturer and to 
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FDA, the manufacturer on .its own initiated a modification of the medication package. This 
is the back oft he original package, which, while prov1ding a lot of information. was also 
somewhat noisy. It could be argued-- and I'm sure Dr. Morris would have some comments 
about this tomorrow -- it could be argued that some of the messages might get lost in the 
detail. 

So in the fall of 1990, the manufacturer changed the package to the four big musts, as we 
call it. You must have a biood test which shows you were not pregnant before starting 
Accutane. You must wait until the second or third day. You must use eflective birth control 
one month before, during, and after taking Accutane. Something that we found kind of 
interesting for a voluntary survey, you must send in the fonn inside to sign up for the 
confidential follow-up survey. 

Weii, did that make any difference? If we compare-the two years .preceding with the two 
years foil owing the change in the package with roughly equivalent numbers of interviews, 
we did see somewhere in the neighborhood of a 10 percent increase in compliance. Can we 
attribute it to the medication package? I think anyone can be the judge of that, but we did see 
a dichotomy, and this continues to this day between 1990 and 1991. 

But iei's consider some other aspects of the population. Among non-coniraceptors, lei's 
consider the sexual activit"y stat"us among those ages 15 to 44. Among the non-contraceptors 
who reported being sexually active, there were 2 percent in the Accutane survey, among the 
non-contraceptors. In the U.S. population, the equivalent figure is 33 percent. 

Among contraceptors, if we simply look at the proportions using the birth control pill, when 
'll.r"'L11 l.-..nl.r ~.,. T'h.a. ni'TO_-l"n.o,....;fi,..... -roi-.ooe:o- f',..,'t" on._.... f.... -orr.a_ .rt....,.a/'to;,fi,..,. ,...,..."+'.orr.-..--r .._\.. ........ .o"'l+.n~ ............. .n..-..-. +1..~ 
JVU. .LV'V'"'- U-L U.L~ oU-,f,V~.;J,PV ....... ..L.IV LOU. .. Vo.Jit .V&. v~-..,..1.1. LL& ..... -.J! ... 'trr' .... J.Ll't,. ........... ""&VlJ, ILJJV l.Q.Ir .... J .[IJ.L1U.II5 I.IJV 
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the general U.S. population. 

Wetl. what does that mean? Relative to the general population of women, disproportionately 
more women in this survey are not sexually active, and use effective contraceptive methods. 

Some argue, well, this is a bias within the survey. Others, with their eyeS; open, wouid argue 
this was the objective of the pregnancy prevention program, was to minimize the population 
at risk. 

But let's consider the outcoJIJe of great interest, the pregnancy rate. Based on 210,000 
..... . completed follow-ups for the years 1989 to 1995, we had 623 pregnancies reported! for a 

rate of 2.9 per 1,000 five-month courses of Accutane. That was the typical course of 
Accutane. 

For the demographers, if you want to convert that to 1,000 woman-years, it's 7.7 per 1,000 
woman-years. How does that compare to national data based on the National Center for 
Health Statistics? The U.S. population rate would be 109 pregnancies for that same 
population. So this is roughly one-fourteenth, or 7 percent, of the expected rate. 
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Let's just examine for a moment the characteristics of these pregnancies. Nine percent of the 
women were pregnant at the start of treatment. This is actually different. though we can't tell 
what this difference results from. This is considerably lower than that proportion that was 
observed in the studies by Lammer and by Dye preceding the initiation ofthe pregnancy 
prevention program. Twenty-seven percent ofthe pregnancies occurred among women who 
acknowledged not using contraception. But; as has been predicted by virtually everyone, 
contraceptive failure accounts for the lion's share of the pregnancies. Virtually two-thirds of 
the pregnancies were attributed to contraceptive failure. 

The outcomes of these pregnancies, roughly two-thirds resulted in therapeutic abortions; 16 
percent, spontaneous abortions; live births in roughly 11 percent. I'm not giving the 
distribution of the outcomes among the live-horns. This was not an etiologic study. We 
never expected to see anything but the predicted teratogenic effect of Accutane in this 
population. To date, our follow-up data suggests that that's what we're seeing. that roughly 
25-to 30 percent of the live-born babies are affected. 

One of the concerns, of course, is how long is this intervention likely to work, and in which 
direction is it likely to go, as time moves on? I must admit to being one of the skeptics who 
thought that this would work for short-term, but not for very long. To the extent that we can 
make any extrapolations, if you look at the year-by-year-- and pick any row you want, but 
let's take the 1,000 woman-year rates-- the rates of pregnancy have clearly declined over 
time. They have certainly not gone up. The inference here -- and there are anecdotal data to 
suggest that this is the case - is that the pregnancy prevention program is indeed being 
incorporated into routine practice. 

I shouid mention that 92 percent of the women in the survey received their medication from 
dermatoiogists, not from other kinds of physicians. As I'ii mention in a moment, thats a 
relevant consideration. Dermatologic training programs are including training in pregnancy 
prevention related to Accutane. 

Well, are there special characteristics to consider when evaluating the effectiveness of the 
Accutaue program? Theie certainly are. In tenns of the manufaciurer. Accutane is 
distributed by Roche, a single manufacturer, which promotes the pregnancy prevention 
program on an ongoing basis by advertisement, mailings to physicians and health 
professionals, and the sales force. It sponsors a survey, and aggressively supports the survey 
recruitment, and acts on the feedback from the survey. 

T'h.a nhu~;l"';':liTlC" !All:' T rn~nt:nnQrl ':l...-o. ln. ... n.::~ohr f'.,........,....,..., t'I.;...._,..IB l!""_..,.~~nlr., 'Th:,. :"""' """'1..-: ........... 1 .. , 
.J. HY yu.7 tiJoU,..-114.4-Ur."'' ~ 4 u.n,..-n...._vu"'u, C.U.'tw- I<U.5~~r.,.tlJ .LJ.UUJ a ~UJ,511,.. i:lof--"-'"'l41l)'. J. UJ;:) l~ d UIULJUClY 
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patient population is well-educated, higher socioeconomic status. They have a serious 
cosmetic condition which they view Accutane as being a treatment of last resort for. if you'll 
pardon me, which offers a likelihood of cure, in contrast to other anti-acne therapies, and 
there's a short duration oftherapy. 

Is the experience \'lith i~·._ccutane app]ica.ble to cL~er humfu1"} teratogens? \1/eH~ I basically 
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listed the characteristics for Accutane. and I think it's the task of a11 of us to worry about 
whether this has any applicability to thalidomide. 

Finally, while this experience suggests-that the PPP for Accutane is effective, it's unclear 
whether the same program would be similarly effective for other therapeutic teratogens. 

Thank you. 

(Applause.) 

DR. MILLS: Thank you. 

Our last speaker today is Dr. Cynthia Moore, who is the acting deputy chief of the Birth 
Defects and Genetic Diseases Branch at the CDC. She is going to provide a summary and 
recommendations based on preventing birth defects due to thalidomide exposure and the 
CDC meeting. 

DR. MOORE: I'm happy to have this opportunity to speak with you today and participate in 
this meeting as the last speaker, because in essence that gives me the final word today, and, 
that's a situation I aiways iike. 

I also participated in the FDA meeting last week, and I gave this presentation. I wanted to 
point out, especially for those of you who weren't at that meeting, that, although the FDA 
advisory committee did vote for approval of thalidomide, saying the benefits were greater 
than the risks, they also voted that all the safety issues have not been adequately described. 

'"T"1-- f'""'t __ ..,_....._,.., -C'-.- n: ........ ...._ .... ....._ ~_...._-..._ ...... 1 ... _.ln--......_ .............. :~-· ,.._.._....__,...,A .f.L! ... -. ...... _,.., L..._....._,.., ................. ...__-: ... ___ _.. _,e 
.lUW VVJJt.l;-.l~ _l_Vl JJl;:'tC~Q VVIUJ.UJ a.U.U L a,;;;Y'¥lHIVU ~UI,..L1'1:-U lUJ;) (l.lCUa. IJI¥ .... QU;)I;I a 111(1-jVI prut Ul 

the Division of Birth Defects and Development1l Disabilities' mission is to improve the 
health of American children by preventing birth defects. To a great extent, our division owes 
its existence to the tragedy that was the first thalidomide epidemic, and we as well as others 
do not wish to see a second epidemic occur. 

In MaTch of this year, CDC sponsored a workshop in At!a.nta entitled "Preventing Birth 
Defects Due to Thalidomide Exposure." We were fortunate to have the participation by 
individuals from many different areas of expertise, including our federal colleagues from the 
FDA, the NIH, many pharmaceutical companies, professional practice representatives, 
academicians, and others. The purpose ofthis meeting was to provide a forum devoted to the 
discus!': ion of the teratnl!enic effects. of thalidomide and methods. to limit fetal mmns.mE". to 
-~-~~------ ------ -------1;.1' --- ------- -- ------ -J' ------- -~ r- ------- --rr-- ---;c--~---- --

thi:oo: rlrnu s.hould it hf> annroved for w:e_ This. meetinrt wa...~ not ciP.sirmerl to riP.vP.Inn a ----- ---o,-------~---- --.rr----~--- ------------------a ------------a--------·---,--
COOSenSUS on this issue, and no attempt was made to reach one, but merely to gather 
individuaJ suggestions by meeting participants. 

Although other adverse effects of this drug are known or suspected, the CDC meeting 
addressed only the teratogenic effects, I believe that we are aU well aware of these birth 
defects. We've heard from several presenters today that we know when this drug is used by 
women of childbearing potential, the risk for causing serious birth defects can never be 
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In situations where there is indiscriminate use of the drug, or poor control surrounding its 
use, as in Brazil, infants with thalidomide embryopathy are being born. This is an infant 
born in 1994 to a Brazilian mother who received thalidomide for treatment for leprosy. He 
has the typical malformations associated with thalidomide exposure. 

!1d like to comment, kind of in response to Dr. Hill's presentation, that one of the problems 
that was pointed out in Dr. Castilla's report of these Brazilian infants was that we had 
typically characterized the limb deficiencies as phocomelia, even though other authors had 
described the preaxial or radial ray defects. In the sma1l group that Dr. Castilla reported -
and this is one of those babies -- the incidence of preaxial defects was about half of the 
;nf<>n+., u1hif'h T thinlc urPrP 11 f'hi!.-lrPn 
~ ... ..1..0..-J.ILL!') Tr IL&-II ..L .. -61..L&LJ.-.. T~ -· _. I .L ....................... .._.._. .. ._ .. 

This presents a difficulty in surveillance systems because, although phocomelia has very few 
causes, especially bilateral phocomelia, there are many causes for bilateral radial agenesis. 

So who is at risk in the United States if thalidomide is approved for use by the FDA for 
ENL? ls it individuals with ENL? We've been told that there are currently five patients at the 
Hansen's Disease Center in Carville, Louisiana, who are receiving thalidomide for treatment 
ofENL. Four ofthese patients are male. The numbers of individuals with ENL in the other 
parts of the United States also appears to be smal1. 

The risk for individuals who have been buying thalidomide through buyers clubs may be 
low, since I understand most of these individuals are male. At least in Atlanta this is true, 
where we were recently told that the membership was 91 percent male. 

The CDC meeting participants considered, not only the teratogenic risks for individuals with 
ENL, but also the risks that this approval will bring to a population of patients with other 
disorders for which treatment with thalidomide has given beneficial results, and those who 
may receive it through indiscriminate use. We did not·have an opportunity to discuss risks 
that will occur ifthis drug is ever used as a drug of abuse. 

There isn't time to present every one of the dozens of suggestions we heard at the March 
meeting. Our staff considered all ofthem, and extracted those which we thought would be 
most effective and practical in preventing fetal exposure. 

In the form of draft recommendations, these suggestions have gone out for comment to 
meeting participants and the members of the Tnaiidomide Interagency Working Group. 
They are now under revision by CDC staff. I'd like to highlight some of these suggestions 
this afternoon. 

We noted that virtually aU of the suggestions to prevent birth defects centered around the 
-~----- "- _cJ: __ : ... ! _ .... L_ ---- _£' .... 1.- ..J _____ .J ____ J.'! . 1. , .. , .. .. ' .• • • . 
~uu~.;cp~;::; u1 um1un!;; me u::;c u1 me urug, cuuc(lung neann care provmers ana panems aoout 
ihe use of the drug, and monitoring those who are using ihe drug. 
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These concepts were summarized by CDC staff into these five proposed recommendations 
focused mainly on women of childbearing potential. They are as follows_ Patients should be 
suitable candidates for thalidomide. They should be educated and counseled about the 
teratogenicity, and about contraception. The drug should be packaged and dispensed in a 
manner to minimize both inappropriate and inadvertent use. Prescribers and dispensers 
should be well educated about thalidomide and its use. Patients should be monitored during 
use to reduce the risk for fetal exposure_ 

When considering if a woman of childbearing potential is a suitable candidate for 
thalidomide therapy, we thought these four points were very important. The most difficult 
issue has been the first point listed, for it seems that most would agree with the other points, 
that a prospective patient should not be pregnant at the initiation of therapy; should have 
access to and be a capable and effective user of birth control; and should understand the 
risks associated with using this drug. 

However, when to use the drug is the question. It was also suggested at the meeting that the 
drug should have not only been proven to be effective for the condition, but because ofthe 
severe risk, other options, hopefully nonteratogenic, should have been tried first, if they are 
available. 

Since approval of a drug for a specific use must be based in part on its effectiveness, it was 
suggested by some meeting participants that the common practice of off-label use of drugs 
be prohibited for thalidomide, to prevent the indiscriminate use for disorders for which 
thalidomide has not been found to be effective in rigorous trials. Again, the suggestion to 
prohibit off-label use is controversial, but it would limit exposure, at least until other 
indications are approved. 

Patients should of course be counseled about the teratogenicity. In all patient education 
activities, the concepts of appropriate and pretested messages with post-educational 
knowledge assessment are included. Several meeting participants stressed the need for 
inclusion of photographs of affected infants. The line drawing of an infant with Accutane 
embryopathy thats inciuded in the Roche pregnancy prevention program was thought to be 
inadequate. 

Also, avoiding possible fetal exposure caused by sharing piUs, or taking leftover pills, 
necessitates counseling all patients about the teratogenicity and the importance of not 
keeping unused pills. 

~L- ~L~!-~ -.C'-~ -CC'--~~--- ~~~..1.---~-,..!--- -~~~-~~1.. ~-___..~---1-~i •• I:'~~ ~~.J."'_.~..l~--1- --~~.._1_ -•---~--~-
.1 Ut: '-'UUl'-'1:: U.l i:lll t:llt:~ll Vt; "IJI1lli:1'-'t:pU Vt: <l}J}J1Ui:11-'ll, }JdlllLUliUlY lUl UIUIV lUUal:; WIUl I>IlfUHJ(; 

illness, can be challenging, according to our OB/GYN colleagues. For example, we were 
given, as one example, that IUDs are probably not a good idea in women with HIV 
infection. It was suggested that this practice of prescribing contraceptives be limited to those 
providers who have expertise in this area_ 

Although consistent and pmper use of contraception is a goal, unprotected intercourse couid 
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occur under a number of circumstances. This topic also elicited many comments from our 
meeting participants, since we proposed that emergency contraception be discussed and 
prescribed. At the very least, as one of our participants suggested, female patients of 
childbearing potential who have unprotected sexual intercourse should stop taking 
thalidomide immediately, and not resume until they are evaluated and found not to be 
pregnant. 

This same SUI!!lestion would aoolv to women who are uncertain about the effectiveness of 
their contrace-ption at any poi~t-i~ time. The last approach would necessitate that we have 
reliable data on the elimination of th~llidomide from the body, however. 

Packaging suggestions included labels that state, "Causes severe birth defects," and the word 
"thalidomide." How recognizable the word "thalidomide" is to individuals in their 20s and 
30s, who may be patients or even health care providers, is not known to us, although some 
preliminary data from the FDA indicates that at least 50 percent of individuals do not 
recognize the name. 

Other ideas, such as blister packs, and use of a tested symbol to denote no use in pregnancy 
were also discussed during the meeting. 

Although we've received both positive and negative feedback about these suggestions on 
dispensing, the last two stimulated the most discussion, mainly pertaining to the idea tbat the 
pharmacist would also be a gatekeeper for thalidomide, and in some ways serve as the 
ultimate cQntrol over who receives the drug. This is not an idea without precedent. For at 
least one drug, Clozaril, dispensing cannot be done unless the pharmacist is presented 
documentation of requisite iaboratory resuits. 

The most notable point under this heading is. the suggested concept that prescribers and 
dispensers should do more than just register to obtain the privilege. Education and 
knowledge assessment should be connected to this privilege, a privilege which also could be 
revoked. The development of specific practice guidelines by professional groups was also. 
suggested. 

Monitoring suggestions pertaining to follow-up of the female patient while on therapy by 
her health care provider, and referral for specialized counseling in the event of exposed 
pregnancy, were also suggested. In addition, a more global monitoring of all women of 
childbearing potential through the establishment of a prospective, consolidated, and multi-
,.,n......._ .... ..,.""'' rorr~~t,..,r "111rnl" i'+l,rrrr.o.rot-a.A 
"-"V1Upa.uy ~-....OJ.J~Ll)" 11Ya..;:) i>U5Q.._.;;')L.._..U. 

This registry would follow all women of childbearing potential onthalidomide for fetal 
exposure and outcome of exposed pregnancies. The registry would provide infonnation to 
determine the magnitude, and hopefully the source, of prevention failures . 

.. A ... s a.'l aside, !twas encouraging to !earn at the FD .. A ... meeting !ast Friday that Celgene \Vi!l 

include the patient's diag..r!Osis in their proposed registry, and wcu!d be ab!e to monitor this 
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data to limit inappropriate or trivial use ofthalidomide. 

That's the last slide, so I can have the lights up. 

I've given a brief overview of the suggestions from the CDC meeting, "Preventing Birth 
Defects Due to Thalidomide Exposure." As an encompassing summary, we were told that 
the most rigorous pregnancy prevention program yet established, the Roche pregnancy 
prevention program for women on Accutane, was a good starting point, but was not rigorous 
~nough for ·a te~atogen as potent as thalidomide. - - - -

Evaluation of this program has shown that some women received Accutane without a 
pregnancy test. Pregnancies did occur during therapy, and effective pregnancies were 
aborted, or went on to live birth. 

Unfortunately, even with a stronger program for thalidomide, some affected infants will be 
born. 

I'd like to thank all the participants of our March meeting, and those who gave us feedback 
on those draft recommendations. Our Birth Defects Branch at CDC is eager to further 
explore suggestions from our meeting, and work with all parties to develop a prevention 
program that hopefully wi11 assist women who receive thalidomide, their partners, and their 
health care providers in preventing these serious, but preventable, birth defects. 

The desire for a healthy baby is nearly universal. ln my clinical experience, that desire is 
intensified in women who battle a chronic disease during pregnancy. Regardless of how 
iong it takes, I beiieve we owe aii women our best efforts to try to make this desire a reaiity. 

Thank you. 

(Applause.) 

DR. r-._.fll~l.,S: I1d like to thS-J--;k all of our excellent speakers for v-'hat "Vw'Cre uniformly well 
t~ought out and '"veH presented ta.Jks. 

I'll invite you all to come to the microphones for questions, and while you're flocking down 
to the microphones, I was asked by Steve to mention that we start at 8:00 tomorrow. That's 
8:00a.m., not 8:30, so be prepared. 

I'll nnPn it nn for :~nv ofvonr f':omments:. nr nne<:tion<: to the <:nP::~h•r~-- -- -r--- -- -r --- ---J -- .1--- - ----------~- -- -:~--------- -- ---- -r --------

DR. LONG: My name is Iris Long from ACT UP/New York. 

I would like to know how available is the data on pregnancy with respect to Accutane to 
patients and their doctors, with respect to, shouldn't this be updated? Information Jike this is 
very sort of shocking; when you see that there a_re so ma_ny pregnancies occurring. a..11d that 
decisions concerning abortions will have to occur, and some 1ive births with these defects 
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are unavoidable. 

DR. MITCHELL: I assume that question is something I should respond to. I had a little 
trouble hearing, but ifl understood the question correctly, how much feedback is provided 
to physicians and patients? 

DR. LONG: Well, yes, with the actual data concerning like the 623 people who became 
pregnant, and so forth? I mean, just because you're taking the registry, how does the public 
get -that data, and their doctors, and the pharmacists, and so forth? Because that data should 
be available, I think, to the public. 

DR. MITCHELL: The principle mechanism for relatively rapid feedback is a series of 
newsletters that are sent to prescribers. Those are prescribers identified as being anyone who 
is a practicing dermatologist, and the list of prescribers that the manufacturer has of non
dermatologists. 

DR. LONG: (Inaudible.) 

DR. MITCHELL: Yes, well, that's done through the usual route ofmedical publications, but 
it might be interesting to taik to you iater about other suggestions you might have. 

DR. MILLS: Could we get the microphones turned up? There is some kind of machinery 
behind us that makes it difficult for the people up here to hear the questions. Thank you_ 

PARTICiPANT: Hello. I just wanted to make one comment on things like the registries of 
'L~_...t_ ..J~.t" ..... ---i- T .. L:-1_.. n- la.A":11 ........ -- .......... +; ...... ..._,..._A.,.~.._,;, 4-.-._.-.. V...-.. .... J...,.._ ... .-.. 4-.-.. 1....-..r...,._ +-1-...,_ -.:.-.1.._-t- l_..-!...,..-1 ......_..f'\...:-• . .'L. 
Ull UJ U~J\.J\,.ol. • UlUII\. .LJ'l ~ .J,'V.,UUIL.-1 JII\...;IJL .. VII'l;oU LUI..:J, L-VV • .L VU JJGY\..- LU U_QY~ LIJV ,LJO,IIl .1\.lllU U~ UJJ. L-11 

....f.n.+'..-. ..... + ........ 1-..-""' : .......... t...= ... ..,rn:.r.t- ..... , ............... -4-l-.~ .... ~i£" .... ..,. .... n: .... 1., 1- ... ~,.A ..-..+-.-J......,.. n ............ : • .t'l;f. ........... ; .... n. 
Uli:.-.liV\,.-L- \-V VL- IU lll'L..- j'lo.J51"'L.I.:J,. .U-1-lU L.lUI)I 1._, "''-'lU\iiJ.I.] UU.'L.o V..l UiV .1..11"-Ldl ..:tU.UU.UVU. 

I had the opportunity of looking at a large number of affected individuals in Sweden. There 
·is a very significant number that just have craniofacial, and maybe thumb. Thumb is the 
most exquisitely sensitive throughout the whole thing, but there are many that have no other 
limb a.11.omalies than just facia! nerve palsies a..'ld ear anomalies a11d ether craniofacial. So 
that doesn't seem to be as appreciated as ! think it may be, should be. 

Thank you. 

PARTICIPANT: I'm reading a question for another person. "Have mothers of children with 
birth defects been interviewed to find out what they knew about thalidomide and birth 
defects, whether they had been counseled, and where they received the drug? This can be in 
any country, and I guess particularly Brazil." Also, the same question on Accutane. 

DR. MOORE: Unfortunately, I'll have to say I don't know the answer to that question for 
thalidomide. I think that the infants that were born in Brazil were in more rural areas, and 1 
don't know what kind of health care information they were given before they took the drug, 
or if they were interviewed afterwards. 

. ' 
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PARTICIPANT: Thank you. 

DR. MITCHELL: With respect to Accutane, the vast majority of the pregnancies we 
identified occurred in women who·· about two·thirds of them were on contraception} had 
been informed, and so forth. I mean, they were not unaware of the risks. 

DR. FOST: Norm Fost. Question for Dr. Mauck. 

We've all said that zero risk is not a sensible goal, and that therefore there is some number of 
severely affected infants that would be an acceptable tradeoff, but I'm wondering if you've 
thought at all about what would be an unacceptable number? That is, if there were, let's say, 
some disturbingly high --I'm not asking for an actual number. None of us can come up with 
that. 

But suppose there were hundreds or thousands down the road when there were more 
indications, a large number of children born with full phocomelia. Is there some point at 
which you would say, "This is unacceptable," and some more intrusive regulatory scheme is 
possible? Or would you say that the guidelines that you recommended are about as far as we 
should go, regardless of how it turns out? 

DR. MAUCK: It's hard for me to respond. it's aimost as if you're asking me a question for 
the agency. My guess is that if the level is high enough to cause alarm, there would be some 
sort of regulatory action, but don't hold me to that. 

I think the thing we need to consider, too, that I didn't say and probably should have, is that 
·I'- ________ _.__._~ _ _1 ____ .._,_ __ ---~lit_ • • .... ~-.l" __ _.__ _ _ ,, ______ .. r ..... ~ , ...... ~ 

II we approvt: um; urug, men: w1u ue mnn ueJects t;auseo oy approveo use m m1s orug. vur 
there is this drug in this country now that's been available through buyt:rs dubs, and the risk 
per patient of an affected pregnancy is much lower, I think, if the drug is obtained through 
regulated means versus through a buyers club. 

So in a way, I think regulation will decrease the likelihood, and will be a good thing, 
provided that it doesn•t incn~ase the number of users so much t.laat it actually overwhe1ms the 
reduced risk per patient. 

MS _ SAPIDR: I had a question. My name is Ann Saphir. I'm from the Journal of the 
National Cancer Institute. 

I had a question about off-label use. That's kind of confusing to me. I don't understand if the 
thalidomiile is annroved for use with ENT ,_will it he then availahle to nhvc:ician<:: to ---------------- ----;r-....--- --------- --~----- -11' cc----- ------------------- --r:---~----------

prescribe for all sorts of things for which it is indicated, and how do you control that? 

DR. MAUCK: It's legal for a physician to prescribe an approved medication for a non
approved use. That's the way emergency contraception is used now. At the advisory 
c.ommittee meeting; it was discussed whether off-labe1use could be limited, and I think 
there wac:n't a clear answer. It's something that the agency has to 1ook into. 
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DK COHEN: Peter Cohen, National Institute on Drug Abuse. 

Just to get at that question, there is at least one example of a class of medications whose off
label use has been controlled by statute, and that's methadone. Because of concern that 
methadone would be used off-label for the treatment of addiction, a political decision was 
made to regulate it. So any drug that is to be used for the treatment, long-term, of addiction 
fa!ls under special regulation. So it can be done, but not unless statute is passed. 

The question I had, we have an example of a known teratogen, probably milder, but 
certainly more used, and that's alcohol I'm wondering if anybody has any data ofthe 
incidence of fetal alcohol syndrome from a drug that is unrelated to bring into some 
comparison, because I for one might-- I agree with much of what ha<; been said. But I could 
have a worrv about the degree of intrusiveness in terms of regulation_ One can educate 
patients. on"e can demand that they read and sign an infonned consent. But when the 
government itse1f steps in, and says, "You must have pregnancy tests, you must use 
contraception," I think there's a worry about crossing over the line. It's a balancing. It's a 
riskfbenefit But I'd be interested in hearing some feedback regarding fetal alcohol syndrome 
as an almost societal disease. 

DR. MILLS: May I answer that one? I think there are a number of points there. One is that 
the rate of fetal alcohol syndrome varies tremendously depending on the survey and the 
population. But to take one rate, one per l ,000 births, you can see that it's very, very much 
less a risk in tenns of the number of people exposed versus the number who had bad 
outcomes than thalidomide is. 

The second point is that this is a historical question as much as a medical question, that. 
were someone to put alcohol on the market today as something that had to be approved by 
the FDA, I suspect there would be any number of challenges put in the way of approving it. 
So it's not really a comparable situation, much as cigarettes are not a comparable situation, 
in terms of the health effects, and the fa~t that they were approved or not approved, but got 
on the market long before these ways of avoiding problems were instituted legally by the 
FDA. 

So I think that it's not really quite a comparable situation~ in terms of alcohol versus 
thalidomide. 

PARTICIPANT: I have a two-part question. How long after the last dose is taken does it 
..__t_~ •t..- L__..J_. 4-- .C..II •. -~--- ..a.L-l!..J __ :.J_t) l- :a. ____ :Ll- ,C __ ~-~-------L-t.._ __ L--~ ~~-
ld!U::; lllC UUUJ ~U ~Uil)' l.olC<U ll!dllUUUUU~;J ~ ~~ H )JU=>=>!Ult:; lUl :>U!Ut:;UUC WIIU 11<:1:5 Ut:(;;U Ull it 

•t..-1:..J __ :_..t_ .. L----~- ""'-~- •- 1~•~- ,J...._--!..J..._ ... .__ .......... .__..._ __ --·--• •~ ~-.. -~-~~-- ... n 
Uloi111UUUIIU!;J UlC! i:1p J U!~;JU LU i<llC! U!;JI.o!U!;J llliU LUo;;;y Wi:1Ul LU .!!,t::l j.llC!:;,Il<1Jll! 

DR. HILL: I can partially address the first part of your question, although I'll have to have 
you repeat the second part For clearance of thalidomide from the body, there have been no 
formal distribution studies per se on that. 

Ho\vever, \1/e discussed this during the advisory committee last v.,reek. The pharmacokinetic, 
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of the 623 had malformations. 

DR. LONG: So that would be 1 I percent, approximately 10 percent, or 60, and then a third 
of those? 

DR. MITCHELL: Right, yes. 

DR. LONG: Okay. 

DR. MITCHELL: That's the expected rate with Accutane. I mean, there was no reason to 
believe that in the survey it would be higher or k>wcr. 

DR. LONG: What are the effects of Accutane on the fetus? 

DR. MITCHELL: Tney are primariiy neurai crest effects -- ears, craniofaciai, centrai 
nervous system, major categories. 

PARTICIPANT: I'd just like to make a comment to the Accutane. I don't know if it's a rea11y 
good drug to compare to thalidomide because most people who might be taking thalidomide 
might be really much more sick t.i.an people taking the Accutane. So I don't know if it's a 
good drug to compare it to, to see how many women are really going to get pregnant. 

DR. MILLS: I'd like to thank all of our speakers again, and to thank the audience for your 
sustained interest. We will see you all tomorrow. 

(W);.al"'.o&ln.nn qf ,.n"l, n n1. thD lt'l.OO-tinn Ul'!ll~ t"~ .... ~c,o..J tn. r.oi'ln.n'tron.o o:lt R•nn ... rn nn 
\. T • • ._._. .. ......... 1' ....... , --· -·'"'- :t"•••••, •••- ... .__.~ .. ···b ,, ... 'oil I ---IJU __ , ... ...,. • .._.,.,..'U'""'II. T _..._,.~ -~ V+....,.V ... 4&.111+ '-P•• 

WDrln<>oul<>v ~<>nt .. onht>r 1n 1QQ7 \ .. ~ ...,_,.. __ .... _.....,J, ,._,.._t"'..,_.. .... ....,.. __ .. ....... , ...,_.,.... r ., 
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of the 623 had malformations. 
f 

DR. LONG: So that would be II percent, approximately 10 percent, or 60, and then a third 
ofthose? ! 

DR. MITCHELL: Right, yes. 

DR LONG: Okay. 

DR. MITCHELL: That's the expected rate with Accutane. I mean, there was no reason to 
believe that in the survey it wou)d be higher or lower. 

DR LONG: What are the effects of Accutane on the felus? 

DR. MITCH..ELL: They are primarily neural crest effects-- ears, craniofacial, central 
nervous system, major categories. 

PARTICIPANT: I'd just like to make a comment to the Accutane. I don't know if it's a really 
· good drug to compare to thalidomide because most people who might be taking thalidomide 
might be realiy much more sick than peopie taking the Accutane. So I don't know if It's a 
good drug to compare it to, to see how many women are realiy going to get pregnant. 

DR. MILLS: I'd like to thank all of our speakers again, and to thank the audience for your 
sustained interest. We will see you all tomorrow. 

(\Vhereupon, at 5;03 p.m., the meeting was recessed, to reconvene at 8:00 a.m. on 
'"'11 ..... ....1-- ...................... c:-: ..... _ ........ _...._11._ '11\ 101\."" '\ 
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